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ABSI'RACf

One of the most Unporuu issues in the fieLd of coorcmporacy Environmental

Impact Assessmem (ElA) is that of cumulative envirormenta.l effects. Despite

widespread recognition of the oced to assess aM manage such effects. however.

Cumulative Effects Assessments (CEAs) are DOl: being widely undertaken. This can

been aaributed to the failure of the FlA process. as Inditional.ly Pr.ICtiscd. to

incorporate CEA. as well as a lack: of suitable methodologies which actually facilitate

ie.

Since 1990 there has been increased interest in the development of smalJ·scaJc

hydroelectric facilities by me private sector in NcwfoundJand. While. in most cases,

proposed bydro developments in Newfoundland are individually subject to

enviroDIDeDta1 asscssmeDts, the:~ provincial ElA process does DOt allow for the

consideration of cumulative effects. CoasequemJ.y. there bas been DO assessmeot of

the overall impact of lhis set of projects as a whole.

This study used expert opinioo to assess the potential cumulative effects of

eight proposed small hydro projects in insular Newfouodland 00 a set of eight Valued

Enviroamental CompoOCDlS (VECs) - Water Resources; Fish Resources; IUptors;

WaterfowUMigratory Birds; Caribou; Moose; Fu.rbearersiSmall Mammals; and

Historic Resources. This was done through the use of a modified Delphi procedure.

The polCDtial effects of each projectIVEC COmbinatiOD were rated by 40 expen



pancllists according to a set of impact evaluation criteria (i.e. impact probability;

magnitude; spatial extent; temporal duration; VEe importance; and the currentlpre

project state of the VEe). Taken together, these values comprised a numerical

"Impact Score" for each projectIVEC combination. An Impact Summation Matrix was

then used to calculate an "Index of Cumulative Effect" which represent:ed the potential

overall effect of the set of projects on each of the VECs under consideration. 1be

results of the study are discussed. as well as the implications of the proposed

methodology for environmental management and resource planning.
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Chapter One
INTRODUCTION

1.1 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPAcr ASSFSSMENT: A BACKGROUND

Growing recognition of the potentia1 biophysical and socioeconomic impacts of

resource development activities. and widespread realization that these effects must be

addressed in me planniDg and management phases of such actions, led to the

development of the Environ:menul Impact A.ssessmeDt (ElA) process, and bas

prompted the passage of EIA legislation in numerous jurisdictions. In principle. ErA

is a systematic process lhrough which the potential environmental effects of proposed

development activities are identified and addressed in the decision-making process.

The Canadian EnviroameDtal AssessmenI: Research Council (CEARe. 1988a: 1)

defined FlA as:

A process which attemptS to ideoIify and predict the impacts of
legislative proposals, programs. projects and operatiooal procedures on
tbc biophysical enviroomcnJ: and on human bealth and well-being. It
also imerprers aod communicates information about rhese impacts and
investigates and proposes IDCIDS fOT lbeir management.

The passage of the NatiONJi ErrviT'()IIIMnlm Policy Ita (NEPA) in 1969 in the

United Saltes is geoenlly considered to be lbe swting point for formalized and

legislative EIA, with many countties rollowing suit soon after. In Canada. for

example, me EnvirofUMnla1 NSemMnl and Rmew Process (EARP) was established

by a decision of Cabinet OD Dc:ccmber 20. 1973. and the process was later modified

by a subsequeDt Cabinet decision on February IS. 1977. On June 22, 1984 the



Environmental Assessmeul and Review Process Guidelines Qrder·in-COUDCil was

proclaimed. wbic:h outIiDed and cluified the various ro5es, responsibilities and

procedures of EARP (Couch, 1989). Effons to reform EARP subsc:quenI1y resulted in

the passage of the Canodian E1rvironmmJal A.ssasmeN Aa (CEAA) in 1992 and its

proclamation in Jamwy of 1995.

In the oearly 30 yean since the introduction of formalized aDd legislative ElA.

the process bas evolved iDlo ODe of the most prevalent forms of environmental

decision-making today. This evolution is evident with regard to both increasing

applications of dle principles of ElA on a global scale, as well as within the process

itself in terms of focus and ~bnique. At present. ElA is • legislative requirement in

39 cowuries (Gilpin. 1995). and is being employed, to vuying degrees, through

development assislancc: ageocies in nearly all of the remaining cowuries of the workS

(Warner, 1996). Within lbese jurisdictioos. FlA is beiDa: applied to an ever

increasingly wide and varied range of deveklpmcms (McDooa1d and Brown, 1995).

The oawre of the process itself has also evolved coosiderably since its iDception in the

early 1970:5. For exampLe. early applications of the FlA process focused almost

exclusively upon the documentatioo of the potential biophysical impacts of individual

development projects, with the primary emphasis being on the integration of

environmental CODCem$ into project design and impact mitigation. At present,

however. thete is increased emphasis aD, for example: multidimensional BAs which

incorponte biophysical, socioeconomic and cultural issues and their potential



i.nIenctioDs; better links between EIA and the 0vera.U resource management aDd

planning processes; more effective public participation; the coosideRtioo of

envirot:nnenral effects after project implemelntioD (i.e. posr.-project mooitori.og and

auditing); and the assessmeDl, evahwioo and managemenr: of cumulative

enviroomeDta1 effects.

ODe of the: most imponanr. issues in the field of comemporary EIA is that of

cumulative environmental cbaDge. The coocept of cumulative effects is based upon the

premise that the individual impacts of single. independent actions are not necessarily

mutually exclusive of each other. but may accumulate in environmental systems to

bring about significam environmental change. Thus. wbile the: potential environmental.

impacts of a single development project may be deen:¥d oegIigible. the overall effCICT.

of a series of iMc:pendent projects (be they past. present or future actions) may be

cumulatively signiflCl.Dt. Accordingly. tbcte is a growing awareoess of. and interest

in. the assessmetl1 and mmagemeD1 of the potential cwnu1ative effeeu of multiple

development activities on a regiooal scale.

Despite widespread recognition of the need to address cumulative

enviroomental change. bowever, comprehensive attempu at cumulative effects

assessment (CEA) bave been limited. This bas been attributed to various analytical

and administrative factors. perhaps the most significant of which are a profound lack

of ptaetical and effective CEA methodologies. as well as the apparent incapability of

the ErA process, as traditionally practised, to incotpOrate CEA. Consequently, little



attention bas been given lO the oVerall. cumu1aIive effects of multiple. independenr:

developments on ODe or more enviroomenral compooeots.

1.1 RATIONALE AND OBJECTIVE

Since 1990. there bas been iDcreased u.erest in the development of small-scale

bydroelectric facilities by me private .sector on the Island portion of the province of

Newfoundland (the eastern-most province of Canada). The development of a

hydroelectric facility is typically viewed as a single. discootinuous activity occurring

within a limited spatial and temporal scale (Spaling. 1994), and in the case of small

scale hydro. often regarded as having the potential for relatively insignificanr:

eoviroometual impacts. However. small hydra developmem is a poteDtial soun:e of

cumulative enviroomemal cbange when it is (as in the case of insular NewfOU.Ddland)

characterized by multiple developmem.s within a region. Also, the potential impacts of

a small hydro facility may ac:c:wouIare with the effects of other past, present or funue

developmems in an area. (e.g. timber harvesting, mineral developments. efC.). SlJCb

that signiilCaDt cumulative effects may result Thus. the potential environmenlai

impacts of small hydro development must be assessed with regard to lite effects (and

potential effects) of other relared and unrelated activities. rather than focusing

exclusively upon the individual. immediate impaclS of single proposals.

While. in most cases, proposed hydra developments in Newfoundland are

individually subject to environmental assessmeDlS. there bas been no consideration



pven to the poceutial. ovenll effect of this set of projecu as .. wbok. f[ is the

abseDce of the coDSidc:ratioD. of such cumulative effects that forms the ratiouale for the

research described here.

It is, tberefore. the pmpose of this SOJdy to assess the pofeUtial cumulative

enviroDmeDla.l effects of proposed small-scale hydroelectric developments in

NewfOUDdland. More specifically. it is an ancmpt to OvettOlDC those factOn which

have b"aditionally coostrained CEA, through the development of .. practical and

effective CEA methodology, and the application of this technique in an attempt to

OVemllDe the sborteom.ings of the province's project-driven EIA process in the

coorext of cumulative effects.

1.3 THESIS STRUCTURE

Following this Im::roduction. Chapter Two setS the comext for the researcb by

giving an overview of existing and proposed hydroelectric developmentS in

Newfoundlmd and LabDdor, as wen as a description of the Newfoundland FlA

process with particular reference: to the assessmem of bydroelccttic proposals. Cbapcer

Three is a IiterabUe review, inttoducing the concepo.W basis of cumulative effects and

CEA. It also reviews a range of existing CEA approacbes and techniques. and

examines the legislative basis for. and the swe-of-tbc-an of. CEA. Finally, the

chapter discusses me analytical and administrative impediments whicb have

traditionally conmaiDed the effective consideration of cumulative effectS. Chapter



Four outlines !:be mt:tbodologica.l requirements of this study aod evaluates existing

CEA medJods in Iigbt of these specifications. It goes on to dc:scnbe !:be CEA

methodology developed aod utilized in !:be assessment. aod gives a st:qHry'*srq>

accounI. of !:be data coUcction process. Chapter Five presents and discusses these

results. Chapter Six evaluates !:be stteDgtbs and poremiallimitations of me proposed

eRA technique. The implications for. and applicabilicy of. the: methodology and the

resulting data to !:be consideratioD of cumulative effectS in the: resource management

and planning processes are also discussed. The Chapter also presents a framework. and

set of recommendations for !:be implementation of CEA. ancl the thesis concludes with

a further discussion of the perceived need for CEA in Newfoundland.



Chapter Two
EXISIING AND PROPOSED HYDROELECI'RIC

DEVELOPMENTS IN NEWFOUNDLAND AND LABRADOR

1.1 INTRODUcnON

Hydropower has bad a long aId rich history in Newfoundland and Labrador.

and has played an integral role in the province's economic and industrial

development. The first recorded hydroelectric facility in the province was established

at Diad:: River. Placentia Bay in 1898 by me Newfoundland Pulp Company (BudgeD.

1993). The 5.25 megawatt (MW) Petty Harbour project. completed in 1908 by the St.

John's Stteet Railway Company, is the oldest hydro facility currently in operation in

the province. Hydroelectricity was first generated on a large scale in the early 19005

by two pulp and paper companies for their own consumption - at Grand Falls on the

Exploits River and at Deer Lake on tbe Humber River. During the flI'St six decades of

this century, privately owned and operated small-scale hydro plants generated almost

aU of the electricity generated for domestic use on the Island (Baker et aI., 1990). By

the early l%Os there were some six private companies responsible for the generation

and distribution of elecuicity. each of which operated in isolatioD from the others

(Templeton and Reid. 1975).

In 1954 the Provincial Government established a public power authorily known

as The Newfoundland Power Commission which. in the mid-I960s. began

construction of the large Bay d'Espoir hydro project on the Island's south coast, as

well as a tnuls-Island transmission grid to interconnect this facility with the existing



geoemiDg sources aD lbe Island. The purpose of this integraIcd Island grid was to

supply power at low rues to large, power-iDlensive i.o::tusaies. as well as at a uniform.

rate to tile separate: private compaDies whicb were opeming on the Island (fempleU>n

and Reid, 1975). In Sepcem:ber 1966. lhese private utilities were amalganwcd to form

the Newfound1aDd Light aDd Power Company LuI. (currem..ly known as Newfoundland

Power).

Section 15 of the Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro Act (1975) gives lhe

crown corporation NewfoUDdland aDd Labrador Hydro (Hydro) (formerly the

NewfOUDdland Power Commission) the sole and exclusive rigbt and francltise to

develop, generate and seU all power from any DeW bydroelectric site: on die Island.

subject to me existing rights of a few companies (Hydroelectric rigbts in Labrador,

witll the exception of lhe Cbwmill River, are still vested widl the provincial

government). Hydro's primary responsibility is me generation and trammissiOD of

bulk electrical power, IDd its supply to private utilities and luge industriaJ customers

lhrougbout the proviDce. Newfoundland Power's primary role is as a distttbwor of

power, and the utility is therefore responsible fOT supplying electricity to the general

public. There are, bowever. overlaps in hotll cases, as Newfowdland Power generateS

approximately 15 percenJ: of the power it distributeS, and Hydro distributes elecoicity

directly to some rural areas, primarily OD the Island's Nonbcrn PeniDsula and south

coast (Kerr, 1996a pers comm).



2.2 EXISTlNG HYDROELECTRIC FACILITIES IN THE PROVINCE

Within the province. Hydro owns aDd operateS two iIIlen:onnec:ta:l power

systems. one on the Island and the Olher in Labrador. 'The Is1aIJ:1 Interconnected

SySlCm conncas Hydro's geoeratioo facilities and those of Hydro's customen

(primarily Newfow::ld1aDd Power. Deer Lake Power aDd Abitibi-Price) to major load

centres across me Island. The imtalled generating capacity of the Islaod

Imercoonected System is approximately 1.885 MW, of which approximately 62

percem is hydropower and 38 percem is thermal. The imtalIed capacity of the

Labrador IntercollDCCted System is approximately 5,473 MW. of which the 5,428

MW hydroelectric facility at Churchill Falls comprises approltimately 99 percent.

Hydro also operates 31 isolated runl geoeration and distribution systemS, totalling

approximately 49.281 kilowaas (kW) in capacity (14 00 the [sJaod (30,716 kW) and

17 in coastal Labrador (lS,56' kW» (Budgell. 1993).

There are presemJ.y 39 hydroelccaic facilities in the Province (fabk: 2.1), with

a gross power generating capacity of approximately 6.8.56 MW. Table 2.1 also .serves

as the legend for Figutt 2.1, wbicb illustra.tes the spatial distribution of these

developDlCDlS. Thirty-five hydro facilities exist on lbc Island, with a total insta.lled

capacity of 1.184 MW (or 17 percent of the provincial total). These range in size

from 0.35 MW (NewfoUDdland Power's Fall Pood plant) 10 604 MW (Hydro's Bay

D'Espoit facility). Of Ute 3S hydro facilities on the Island. 22 are owned by

Newfoundland Power (81 MW>. 8 by Hydro (899 MW>, 3 by Abitibi·Price (63.5
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TABLEZ.l
EXISTING HYDROELECTRIC FAcn.ITIFS I1'Il THE PROVINCE

Facility """'" I y.... C......... I _ea"",,,
Is1Jmd of NewlOUDdIand

1) Petty Harbour NFPower 1908 S.2S

2)Vietoria NF Power 1914 0.45

3) Grand Falls Abitibi·Ptjcc 1909 44.50

4) Bishop's Fans Abitibi-Price 1909 17.20

S) Pen Union NF Power 1918 0.51

6) Hearu:ContetU NFPower 1917 2.65

7) seal Cove NF Power 1924 3.18

8) Deer Lake Deer Lake Power 1925 124.65

9) Buchans (ASARCO) Abitibi-Price 1927 1.80

10) Lawn NF Power 1930 0.63

11) Pierres Brook NFPower 1931 4.00

12) Topsail NFPower 1932 2.34

13) Fall Pond NF Power 1939 0.35

(4) Tors Cove NF Power 1942 6.75

15) West Brook NF Power 1942 0.76

16) Rocky Pond NFPower 1943 3.10

17) Lookout Brook NFPower 1958 5.55

18) Mobile NF Power 1951 11.97

19) cape Broyle NF Power 1952 6.40

20) Horse Chops NF Power 1957 7.60

21) Lockston NF Power 1955 3.00

22) New Chelsea NF Power 1957 3.75
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TABLE 2.1 (Continued)
EXlSTlNG HYDROELECTRIC FAClLlTIES IN THE PROVINCE

Facility o.m.r Year Completed ........."-
23) Snooks Arm Hydro 1957 0.56

24) Venam's Bight Hydro 1957 0.36

25) WalSOn's Brook Doer Lake Power 1958 9.20

26) Rattling Brook NF Power 1958 11.50

27) Pianans Pood NF Power 1959 0.61

28) Sandy Brook NF Pow" 1963 5.70

29) Bay O'Espoir Hydro 1967 604.00

30) Hinds Lake Hydro 1980 75.00

31) Upper Salmon Hydro 1982 84.00

32) Morris NF Power 1983 1.14

33) Cal Arm Hydro 1985 127.00

34) Paradise River Hyd<o 1989 8.00

35) Marble Brook Hydro 1980 0.40

Labndor

36) Churchill Falls Churchill Falls 1971 5428.00
Corp.

37) Twin Falls Twin Falls Corp. MOTIlBALLED 225.00

38) Menihek lron Ore Company 1954 18.70
of Canada

39) While Rock FallsI Mary's Harbour 1987 0.135
Mazy's Harbour Hydro

Source, WRD (19920)
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MW) and 2 by Deer Lake Power (134 MW). Four hydro plants are located in

Labrador. with a total installed capacity of approximately 5.672 MW (or 83 percent

of the proviocial total). 1bese range in size from. 0.135 MW (the White Rock

FallsIMary's Harbour plam) lO 5.428 MW (CbJrtbill Falls).

BudgeU (l993: 27) defines small-scale hydro facilities as tbose ~haYiDg an

installed capacity of less than or equal to 15 MW". While only one small hydro plant

exists in Labrador (Le. Mary's Harbour). 28 of me Island's 35 hydro plants may be

classified as small·scale, with these facilities having a combined generating capacity

of approximately 108 MW. Of these 28 facilities. NewfOUDdland Power owns 22 (87

MW), Hydro owns four (9.3 MW>, and Deer Lake Power and Abitibi-Price each own

ooe (9.2 MW and 1.8 MW. ~tively).A[ presen1. smail-scale hydro accounts foc

approximately nine: percent of the lsland's hydropower generation. and 5.7 percem of

the Island'S lOta! inslalJod generating capacity.

2.3 PROPOSED HYDROELECTIlIC DEVELOPMENTS IN NEWFOUNDLAND

NewfOUDdlaDd bas tremendous hydroelectric power generation pcxmtial doe to

its rugged terrain, abundant and evenly distributed precipitation, and consequently

large water flows <WRD. 1992a). Although nearly all of the ecooomically feasible

large-scale hydro sites 00 the Island bave been developed, small-scale hydro is

regarded as "the most readily available source of additiolllJ1 electric power for the

island grid system~ (NDNR. 1995: 12). A comprebensive inventory carried OUt for
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Hydro (Sbawmom, 1986) identified approximately 160 as yet undeveloped, potentially

viable small hydro sites on the IslaDd. The total generating potential of these sites was

estima[e{f at over 1.000 MW, with most individual sites baving capacities of less than

lOMW.

In April of 1990. Hydro announced a DeW policy direction cooceming smaU-

scale hydro development in Newfoundland. The policy change stated that. under

certain conditions. Hydro was willing ro relinquish its franchise right on undeveloped

hydro sites of 10 MW or less operating at 60 percent generating capacity. Hydro also

indicated its willingness to purchase the output from lbcse facilities on a long-term

contractua.l. basis, provided that the cost of the power is not above that of Hydro's

other alternatives. Private sector development of sites over 10 MW would also be

coosidered. provided that Hydro itself did not inteDd to develop the site over a

reasonable period of time. This policy change was intended to provide oppommities

for private sector invesaneIll: in the province's energy sector. This is in keeping with

the Province's SlTaItgic EconomU:: PlIJn of 1992 (Govemmcm of Newfoundland and

Labrador, 1992); Action 87 of the plan states lhat:

The Province will put in place policies to maximize electricity
generated from small hydro developmenls as a means of increasing
economic development aDd reducing deperxl.ence on imported oil (p.
53).

It was also necessary that appropriate amendments be made to the Public

Utilities Board's (PUB) legislation. Under the Newfourxl.land Public Uriliries Act
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(1989). developers with projects larger lhan one MW are treated as public utilities,

and thus. lheir raleS are set, or at least must be approved. by the PUB. 1bis was

identified as a potential constraint to private sector investment in small hydro

development because. as a result of this legislation, the PUB bad the authority to

question. and possibly reset. the rate agreed upon by the developer and Hydro (Acres.

1990). Accordingly, in Apri11992. the Act was amended to exclude jurisdiction over

independent power producers whose installed generating at any one site was 15 MW

or less. provided that tbe power was sold to a regulated utility. This allowed Hydro to

access the resulting energy directly through the public tendering process.

In order to implement its new small hydro policy, Hydro cOIIJInenCed a

process of issuing waivers for undeveloped small hydro sites on a ~ftrst come - first

served K basis. The following guidelines were applied in issuing waivers (WRD.

1992b; Budgell. 1993):

1) The sites must have a generation capacity of 10 MW or less at 60 percent
generating capacity;

2) Waivers were given only for sites which Hydro has DO interest in future
developmcllt;

3) Waivers were given only on a site basis. and not for an entire river or
stream;

4) Each developer was permitted to hold waivers [0 only three sites at a time;

5) The developer must, within six months. register the proposed development
with the Environmental Assessment Division. and must file an application to
obtain a Preliminary Waler Use Authorization from the Department of
Environment;
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6) The deveioper must file the appropriate applicatioos for Water Use
Autbormtioo within ODe year of the~ of the Preliminary Water Use
Autborizatioo;md

7) Hydro can revoke the waiver if the proposed development: is fouDd [Q be of
greater than 10 MW at 60 percent generating capacity. with lbe developer
being compensated for reasooable expenses iDcJrred in its investigation of the
site.

As a result of this process, a total. of 36 waivers were issued [Q 16 individuals

or companies (Table 2.2) (Budgell. 1993; Boone. 1996 pet'5 comm; LcDn::w, 1996

pen comm). For a limited aumber of small hydro SileS. such as SW' Lake in west-

central Newfoundland, proponents did not requiR; Hydro's waiver as they already

possessed the water rights under previous Government grants and agreementS. Also,

since January 19. 1996, due to Bill 3S (which amended the Newfoundland and

Labrador Hydro Act (1975) and odIer relevaIX legislation) Hydro DO longer has the

fr.lnchisc right to all undeveloped and previously ungranted hydro sites on the Island.

'The development of these sites by the private sector is. bowevcr. still dependenr. upon

the oegotiation and procurement of power conrracrs with Hydro or another power

utility (Boone. 1996 pen comm).

In some cases, projects were shelved indefinitely by their propoDenlS soon

after being ~Ieascd by Hydro on the basis of tec.hnica.I, ecooomic or enviroamenul

feasibility. For example. NewfOUDdland Power was issued a waiver for the Gull Pond

small hydro site on the Baie Vene Peninsula. but site visits and more detailed

preliminary engineering studies indicated that the project would DOt provide the



TABLE 2.2
WAIVERS ISSUED FOR SMA1L-SCALE HYDROELECTRIC SITES

DeYdGpe< SIIe Capacity (kW)

Algonquin Power Corp. Great Coney Ann River 4.000

Algonquin Power Corp. D'Espoir Brook '.000

Algonquin Power Corp. Bonom Brook (with Diversion) '.000

Penney Hydro IDe. Garia Bay (Nonhwest Brook) 15,000

Penney Hydro IDe. Piper's Hole River 10,000

Penney Hydro IDe.

_a_
5.100

Froolier Hydro Ltd. Sowhwest River 6.000

Fromer Hydro Ltd. sandy Harbour River (Site I) '.900
Emery Consttuetion LId. Northwest Arm Brook (Site 3) 14,500

Emery COllSlnIdion Ud. little Harbour River 4.300

Paris &; Associates Corp. Great en Ann River (Site I) 5,100

Paris &; Associues Corp. Torrent River (Sile Ie) 12,000

Paris &; Associates Corp. Torrent River (Sile 4) 6.000

10165 Nfld. LId. George's Pond ""10165 Nfld. Ltd. WesleroTick.le '>0-220

10165 Nfld. Ltd. Lush's Pond "0
H.J. O'Coone:U Constt. LId. Black River 3.200

HJ. O'COMCU Constt. Ltd. Pusoo's Pond 7,~9.600

Hydropower Resources IDe. Nipper's Harbour 600

Hydropower Resources IDe. little Coney Ann River 600

Hydropower Resources IDe. Easlem Brook "'"

17



TABLE 2.2 (Coadnuedl
WAIVERS ISSUED FOR SMALL-SCALE HYDROELECTRIC SITES

DeY....... SIte Capacity (ltW)

""""- Rose BIanl:he Brook 2.000-3.600

"" ""-
Maccles River 3.800

NF ""- Gull Pond 1.100

Hydro_ Caslor's River (Site 2) 3.200
DevelopmenlS lnc:.

Hydro Resource Eel Brook m
Developments Inc.

Hydro Resource Rattling Pood Brook. 540
Developmems Inc.

Belle Island Power Corp. Nonhwest River (Clade Sound) 6.900

BFL CoDSUltanlS lJd. Tickle PoDdIRandom bland 204

Trinity Resources &. Energy Lady PoodlHickman's Harbour '26"", Brook

Genoa Engineering Ltd. Brock's Head Pood 28'
Rev. John Roberts Middle Arm Broot (Site I) 4.400

Rev. John Roberts Middle Arm Brook (Site 2) 3.700

Rev. John Roberts Middle Ann Brook (Sire 3) 2.000

ESI Power Corp. ll<y Pond Brook 8,739

ESf Power Corp. King's Ihrbour River 7,210

Sot1l"a: LeDrew (1996 pus comm).
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avcrage annual energy output originally estimated. In addition. Newfoundland

Power's proposed four MW Mac.cles Lake project was also canceUed soon after lbe

company was gnmed a waiver for the site bc:cau.se of stroI1g opposition from. the

many cabin owners in me area (Kerr. 1996a pen comm).

Hydro regularly prepares long-term forecasts in order to establish fuwre

energy supply requiremems. In anticipation of projected euergy deficits in the Ia1e

1990s. Hydro issued a Request for Proposals (RFP) in April of 1992 for the pun::hase

of up to 50 MW of power from privately owned and operated small-sca1e hydro sites.

Projects were to come into service DO earlier than October 1996 or Later than

December. 1997. Hydro lben initiated a series of screening processes to determine

which small hydro sites~ [0 be developed. In November 1992. preliminary

submissions were received for 31 potential projects (totalling approximately 155 MW

in capacity) from 16 individuals or companies (Figure 2.2). In August of 1993. Hydro

received final project proposals from 11 propooents for 11 of these 31 sites: Garia

Bay (Northwest Brook); Kings Harbour River; lAdy Pond; Northwest Arm Brook

(Connoire Bay); Northwest River; Rattle Brook.; Rattling Pond Brook; Sbeffield Lake;

Southwest River; Star Late; and Torrent River (Site Ie) (these projects are sbown in

bold italics in Figure 2.2). PropoDeDlS were advised in January 1993 that Hydro

would DOt be prepared lO commeoce power purchases until Ia1e 1997.

In December 1993. after an intemal review of these submissions. as wen as an

ex.ami.natioo of grid interconnection requirements and project supply rates. Hydro



FIGURE 2.2, PROPOSED SMAlL-SCALE RYDROELECI'RIC SITES
IN NEWFOUNDLAND
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armounced that four projects - RanJe Broot. Northwesc River. Southwest River aDd

Sw Lake - (with a rouJ. capacity of approximately 38 MW) were .selected for

development. with a final decision to be made in June 1994 pendiDg a further review

of load requiIemeDtS. In June 1994 the four proponents were advised lbaJ: Hydro was

prepam;1 to sign power contracts, with projects to come do service in the Fall of

1998. subject 00 cnviroomeota.l approvals (NDNR. 1995: Boone. 1996 petS comm). In

addition to lhese foue, Newfoundland Power is also CllJTently proceeding with the

development of a 5.5 MW facility 00 Rose Blanche Brook.

On the basis of the most receotly released forecast (July, 1994). additional

geoeration capacity will be required by the year 2000 (Figure 2.3). Forecasting is

essentially an ongoing activity al Hydro. but there bas DOt beeo a practice: of reguIarly

releasing these forecasts (Bu.eley. 1996 pets comm). As a result. because this

forecast was complied in 1994. it does DOl rdlect the approximately 180 MW which

will be required for the proposed Voisey's Bay smeller and refinery. to be located in

the Placentia Bay area of the IsLml (Jacques Whidord EnvUomDeDt. 1997). 00

January 17, 1997 Hydro resporKfcd to this projected dertcit by issuing a secood RFP

for the supply of approximately 200 MW of additional energy by June of the year

2000. This RFP was. however. DOt restricted to small hydro developments, but

included other energy options as well. In February 1997. a IOtal of 23 PTf!liminary

expnssions of inu~sr were received by Hydro from 13 propooeDtS. including

proposals ror thermal and wind power. as well as large and small·scale hydroelectric
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developments. On April 11, 1997 Hydro received flnal project proposals for 12 of

these developments. and is also considering three of its own projects: a 170 MW

Combined Cycle Generating Unit at the Holyrood Thermal SlatioD (located in the

Island's Conception Bay area), as well as the 36 MW Island Pond and 42 MW

Granite Canal hydroelectric SileS (both located in the south-centtal portion of the

Island). As of September I, 1997. no decision had been made regarding which of

these projects are to be developed. and even infonnation concerning which particular

projects are being considered by Hydro is kept confidential (Boone. 1997 pers

comrn). Project proposals in relation to both of these RFPs are currently at varying

stages of the province'S ErA process.

2.4 THE NEWFOUNDLAND ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT PROCESS

ErA is formally legislated in each of the ten Canadian provinces and in the

Nonhwest Territories (Doyle and Sadler. 1996). In Newfoundland and Labrador, EIA

legislation bas l:aken the form of the Newfoundland Envirotunenral Assessment Act

(EA Act), which was passed in May 1980 and became law in November of that year.

The EA Act is implemented through the Environmental Assessment Regulations

(1984), and falls within the jurisdiction of lhe province's Department of Environment

and Labour (NDEL). with the Department's Environmental Assessment Division

coordinating the ElA process. The EA Act requires that any project which may have

a significant impact upon the environment be registered with the NnEL for
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examiIwion before it is allowed (Q proceed. No such project can be approved by any

other provincial or municipal authority until it bas been approved by the Department.

Actions which are subject to rq;istmioo. uOOer the EA Act are referred to as

UNk11llbltgs. An uodertaking is defioed as .any enterprise, activity. project.

stIUCtUI'e. wort, policy. proposaJ, plan or program. that may. in the opinion of the

Minister [of Environment]. bave a significant environmemal impact... • Such activities

also include the modification, extecsion. abandonment, demolition or rehabilitation of

undenaldngs.

Figure 2.4 illusuues the major stepS in the NcwfoundIaDd flA process. which

are summarized below (NDOE, undated):

1) Registratioo: All projects likely to have a significant impact on the environment

must be regi.slered under the EA Aa.. The Eovitolunenlal Assessment Regulatiom

(1984) outline the projects for which registration is ~ired.

2) Eumination: Within 10 days of a project's registration. the Minister of

Environment must publicly anoouncc: receipt of the Iegisttatioo document and offer 10

make ir: available to interested members of the public. Comments on the proposal

must be received within a 30 day period. COOCW'TeotJy. the registration is exami.ncd

by various governmental departments aDd ageocies for examination and comment, and

a recommeo:1ation is made to the Minister.
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3) MiDista"s Dedsioo: Within 45 days of baving received the registration. the

Minisfer anm advise the propooem of bisIber decision On the proposal. This decision

can take ODe of three forms:

oProcud: The UDdenakiDg is released from further enviromncnraJ review UDder the

EA Act. TIle project may proceed. subject [() other appticable regulatory

requirements.

ii) An EnvironmemaJ Prm~ Rqwn (EPR) is 1?qwr~d: If the review of the

registration document indicates that lbere is iDsufficieDl information to determine the

oced for further assessment. tbe proponent may be ordered to prepare and submit an

EPR. This document would comain more deW1ed information about the project and

estimate its potential enviroomental effects based upoo readily available information.

Guidelines to assist the propooent inp~ the EPR are issued by the Minister.

and outline the specific; issues and concerns ro be addressed in the EPR. Draft

guidelines are prepared for the Minister by an interdepartmental Environmental

Assessmen1 Committee of govemmcnlaJ. officials that is established specifically to

review the proposed project.

iii) An Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) is required: If an examination of the

initial registtation document indicaleS that the undertaking may result in significant
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eoviromoemal impacts, the proponent may be ordered to prepaze and submit an £IS.

1u in the case of an EPR. the MiDisler provides guideliDes for the prepamioo of the

EIS through an interdepartment Environmenul Assessment Committee. In me case

of an as, however, the propooent must submit der1iled Terms of Reference for the

EIS (based upon the approved guidelines) (0£ the Minister's approval. This is subject:

to a 45 day govemmemaI review (including a 3S day public review), similar [Q the

original registration document. Where CompooeDt Studies are oecessatY to the

preparation of the £IS. separate draft Terms of Reference must be prepared and

submitted to the Minister for review. The EIS itself is iDleDded (0 provide: a) a

detailed description of the undertaking; b) a comprehensive assessment and statemeot

of the Deed for the undertaking in tenDS of prcsew: and future demand; c) a

description of the existing environment ptXCntially at risk; d) alternatives to and

wilhin the unde:rtalciJlg; e) a discussion of the potential eoviroamem:a.l impaclS of the

unde:rtalciJlg; f) mitigative measures wlticb will be implemented to minimize adverse

effects; g) a discussion of the residual impacts likely to be causecI by the unde:rtalciJlg;

b) details of a public information program; and i) details of a proposed enviroomental

monitoring program.

The Minister must announce his decision publicly within 10 days of having

advised the proponem. Between 1980 and 1994 a total of 537 undertalcings were

registered under the FA Act. of which 423 (78.8 percent) were subsequently released,
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43 (eigbl: pe:rceDI) required an EPR. S2 (9.7 percent) required an E1S and 19 (3.5

percell) were subsequc:mly witbdn.wn (Kaufhold. 1995 pcrs comm).

4) Proponent's ActioD: The Minister's decision determines one of three: actions to be

taken by the proponent:

i) If llx: project is released, the proponem seeks approvaJ fur the project from other

regulalOr}' authorities. The: Minister's decision UDder the EA Act does DOt Iq)lace or

override required permits or liceaces from other municipal. provincial or federal

ageocies. Pc:ooing such approval. the project is permitted to proceed.

ill An EPR is prepared.

iiO An £IS is prepared.

5) EPRJEIS Re-.iew and DtdsioD: Upon completion of the EPR or EIS. the

proponent forwards it to the Minister. woo publicly anoowx:es its receipt wilhin 10

days aod makes copies of it available to interested members of the public for review

and comment. The Environmental Assessment Committee also examines the EPR or

EIS and makes a recommeDdation to the Minister as to whether or not the document

is acceptable according to lbe requirements outlined in the guidelines or Terms of
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Reference. Ooce an EPR is~ by the Mi.n.isw'. a decision regarding wbetber [()

release the project or requ.ize the propoDeDt to prepare aDd submit an as is made.

When an ElS is accepted by me Minister, belsbe submits it to Cabinet for

coosideration. along with a reoommendatioo of~ or DOl the undert.ak:ing should

be allowed [Q proceed. U SUOng public~ or eooc:em over the underukiog is

evident, the Minister may request Cabinet to appoint an Environmental Assessment

Board to bold formal public bearings on me as. H this occurs, and upon subsequent

receipt of a formal repon from the Environmental Assessment Board. the Minister

makes a ftnal recommendation to Cabinet regarding lhe undertaking in question. A

fmal decision regarding the acceplllJKX or rejection of the undertaking (with or

without conditions) is made by Cabinet. When discharged by tbe Minisler of

Environment, the propooem may seck approval for the undertaking. subject to the

requirements of other Acts, regulations. licences or permits at all levels of

govell1lDent.

Newfoundland and Labrador's ElA process is curreD1ly UDder review. The

process bas been criticized for being too closed and rigid. as well as for being

excessively time..consuming and costly to undertake (Slorey, 1987; LcDn:w, 1989). In

response to these perceived shoncomings. in 1993 the provincial Department of

Environment initiated a review of the Newfoundland EIA process in consuUation with

private sector represeDlatives, governmental. departments and agencies and
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environmental stakeholders. The result was a series of proposed reforms to the

process (NDOE. 19(5) whicb ~resented an attempt to make it more streamlined and

efficient. These included amendments to the EA Act and regulatioas and

improvements in the administration of the process. as weU as attempts to make the

process more supportive and facilitative for proponents, and more open and accessible

to the pUblic. 1be proposed reforms were subsequently subject to a public and

governmental review. but to date no action bas been taken with regard to their

implemeIWLtion.

2.S THE ASSESSMENT OF BYDROELEcrRlC PROPOSALS

The EA Act requires that, under certain cooditions. proposed hydro facilities

must be reviewed through the EIA process. Schedule 1, Item 412(C) of the

Environmental Assessment Regulations (1984) states iliat the following actions must

be registered:

Hydroelectric Power Plants and Related Structures

(1) Construction of dams and associated reservoirs, where:
(a) the area to be flooded is greater that 500 hectares. or
(b) any area to be flooded is located within a Special
Area as defmed in Sc.hedule 2

(2) Excavation of reservoirs where:
(a) the area to be flooded is greater that 50 hectares, or
(b) any area to be flooded is located within a Special
Area as defined in Schedule 2
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(3) loler- or intn·basiD water tranSfers

(4) Conmuction of hydroelectric power developments, where:
<a) the capacity is greater than one mega wan, or
(b) any ponioo of the development is tocaJed within a
Special Area as defiDed in SchcdWe 2

As of Sepcember I, 1m a total of 43 hydroelectric proposals bad been

registered (or re·registercd) under the EA Act (Table 2.3). Of tbese. 10 (23.3

percent) were released with DO RqUirement for furtber environmelUal assessment. six

(14 percent) required an EPR, 24 (55.8 percent)~ an as, two (4.7 percent)

were withdrawn by the: proponent, and the decision regarding the need for further

assessment was pending for one project as of September" I, 1997. The table also

iodicates the status of me cnvironmemal assessments for each of lhese projects. and

wben: projects have been released from the process, me status of lbese projects is

given (Le. operational. UDder consttuetion. Do-bold). 1be assessments of 10 hydro

projects were active as of SqKember I, 1997. and these proposals~ at varying

stages of the ErA process. Of tbe 16 projects which bad been released or approved,

12 (7S pen:ent) were operational or under coDSO'UCtion (or construction was scheduled

to begin by the cod of 1997).

The data also iUusuate the iDcreased interest in the development of small-scale

hydro facilities by me private sector in Newfoundland since 1990. Prior to 1990.

Hydro was the proponent of 13 of the 14 (92.9 percent) hydro projects registered

under the EA Act, the only exception being Mary's Harbour Hydro's 0.135 MW



TABLE 2.3
HYDROELECTRIC PROPOSALS REGISTERED UNDER THE EA ACT

Proje<l Propoa.., Oil, EIA Status ......)e<l
RqIst,.... Status

Hindt Lake Hydro Apr 1978 EIS ApprOVed {)peradonaJ

Upper Salmon Hydro Jul1918 BIS Approved Operallonal

RoddkkloniMarble Brook Hydro Ju11978 Released Operallonal

Cat Ann Hydro Sept 1978 EIS Approved Operational

Dry Pond Brook Hydro Oct 1979 EPR Submillcd; EIS Called
(Inactive)

Lake Michael Hydro Oct 1979 EIS Inactive

PlnwlreRivcr Hydro Feb 1980 EIS lnaccivc

Paradise River Hydro Sepc 1985 EIS Approved Operational

Mary'. Hubour Mary" Hr Hydro Mar 1986 Rcleucd Operltlonal

Weal S.lmon Dam Oaled Spillway Hydro Dec 1986 ........ Operational

Island Pond Hydro Apr 1981 BIS Approved (Musl re-rcgillcr
• 3 year lime limit exceeded)

Granite Canal Hydro May 1987 EIS Inactive

Hinds Lake Diversion Project Hydro Noy 1987 EIS Inactive

l:J



Table 2.3 (c..Unutd)
HYDROELECTRIC PROPOSALS REGISTERED UNDER THE EA ACT

ProJ<d Proponea' Dal. EIA Status ProJ<d
Rqlstcrcd StatUI

Round Pond Hydro Jan 1988 EIS Inactive

Greenwood/Grand Fills Abicibj·Prlce Inc. Jun 1990 BIS Inactive

Victoria Low Saddle DIkes and Hydro Sept 1990 Releued Operational
Burnt Dam Modifications

Lower Churchill (Gull Island - Hydro Nov \990 EIS lnacclvc
MllSlullFalls)

Sop'. Arm 10165 Nnd. Ud. May 1991 Released On Hold

Jackson',Ann 10165 Nnd, LJd. May 1991 Rei..... On Hold

O,r1a Bay (Nonhwal Brook) Penney Hydro Inc. Jull991 EPR In ProartSS

ROle Blanche Brook NF Power Sq>t1991 BPR Approved Construction
planned for 1991

Swift CurrentlPipcr" Hole River Penney Hydro Inc. Nov 1991 Withdrawn

Ratlle Brook Algonquin Power Corp. Nov 1991 Re""'" COnllrucdon
planned for 1997

NW Arm Brook (Connoirc BIY) 51. Muy's Bly Hydro Corp. Feb 1992 BIS in Progress

Torrent River Paris" Associates Dey. Corp I'd> .992 BIS Inactive

l:l



TABLE 2.3 (Continued)
HYDROELECTRIC PROPOSALS REGISTERED UNDER THE EA ACT

Project Proponent Dale EIA Status 1 Project
Rqlste<ed SlatUi

SoulhwCSI Brook (Oi.bourne lake) Penney Hydro Inc. Apr 1992 Whhdrawn

Greal Cat Ann Plrls &. Associates Dev. Corp. Apr 1992 BIS Inactive

O'Eapoir" Bortom BrookJ Algonquin Power Corp. May 1992 EIS Inactive

Soutbwest River (Port Blandford) Frontier Hydro Dev. Ltd. Aua 1992 HPR In Progress

Southwest Brook (Relubmllted) Penney Hydro Inc. Noy 1992 61S lnacsivc

Nonhwesr River (Clodc Sound) Belle Island Power Corp. Nov 1992 BIS In Progress

lillie Harbour River 51. MirY'. Bay Hydro Corp. Apr 1993 BIS Inactive

Star Lake Abitibi-Price/CHI Hydro Inc:. Jun 1993 EIS Approved IUnder
Conalructlon

Foneau Brook Southern Labrador Power Apr 1994 EIS InIClive
Corp.

ToneRl River (Silt IC) Torrenl Small Hydro Corp. Mar 1995 BIS In Progress

Sliver Mountain Deer Lake Power Corp. Nov 1996 BlS In Progress

Slar Lake Hydro Project Dam Abilibl-PrlceJCHI Hydro Inc. Ileo 1996 Released IUnder
RealiaNnCllt Construction

~



Table Z.3 (COlI.I......
HYDROELECTRIC PROPOSALS REGISTERED UNDER THE EA ACT

Proj'" Propoaen' DaI. EIA StatUi ProJ...
Rcatacrcd SlatUi

Granite Canal (RClUbmltted) Hydro Feb 1997 EPR in Progress

bland Pond (Raubmitlod) Hydro Feb 1997 EPR In Prosresl

Orand Falls Turbine Generator Abilibi·Pricc Feb 1997 ..,..... On·HoId
(Bce1on Unit)

Sheffield lake Deer lake Power Corp, Feb 1997 EPR In Prosress

Southwest River (Phue II) Fromier Hydro Dev. lAd, Feb 1991 Releaaed On-Hold

KamlilUlin KamblUlin Hydro Inc. Feb 1991 Decision Pendina

Source: IaYiroameatal AIMumeDI DlriltOll, DeputlDeal of Earil"OlllDalt IIDd Labow'. Gover1llDelll of NewfOUDdlaDd aDd
.......... ('097).

:::
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facility in southeastern Labrador. However, from January 1. 1990 to Sepc.ember l.

1997. a total of 29 hydro proposals were registered, of which 2S (86.2 percent) were

the undertakings of private companies.

As of September I, 1991. the five small hydro projects cum:ndy slated for

development on the Island were each at varying stages of the province's EIA process:

1) Northwest River: this project was registered on November 9. 1992, and an EIS

was called OD March 5, 1993. The proponent prepared and submitted the £IS in

September 1995 (GeDCrgy Inc., 1995), and was subsequently ordered to prepare and

submit an EIS Addendum. This Addendum. is currently being prepared by the

proponent (Germain. 1996 petS comm).

2) Rattle Brook: the project was registered under the EA Act on November 4, 1991.

and released from further assessment in 1992. COQStructiOD of the project is scheduled

to begin in late 1997. with plant commissioning expected for the end of 1998 (Kerr.

1996b petS carom).

3) Rose Blanclle Brook: the proposal was registered by Newfoundland Power on

September 30. 1991; an EPR was ordered, which was submitted in February 1994.

and subsequently revised and resubmiacd in May 1995 (Northland Associates Ltd.•

1995). The project. was released from. further environmental assessment on Iune 29,
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1995. but must obtain approval from the federal Department of Fisberies and Oceans

(DFO) before beiDg allowed to proceed. It is amicipated that the project will be

approved by DFO in the near future. and the proponent is bopiDg to begin

coasuuction of !he facility in late lW1 (Kerr, 1m pm com).

4) Southwat myU': this project was regisrered on August 26. 1992. and an EPR is

being prepared by the propoocnt (Tucker. 1996 pen carom).

S) Star Lake: the project was registered under the EA Act in June 1993. and an EIS

was called. Tbe EIS (Jacques Whitford Environmenl. 1996) was submiued in January

1996. and an E1S Addendum was submitted by the propooent in May of 1996. The

project was released from the FlA process in late 1996 and is curmuIy under

construction.

There appeared to be DO cleac relatioDship, bowever. between the

considentiOD of small hydro projects for developmem by Hydro and the regisa'ation

of such projects under the EA Act. For example, as indicated in Tables 2.2 and 2.3.

some propoDCIltS registered their project(s) UDder the EA Act soon after being issued

a waiver for the site by Hydro; indeed. in some cases projects were regislered even

before Hydro's initial RFP of 1992. Conversely, of the 11 projects for whicb Hydro

received final project proposals in 1993. several projects that would require
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registration have yer: to be registered under the EA Act. The EIAs of several of these

projects (e.g. Garia Bay (NW Broot), NW Arm Brook: (ConDo~ Bay). and Torrent

River lC) have, however. eacb been cxuemeJy active despite the fact that they were

DOl selected (or- development by Hydro in relation to the 1992 RFP. and their

plOpODCnts have yet to secure power CODII'aCt5 with Hydro in relation to the 1991

RFP. Tbw. although specifIC details regarding those projects selected for development

in relation to Hydro's Latest RfP bave yet to be released. rect.:M EIA activity in the:

province reflects the possibility that additional small hydro projects may be developed

in the Dear fu~.

While in most eases proposed small·scale hydro developmeou in

Newfoundland are individually subject [() environmental assessments. tbe current

provilJ:::ia1 process does not allow for the consideration of the port:Dlia1 cumulative

effects of this set of projects as a whole. Leeder (1993: ISO) SWC:S that -each small

hydro proposal is reviewed [through the ElA process) on a case-by-case basis. as

issues are site and project depeodem.• While there is undoubtedly some variation in

the potential for. and the relative significur.:c of. some impacts and issues from

project to project. the proposed developments have the potential to coUectivcly affect

coaunon Valued Environmoual (;()mpoMnlS (VECs) (such as water. fish. or wildlife

resources). Thus, while the environmental impacts associated with each individual

project may be considered relatively insigni.ficaDt. the overall. cumulative effcct of a

set of small hydro projects on the enviromneot of the proviDce as a whole might be



quite significant. Accordingly. some consideration must be given to the pote:mial

cumulative environmenral effectS of lhis set of projects. including those currently

being developed, as well as those which will likely be developed in the future.
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Chapter Three
CUMULATIVE EFFECrS AND

CUMULATIVE EFFECI'S ASSESSMENT

3.1 INTROOUcnON

One of the most importanl and widely discussed concepts in the field of

contemponry FlA is that of cumulative environmental effects (Peterson et aI., 1987).

This increased interest in CEA is reflected in the vast amounl of literature that bas

been produced in relation to the subject in recem yean. This chapter presents a

review of the existing cumulative effccts aDd CEA literanm:, including an introduction

to the concept of cumulative environmental change. a review and evaluation of

existing eEA approaches and methodologies. and an overview of currem practice in

tbe assessment. evaluation and management of cumuJative effcclS.

3.2 CUMULATIVE ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS

Despite the extensive treatment of the concept of cumulative enviroomer:ttl

cbaogc in the ElA liter.uure. DO widesp~. univenally accepted definilion of the

term cUltlUlotive ~nvirotrmOJla1 {/feet has emerged (CEARC and USNRC. 1986;

Bedford and Preston. 1988; Spaling and Smit. 1993; Coon et aI., 1994; Hegmmn and

Yarranton, 1995). Various definitions have been proposed, including:

The impact on lhe environment which results from the incremental
impact of the action when added to 0Iher past. present and reasonably
foreseeable future actions...Cumulative impacts can arise from
individually minor but collectively significant actions (USCEQ. 1978
40 CFR section 1508.7).



Cumulative impact is the toWity of the inl:rementa.I impacts over time,
Le.. the sum of iDc:remenW or synergistic effects caused by all CWTClU

and reasonably foreseeabk actions over time and space (Vlacbos. 1982:
64).

Cumulative impacts~ tbose that resut. from the imeractioos of many
iDaemem:a.I activities. each of which may have an ins~ effect
wben viewed aJoDe. but which may become cumulatively significanl:
wben seen in the aggregate. Cumulative effects may iDtc:ract in an
additive or synergistic way... (Dickn and Tuttle. 1985: 39).

Cumulative impacts result from. the accumulation of many human
activities whose impacu. although DOt individually measurable. together
sum to SigniflCaDl adverse effecu (Childers and Gosselink. 1990: 455).

[T]be essence of -cumulative i.mpacts~ involves:
I) the existence of additive or incremental impacts
arising from...a single undertaking or from a number of
separate projects in such a way that the impacts occur so
frequeDl1y in time or space so that they cannot be
assimilaltd;
2) the in1eractive or synergistic impacts of a ownber of
undenakin8J; ...
3) at least the potential for the exislence of de mininul.s
impacts (i.e. impacts which. although individually..
minor.... in composite~ signifICant (Bardectj. 1994:
356-3S7).

Cumulative effects refer to the accumuJation of cbaDges in
environmental systems over time or across space in an additive or
interactive manner (SpaliDg, 1994: 232).

The sample definitions given above span the nearly two dc:cadc:s since the issue of

cumulative effects became a prevalent one in the field of EIA. While differing

slightly. all make reference to one or more of the following three concepts which.

according to several authors (Spaling and Smit. 1993; Spaling, 1994; Smit and

Spaling, 1995) form the basis for a causal model of cumulative environmental change:
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1) the source(s) of impact; 2) the processes by which impacts accumulate (0 bring

about cumulative effects; and 3) types of cumulative effects (Figure 3.t).

3.2.1 Sources

Potential sources of cumulative effects are numerous and diverse. Cumulative

effects can result solely from human activities, or from the accumulative effects of

human-induced stress and natural evelUS and processes (Salwasser and Samson. 1985;

Weaver et al., 1987). Human-induced perturbations are, however, most often the

major sources of cumulative effects (Spaling and Smit. 1993). Cumulative effects may

originale from a single project or activity that is spatiallyand/or temporally repetitive,

or from multiple actions acting upon a common resource. The harvesting of a forest

stand at rates which exceed forest regeneration rates is an example of a single activity

which is both spatially and temporally repetitive. and thus, which may bring about

cumulative effects. Cumulative effects are. however, more commonly associated with

multiple sources of environmental disturbance; the overall impact of twO or more

independent actions which collectively affect the status of an environmental

component or system (Cocklin et aI., 1992a). When cumulative effects are the result

of two or more independent actions, these may be related or unrelated in nature. An

example of the former would be the development of muJtiple hydroelectric projects in

an area. An example of the latter would be the development of a hydroelectric

facilily. a forest access road network: and agricultural activily within a watershed area.



F1GURE 3.1' A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK OF
CUMULATIVE ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE

SOURCES OF CUMULATIVE EFFECfS

• Type and Number or Perturbatioos
• Spatial Distribution
• Temporal Distributioa

I
NATURE OF ENVIRONMENTAL COMPONENT OR SYSTEM

I
PROCESSES OF IMPACT ACCUMULAnON

• Additive
• Interactive

I
TYPES OF CUMULATIVE EFFECTS

Adapted from Spallng (1994, %43)
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In both cases, the set of actions as a whole may result in potentially significant

cumulative effects on water quality.

Sonntag et aI. (1987) distinguish foue types of buman activities according to

their number. rype and spatial and temporal distribution, each of which may

conaibute to cumulative effects:

1) Single activity: a single project or event usually compleled in a
shan time·period and spatially well contained. (e.g. the construction of
a hydroelectric dam).

2) MuIti-compooem activity: a single project or eveD1 with a number
of components being developed in sequence or simultaneously. (e.g. the
development of a hydroelectric project, comprising a dam. transmission
corridor and access roads).

3) Multiple activity: a regional development involving the construction
of several facility types of a varied Dlture over an extended time
period. (c.g. developing an entire river basin with a variety of types of
development. such as mining, transportation and hydro developments).

4) Global activity: an activity lhat is dispersed over space and time
with characteristics thai: make it of global coocem. (e.g. lhe emission of
aonospheric pollutants from worldwide sources).

ntis classification illustrates the number and diversity of potential sources of

cumulative effects. Specific actions that may result in cumulative effects can occur

locally and in the short-term, or over large spatial extents and long time-borizons

(Sonntag et aI., 1987), or some combination of these. It is the characteristics of these

source(s) (i.e. their type, number. and distribution in time and space) and the nanue

of (he environmental component or system in question that: determines the process(es)

through which impacts accumulate, and consequently, the nature of the resulting
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cwnulative effect (See Figure 3.1).

J.2.2""""""ol~

Cumulative: effc:c:u ~t from the acc:umu1ation of cnvironrneJSa1 impacts in

an additive or interactive maDDtt. Additive (also toown as -incremental- or -linear-)

impact acc:wnulation occun when two or more impactS coUectively act upon a

common environmental compoOCOl: or system sucb that the OVerall. cumulative effect

is equal ro the sum of the individual impacts whicb bave contributed to it. An

example of this type of impact accumulation would be the developmenr. of multiple

hydroelectric facilities wilhin a region, such that the incremenral impacts of eacb

project comribute to a potentially significanJ: cumuJative effect on the region's caribou

resources. Imeractive (also IcDowo as -syoergistic:- or -oem-linear-) impact

accumulation refers lO the accumulation of impacts in such a manner that the over.ill

effect is quantitatively or qualitatively differenr. (and thus fuodamentally more

complex) than the sum of the impacts of the individual distwbances. An example

would be the development of multiple hydro plants within a single watef'Sbcd. such

that the woes of impact of two or more individual projects overlap spatially. resulting

in an overall effect 00 a caribou berd that is of greater significance than the sum of

the individual disturbances. As indicated. the specific process(es) by which impacts

accumulate to bring about cumulative effects is detenniDcd by the characteristics of

the origines) of the individual impacts and the nature of the environmental component
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or system in question (Spa.l.i.Dg aDd Smit., 1993) (See Figure: 3.1).

PeIerson et aI. (1987)~ a classification of the basic fuDctionaI pathways

that contribute to cumulative effects (Figure 3.2). Foot pathways an:: specified. and

are differemiated according to sources of change (single or multiple actions) and type

of impact accumulation (additive oc synergistic: processes). Cada and Hunsaker (1990)

subsequent.ly modified this framework slightly to address me specific environmeotal

effects resulting from bydroelectric developments, aDd give n:levam examples of each

pathway. Pathways ODe and Two result from a single soun::e of perturbation. Pathway

One results from the persistent effects of a single project on a particular

environmelWl1 component. An example would be repeated changes in water

leJDperature as a result of the creation of a hydro reservoir. Also. when a single

hydro facility bas multiple effects. potemia.l inreractions between tbem may bring

about cumulative effects. Accordingly. Pathway Two is also cbaracterized by a single

project or activity. but in this case. effects accumulate synergistic.ally. For example.

me creation of a hydro reservoir can alter water tempen.tures. lower dissolved oxygen

coocenttations and introduce coowniDanCs such as heavy metals. Each of these can

individually affect~ biOla. but they can also accumulatc synergistic.ally (e.g. the

toxicity of some contaminants can be inteosifted by high water temperatures and low

dissolved oxygen levels).



FIGURE 3.1: FUNCTIONAL PATHWAYS THAT CONTRIBUTE TO CUMULATIVE EFFECTS

Source: Pde.... d aI. (1987: 5).

!:i
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Pathways l'hree a.od Four resuh from the accumuJation of the effects of two IX

more projects. Palbway 1'bree oc::cws wben die environmenr.al effectS of multiple

actioas accumu.Iate in an additive manoer. an example of which would be the

developmenl: of multiple bydro projects on different streams in a basin. 10 d1is case.

although 00 imeraction occun between the effects of individual projects, they

coUectivcly result in a polentiaUy significant decLi.De in the area's fISh resources.

Finally. Pathway Four occurs when the effects of multiple actions interact in a

synergistic manner. An example would be water temperature alterations. decreases in

dissolved oxygen concentrations and the imroduction of contaminants as a result of

multiple hydro projects. such that the effects of each project accumulate

synergistically with those of the otbers. In this case, the resulting cumulative effect OD

aquatic biOla would be greater lhan the sum of the impacts of the individual projects.

Peterson et a1. (1987) emphasize that these pathways lie, bowcver. not: oecessarily

mutually exclusive of each otber, and in some environmenW systems seven.l

pathways may function simultaDCOusly. The: result is a myriad of possible outcomes

with regard to panicular types of cumulative effects.

3.2.3 Types of CumuladYe Effects

Various classifications of types of cumulative environmental effects have been

proposed (e.g. Bain et al .• 1986; Baskerville. 1986; CEARC and USNRC. 1986:

Sonntag et aI.• 1987; CEARC. 1988b: Lane ct aI., 1988). These typologies typically
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include refereDce to one or both of the concepts discussed above (i.e. sources of

impact: and processes of accumulation), the spatial and temponJ characteristics of the

effects thmlselves. or some combination of these concepts.

Stull et aI. (1987). for example. distioguish two types of cumulative effects 00

the basis of their sources. Homotypic effects originare from multiple developmems of

the same type• .such as a series of hydro dams. Hn~rotypic effects are caused by

multiple developments of differem types (e.g. the cumulative effects of a hydro

project, forest harvesting, and industrial activity). Irving et aI. (1986) identified three

types of cumulative effects on the basis of processes of impact accumulatioo. 1be fU'St

is an Additiw (or incremental) impact, where £be cumulative effect is equal to the sum

of the incremental impacts of eacb project. An example might be the loss of lacustrine

habitat in isolated basins. such WE no imeraction oc::cun between individual projects

or their impacts. lbe second type are Supra-AddiJj~ (or synergistic) effects, where

cumulative effects are g:rearer than the sum of the individual impacts alooe (as

discussed above). Finally. Infra-Additiw (or amagonistic) cumulative effects occur

wbeo a resource is exposed 10 a series of impacts in such a manner that the total

cumulative effect is less tban the sum of the individual impacts. An example might be

the development of two dams on a single stream, where each is expected to act as a

complete barrier to fish migration. In this case, the downsueam dam. would negate the

impact of the upstream dam. as no fisb would be able to reach it; thus, the overall

effect woukl be equal whether one or both dams are built.
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CEARC and USNRC (1986) devised lbc: rollowing typology. furtber refined by

Sonntag et aL (1987) aDd CEARC (1988b) (cited in SpaliDg aDd Smit, 1993). Eight

types of cumulative effects are identified. ml are differentiated primarily 00 die wi!

of their spatial and temporal attributes:

I) 11me-aowdod perturl>atioos, CIwocteriztd by~ ...
repetitive impacu to an enviroamemal system wbich exceeds its
temponl capacity to recover. (e.g. me repeued harvesting of a forest
swxI at rateS which exceed regenention rates).

2) Space-c:rowded perturbations: Characterized by a high spatial
density of environmentaJ impact. such that impacts overlap. (c.g.
habitat fragmentation in forests or estuaries).

3) Compound.inllS)'DU'IisIIl: Occurs when two or more pertUrbatiODS
interact to produce qualit1tively or quantitatively different
environmental change. (e.g. the chemical inter3ctiOD of atmospheric
poUUtaDlS to produce smog. a substaDcc more tom than each of its
individual constituents).

4) IUDe Lap: Delays in cxperieDciDg effeeu. (c.g. exposure to a
carcinogenic substance usually requires long-cetm exposure before
symptoms are evideol).

5) Space Lap: EnviroomentaJ change wbicb oc:cu.rs at some distance
from the source. (c.g. the deposition of acid rain at some diswr.e from
a thermal power plant).

6) Triga's aod ThraboIds: Disruptions lO an enviromnemal sySlClD

which fuDdamental.Iy alter that system'$ behaviour aodIor struetur'e.

(c.g. coDlinued iJx:reases in carbon dioxide levels are expcctOd (() alter
the global climate system).

7) Indirect effects: Secondary impacts arising from a primary activity.
(e.g. the release of mercury into reservoirs created for hydroelectric
production).
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8) NibbIiD&:~ or decremema1 (orms of eoviroamcntll
change that usually involve one or more of the above categories. (e.g.
the gradual loss of coastal areas due to piecemeal shoreline
development).

Despite the nwnbtt of definitioos and [)'pOlogies developed in relation to

cumuJative enviromnenr.a.l change. me w:xJcrlyiog coacept is that individual

environmental. impacts are QO(. occessarily mucual.ly exclusive of each other. but may

accumulate in cnvironmeDtal systems to bring about signif1CaD.t cumulative effects on

the biophysical aDd socioecooomic environments. Cumulative effects may originalC:

from the impacts of a single activity. or the impacts of twO or more related or

unrelated actions, and result from tbe accumulation of these impactS in an additive

and/or interactive manner.

3.3 THE ASSESSMENT OF CtJMlJLATIVE ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE

Mucb of the FlA literUUre iodicarl:s a widespread recognition of lhe need to

effectively assess and manage cumuJative effects. eEA has been viewed by m.any

autbon as an important prerequisite to effective and comprehensive enviroomentaI

management, aDd some have argued I:hat the coosidCnttiOD of cumulative effects is

appurteaant to the implementation of the concept of sustainable development (e.g.

Rees. 1988; 1995; Jacobs and Sadler. 1990; BeanIands. 1992; Cocldin et aI., 19923.;

Clade. 1994). While the concept of cumulative effects is DOt a new one, practical and

systematic arte:mpts to address cumulative effects are quite a recent phenomenon. and
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are primarily the resuJt of the rec::enc iDttoduction of a Iqislative requirement for CEA

in sevenJ jurisdictions. In the UDitM. States, for example. regula10ry ameodmems to,

and judicial inIerprew:ioos of. NEPA~ federal ageDCies (() comider polentiaJ

cumulative effects in their EISs (see Herson m1 Bogdan. 1991). In Canada. the initial

cabinet directive which establisbed EARP in 1973 (and subsequent revisions) did DOt

explicitly require CEA. resulting in cumulative effects being considered in ooly a

limited number of assessments and resource development decisions (see Spaling and

Smit, 1993). As pan of the reform of the Canadian FlA process. bowever, the CEAA

requires that aU environmental assessments consider cumulative effects. Section 16(1)

of the Act states that:

Every sc:reeoiD& or com.prebeosiv~study of a project and every
IDediatioo. 01' astesIIDeDt by a rniew paDel shall iDclude a
comidentioa of ....r_r.......,

<a> 1be enviroomeola1 effects of the project.,
iocluding... any c:umu1ative environmental effects that are
likely to result from the project in combinatiOD with
other projects or activities that have been or will be
carried out;
(b) The significaru of the effects rcfelTC:d to in
paragraph (a).

1be CEAA also makes reference [0 cumulative effects in SectiOD 19(5), whicb

specifies that class screening repons must also take into account cumulative

environmental effects. Cumulative effects are not explicitly dcfioed in the Act.

However. a reference guide (FEARO. 1993) developed specifically for the CEAA

provides some direction on their assessment.
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Seven:.l environmeor.al assessmenlS conducted in Canada (both before, but

primarily since, the passage of the CEAA) have included the consideratioo of

cumulative effects. Some examples ioclude. for example. a joint federal-provintial

EIA of proposed Low Level Air Defence Training in New Brunswick (WMS

Associates Ltd., 1990). Tbc Guidelines issued in relation to this assc:ssmem tt.quired

that cumulative effectS be coosidered in evaluating the poteDtia1 environmeatal impacts

of three alternative training areas. Also. in 1989 a joint federal-provincial review

board held bearings in relation to the proposed Albena-Pacific pulp mill, to be located

north of Edmonton. Alberta within the Peace·Athabasca watershed (Alberta

Environment, 1990). The principal environmenral issues of coocern were the potential

cumulative effects of effluent discharges into waterbodies. Similarly. a joint fedc:ral

provincial environmental assessment panel formed in 1992 to review five Illi.ning

proposals in Nonbcm Sa.skau:bewan appoinJ:ed an independen1 team of specialists to

assist in the idePtifacatioo of cumulative effects that could have occurred from impact

interactioos between projects and other activities in the atta (Ecologi.stics. 1992).

Some more recent examples include. (OT example. an ElA submitted in 1995 by the

Alberta Eocrgy Company Ltd. and Tl3.mCanada Pipelines Ltd. in relation [Q their

proposed Express Pipeline project in southeastern Alberta, which addressed the

potential cumulative effects of the loss and fragmentation of oative prairie habitats

(Priddle ct aI., 1996). Also. an EIA submitted in 1996 in relation to the proposed

Cheviot Coal Mine Project in western Albena (BIOS. 1996) included an analysis of
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potential cumulative effects on UDgU1ates and mammalian carnivo~.

Several long-term regiooal studies in Canada bavc also incorporated the

coosideration of aunulativc effects. For example. the Hudson Bay Programme is a

collaborative resean:b programme designed to identify the cumulative effects of

human activities (particularfy hydroelectric development) on the aquatic systems of the:

Hudson and James Bay region (OkraiDetz. 1994; SalIcoave. 1994). Similarly, a loog

lerm planning strategy initiated in 1991 for die protection and managemenr. of the Oak

Ridges Moraine: (a promiDem landform. in southern Omario) included a cumulative

effects study and the development of a long-tenD cumulative effects monitoring

SlI'ategy (Ecologistics. 1994). Cumulative effects were also considered. for example.

in the Northern River Basins Study in oorthem Albena <NRBS. 1993; 1995). and

lhrough the development of a Cumulative Effects Monitoring System for the Niagara

Escarpment. Plan Area in southern Onwio (M2cViro, 1994).

The above assessments aM SWdies have all, to varying degrees, incorporated

the consideration of poteDtia.l cumulative environmem.a.l effects. 1be particuJar

approach and technique employed. however. often varies considerably between CEAs.

3.3.1 CEA Approaches aDd Tecluliques

CEARC and USNRC (1986) and Shoemaker (1994) noted that CEAs typically

take one of two perspectives. Some assessments take a Top-dawn perspective.

focusing on the development activities that bring about cumulative effects. such as
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multiple bydroelcclric: developmcm.s (e.g. FERC. 1985; laII>e and Euk. 1985;

Simoo. 1986; LaGory Cl at., 1989; Patteaon et aI., 1991; Sears and Yu. 1994) or

forest manage:mem: pnaices (e.g. Klock., 1985; Sample, 1991; Zefmcr et aI., 1991).

Otbers assume a Bonom-llp persp«tive, in which cumulative effects are assessed in

relation to a pa.ni<:ular VEe (e.g. Weaver et aI., 1987; Power. 1996; Bolstad and

Swank. 1997) or enviroomeDtal system (e.g. Bunch and Reeves. 1992; MacViro.

1994; Ecologistics. 1994; ESSA, 1994; Keith. 1994; 1995). The applicability of eacb

of the two perspectives is. of course, determiDcd by the oa.wre and objectives of the

particular assessment itself.

Also. various aulbon (Hubbard. 1990; Spaling aod Smit. 1993; Smit aDd

Spaliog. 1995) have DOCed me teDdeDcy of CEA rescarcbers and practitiODerS to adopt

either an analytical (e.I. Honk: et aI., 1983; Baskerville. 1986; Clark. 1986; Bedford

and Preston. 1988; GosseI.iDt and Lee. 1989; BroDSOn et aI., 1991), or planoiDg

approach (e.g. Vlacbos, 1982; MC:DIOr. 1985; Hirsch. 1988; Stakhiv. 1988; 1991;

BatdecIO. 1990; Hubbanl, 1990; ColDett. 1991; Davies, 1991). Smil and Spaling

(l99S) collleDd that the analytical approach to CEA is the most prevaiCUl: of the two.

and emphasizes data colJcction and analysis with the assumption being that better

information regarding cumulative effects will yield beaer decisioDS. In this regard.

CEA is viewed primarily as an extension of the analytical coDlpOoent of traditional

£lA. In conaast. a planning approach to eEA em.pbasizcs the I.ink between eEA and

regional resource planning. This approach is used to evaluate alternative actions based
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upon explw::it social goals and managcmenl objectives. aDd subsequently. to identify

and implemem those resource development alternatives wbicll m.inimize potential

advene aunulative effects. or. at least. maintain them at acceptable levels.

The following sections review a selection of existing analytical and planning

CEA methods. This discussion is DOl imeDded to present an exhaustive review and

evaJuation of available eRA techniques, as this bas been done elsewbere (c.g. Horak

et aI., 1983; Smll et at., 1987; 1988; Lane et a1. 1988; Stakhiv, 1988; 1991; Cocldin

et aI., 1mb; Hunsaker and Williamson. 1992; Leibowitz et at., 1992; Camer and

Kamath. 1995; Hegmann and YartanIOD. 1995; Smit and Spaling. 1995). For

example. in a major review of eEA techniques, Smit and Spaling (1995) classify

methods according [Q "both their analytical verses planning orientation. and their

principal tool or strUCtW'e of analysis.· (p. 85). This discussion is, bowever, restricted

to those CEA methods WI are most commonly referred to in the literature.

3.3.1.1 Analytical Methods

Examples of CEA methods wbich represent aD analytical approach to CEA

include the following:

i) ModeWng: As discussed earlier. the wide spatial and temporal scales at which

cumulative effects originate and become evident. and the complexity with which they

accumulate in environmental systems. make them. inberea1ly difficult to understand
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aDd JlRdict- As models provide~~ of """P1cx sy....... """

allow for a greater UDlienwIdioB of systc:m dynamjcs, and can tbus~ die

aoalysis of the cumulative effects of multiple perturbatioas upon such sys&ems. For

example, Weaver et aI. (1987) developed a model to assess cumulative effects on

grizzly bears which was desigDcd to "quantify individual aDd coUc:ctive effects of land

uses and activities in space and time. aDd•.• to provide managers with an analytical

tool for evaluating alternative decisions" (p. 366). Also, Zeimer et aI. (1991) applied

an ecological modelling approach based upon data from coastal Oregon and

oorthwestem California to simulate aDd analyze the cumulative effects of timber

harvesting and road CODStlUCtiOD activities on stream bed collditiODS in four

bypolbcticallO.OOO ba forested wata'Sbc:ds. Similarly. Power (1996) adopted a

modelling framework to assess the naDJre and exteot of tbc cumulative effects of

exploitation and toxicant stressors on brooIl: trout (SaJvelinus fonrinaJis). Sidle aDd

Sharpley (1991) coDCludc that models simulatiDa ecosystem processes and ecosystem

response variables are effective tools in studyiog cumulative effects. and that such

methods are "oc:c:dc:d to address the lempOral and spatial issues intrinsic in cwnuIative

effects analysis." (p. 3).

U) Spatial Analysis: Various authors have commented upon the applicability of

Geographical Information Systems (GIS) technology to CEA (e.g. Walker et aI.,

1986; IohDstoD et aI.• 1988; Sebastia.n.i et aI., 1989; Cocklin et a1.• 1mb; IobDsloo.
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1994). ~A GIS is a sysrem for the storage, retrieval and manipulation of spatial data"

(Cocklin et ai, 1992b: 59). The applicability of GIS leChnology to CEA stems from

its ability to map and record changes in the spatial distribution of environmental

phenomena over time. Sebastiani et a1. (1989), for example, used a spatial analysis

approach to map changes in land use and environmental cbaracteristics over a 37-year

period in Laguna La Reina, MiraDda Stale, Venezuela. Walker ct aI. (1986) used

gcobotanical and autOmated mapping techniques in a study of cumulative effects in the

Prudhoe Bay Oilfield. Alaska. Johnston et aI. (1988) used GIS technology to assess

cumulative effects to wetlands in MinDesota. Also. Bolstad and Swank (1997) used a

GIS approach to assess the cumulative effects of Jand·use practices on water quality in

the Coweeta Creek area, located in the Appalachian MountaiDs of western North

Carolina. "Geographic Information Systems provide a practical meam of conducting

a [cumulative impact] assessmeD1S because of their ability to compile. process, and

evaluate data collected over a long time period and for a large geographical area...

(Jobnston et aI. 1988: 16(9). This is a requimnem for eEA because cumulative

environmental change is often characterized by extensive spatial and temporal scales.

with regard to the sources of impact and the effects themselves.

Iii) Landscape Analysis: A landscapc approacb to CEA involves the use of various

measurable indices of ecological suucnue and function within a landscape unit to

assess cumulative environmental effeeu. Gosselink and Lee (1989), for example, used
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such an approach to study cumulative effects in bottom1aDd bardwood forests using

various indicators of landscape struetu:l'e (i.e. forest loss. contiguity and pattern) and

function (i.e. change in S1Ra.m disclwge, change in water resideIK:e time. trends in

stream nutrient coacentrations. nutrient loading rates and native biotic diversity).

Measured changes in these values represented cumulative effects on the landscape

unit. Similarly, Gosselink: et aI. (1990) used a number of landscape indices (Le. forest

structure and land use, stream. discharge, water quality. breeding bird surveys and

Cbrisanas bird counts) to characterize the Tensas River basin in oortbeastem

Louisiana at the landscape level. and to assess cbaDges to ecosystem health brought

about by cumulative environmental change.

iv) Matrices: Interactive Matrices use matrix multiplication and aggregation

techniques to sum the additive and in1eractive effects of a set of projects. A

cumulative effect score for any configuration of projects is calculated by adding

derived impact values which represent project-specific impacts. and adjusting this

score (0 account for interactions among projects and their effects. For example, the

Argorme Multiple Mattix methodology was developed to assess the potential

cumulative effects of multiple hydroelectric projects (Bain ct aI.• 1986). The

methodology consists of three pbascs: analysis. evaluation and documemation. In the

analysis phase. expert opinion is wed to assign impact ratings which indicate the

effect of each project on specific cnvirollDlCDla.l components. In addition. weightings
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~ assigned to each comp:n:JeDt which reflect its relalive imporwlce, and coeffic:ie:ou

are developed whicb ac:eouDI for potemial i:l::ltenaioos between iDdividuaJ projects and

impacts. These data are subscquenr.ly eDfered imo matrices to aJcuWe a cumulative

effca score for each poIeIItial project CODfiguruion.. In the evaluation phase, all

possible project cootiguntioos are scrt:eDed 00 the basis of pcx.eotial cumulative

effects. with the imeuI: being to idemify a preferred project configuration. In the final.

phase. the expected impacts of the ser.ecu:d project configuntion are documemed.

Imeractivc manices have primarily been utilized in assessing the potential cumulative

effects of multiple hydroelectric developments within a sinBle basin (e.g. Emery,

1986; O'Neil aDd Wianer. 1988; Witmer and O'Neil. 1988; LaGory et aI., 1989).

O'Neil and Witmer (1988), for example. used an interactive maaix to assess

tbe pt)(t11tia1 cumulative effects of IS proposed hydroeiectric developmem.s on elk and

mule deer in the Salmon River Basin in ceotta.I Idaho. Five babiw parameters were

identified as being imponanr to the m.a..inleoance of elk and mule deer populations in

the area, and. wtUcb. were likely to be affeced by hydroelectric: development: 1)

permanent. loss of habiw; 2) blocbge of migration rowes; 3} disturbance, inl:luding

temporary displaceDlC1ll. poaching and abandonment; 4) 10$5 of special 3lQ5 (c.e.

wimer range); and S) loss of cover. Criuo:ria were established for various levels of

impact for each parameter, ranging from zero (00 impact) to four (high impact). For

example. for the permanent loss of habirat compooent. a score of zero was assigned

wbere no loss of babirat was expected; a score of one ttpreSenled less tbat 10 acres of
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lost babiw; a score of two~ a loss of grcata' tbIn 10 acres but less than 40

acra. etc. For each project, the sum of the five babiw compooenr: scores yielded an

impaa value wbich rqJreseured its poceWal effect on elk IDd mule deer (equal

lmportaDCe weigbls were assigDcd to each of the five babiw compooeuts). It was

determined that only migration blockage bad the poceDIiaI lO be affected in an

interactive manoer. and thus. criIcria were defiDed for imeraction coefficients for this

babiw compoaem only (ranging from zero to oae). TIle total cumulative effect score

for a particular sct of projects was derived by summing the impact scores for

individual projects. and then adjusting for these potential iDleractions.

'f) Expert Judgemeat: Some CEA teelutiques rely almost exclwively upon the

opinioas of expens. This is due. in pan. to the fact that very often suffICient

information does DOl: exist to faci.l..iwe an objective and. scicntific:aUy rigorous

approach to CEA. Often the practical coastraints facing the CEA practitiooer (such as

limited time. resources and/or expertise) prohibit the colJectioo of tbe often large

amount of data required for the we of more rigorous methodologies. Thus, the

a.ssessmenr. and evaluation of potential cumulative effects on the basis of best

professiooaJ judgement is very often tbc most practical and feasible alternative. For

example. Raley et aI. (1987>, recognizing that a quantitative approach would not be

possible. gathered the opinions of experts in a worbbop setting to develop a

qualitative framework to ISSCU the cumulative effects of extemal threats to the
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Ratbcad River Basin portion of Glacier National Park. Similarly, Williamson et aI.

(1981) used the opinions am. problem-solving abilities of a group of resource

management experu to idenIify cause-aod-effect linkages in a CEA of water quality

probl~ in Chesapeake Bay. Two workshops were used to identify important.

environmental problems in Chesapeake Bay (e.g. declines in canvasback clucks and

submerged aquatic vegetation), and to determiDc the principal causes of these

problems. Based upon lbese fiodings. required actions were identified <e.g. providing

special management for critical areas), and an overall plan of corrective action was

formulated. As illustrated in these examples. in -data-poor- situations it is often

necessaxy to rely upon the opinions of experts in conducting a CEA by gathering and

using their insights in as systematic a IDllDDer as possible. However. in cases wbere

professional judgement bas been used in CEA. the type and level of expert opinion

utilized. and the manner in which it is gathered. often varies considerably between

applications.

In summary. the teebniques described above reflect an analytical approach to

CEA. with their primary emphasis being upon infOrmatiOD gathering and analysis.
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3.3.1.% PIaDnhIg Methods

As previously suggCSlCd. a planning approach to CEA emphasizes the link:

between CEA aDd regiooal resource planning. Several examples of specific techniques

whicb reflect this approach are discussed in this section.

i) MuIti~eria Evaluation; This technique uses utility theory to compare: aDd rank

alternative courses of action (Smit and Spaling. 1995). As such. it can be used to

evaluarc the relative desirability (utility) of alternative actions aD the basis of po[CDtiaj

cumulative effects. First. a set of alternative actions and multiple objectives (target

resources) are identified. Second, a numerical rating of the: relative importance of

each objective or potentially affected resource is assigned. Next, each alternative

course of action is rated or quantified on I:be basis of its potential effect on each of the

larget resources under COnsideratiOD. FiDally, the relative utility of each alternative

action is computed (using a linear fonnula) on the basis of its potential cumulative

effects on the target resources. Jourdonnais et aI. (1990), for example. used multi

attribute trade-off analysis to evaluate the potential cumulative effects of various

stream regulation scenarios in the Flathead River Basin, Montana. An interagency

rask force (tile Flathead Working Group) was used [() evaluate alternative discharge

and lake-level scenarios on resources cumulatively affected by steam regulation. The

process involved the numeric valuation of impacts to target resources for each stream

regulation scenario. with impact indices calculated using expen opinion. IDdividua1
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values were lben summed to reflect the poteDlial au:nu1ative effects of each scenario.

This allowed for the quantitative comparison of the pocential cumulative effects of

each alternative regulation scenario, lbereby achievina a compromise or ~Ieast

impact- alternative. This method is well suited to a planning approacb to CEA. as it

allows for the proactive consideration of cumulative effects in decision-making.

iJ) LiDear Program:miq: These models use matbematica.l equations to find oprimal

solutioos to problems. The main cbaraaeristic of liDear programming is the

optimizatioa of ODe variable at the c:ost of all otbm within predelel1Jlined bowK1s

(Swll et aI.• 1987). As a CEA teebnique. lineae programming identirlCS resource

allocations (solutions) which are feasible on the basis of specified environmental

constraints. and then specifies optimal allocations aD the basis of potential cumulative

effects (Smit and Spaling, 1995). Stakhiv (1988; 1991), for example. used a model

based on linear programming to investigate the potential cumulative effects of various

saea.m. regulation scenarios on a series of envirotmemal aaributes (e.g. dissolved

oxygen. production of detritus) in a hypolheticaJ estUarine bay-wetlands sy~. Four

steps wen: involved: 1) the definition of a set of developmem<anservation objectives

against which alternative actions and policies could be evaluated; 2) the forecasting of

expected growth and development scenarios that were in keeping with the desired

goals; 3) the definition of a SCt of biophysical constraints according to a developed

theory or model of system response to natural and anthropogenic suess; and 4) the
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specification of a set of environmental protection staDdards and criteria that served as

min.imal environmental constraints (i.t. defuting system cartYing capacity). upon

whicb the evaluation of potential cumulative effects could be based. In shon. the

model sets constraints and development objectives according to the carrying capacity

of the system and choices made for development or preservation. respectively. The

model sets limits on the acceptable amount of development on the basis of potential

cumulative effects, and thus. represents a planning approach to CEA.

iii) Target Approach: This technique involves the identification of indica[o~of

environmental quality and the establishment of allowable targets or thresholds for

these indicators. From a planning perspective. these are then used to assess and

evaluate the cumulative effects of existing and future development in a region. Dickert

and Tuttle (l985) used a land disNrbance target approach to assess the cumulative

effects of urban development in a California coastal watershed area (Elkhorn Slough).

They defined a land disturbaoce target based on erosion susceptibility to evaluate the

cumulative effect of future land development projects on estuarine sedimentation.

Their approach included the evaluation of erosion susceptibility, the measurement of

existing land disturb~. the establishment of a land disturbance wgel and the

comparison of existing and target land disturbance values. These were lhen used to

identify areas where existing land uses exceeded the land distwbance wgel, such lhat

fulUte developmems could be evaluated on the basis of potential cumulative effeclS.
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In short, each of tbese methodologies exttDd the scope of CEA to incorporate

the broader activity of comprebcnsive regional planniDg.

CoDflias arise in the IiteRtUre regarding which of these [wo methodological

approaches sbou1d form the basis for CEA. Baskerville (1986: 9), for example.

contends that -cumulative cnviroamenla1 impact. assessment requires scientific rigour

if it is to be auly useful.· In COnttaSt. some mainrain that a comprehensive regiooal

planning approach is vital to the effective consideration of cumulative effects (c.g.

Mcator. 1985). Several authors. however. insist mat CEA requires a mix of methods,

and that an amalgamation of the analytical and planning approaches to CEA is

necessary to effectively assess, evaluate and manage cumulative environmental change

(Lane et aI., 1988; Smit and Spaling. 1995). Cock.lin et aI. (1mb: 57) state: that

·CEA. like most resource evaluation exercises. will be:oefit from what might be called

methodological eclecticism· the use of seven.! methods of analysis IOltber than

seeking to develop a ·oac·step' comprebensive system.• Similarly. Spaling and Smit

(1993: 594).state that:

[Olae approach does DOl prttlude the other. and for effective
management tIley are both essential. For example. a planniDg approach
to CEA can provide the regional context for assessing the cumuJative
significam:e of any proposed human activities at the site level.
Conversely. a scientific analysis of cumulative environmental change
attributable to past, present, or anticipated development actions
provides information pertinent to the setting of enviroamenw,
economic, and social goals for planning and to the evaluation of
alternative counes of action...Each approach can yield a particular
contribution to the analysis. assessment, and management of cumulative
environmental change.
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Indeed, various CEA researchers and practitioners have made use of both the

analytical and planning approaches, or at least. discuss the applicability of the

infonnatioD they compile for regional resource planning. For example. Klock (1985)

developed a CEA model to evaluate the potential cumulative effects of forest practices

00 downstream aquatic ecosystems, and concludes that -the model is particularly

useful for evaluating forest practice options within a warecshed during planning.· (p.

241). Also. the Argonne Multiple Matrix methodology discussed earlier (BaiD et ai.,

1986) was referred to as an analytical technique because of its emphasis on data

acquisition and analysis. However. the method was designed as a meaDS of selecting

an optimal configuration of projects on the basis of potential cumulative effects. and

thus. facilitates the proactive consideration of cumulative effects in the decision-

making process. Similarly, McAllister et al. (1996) developed and used both a water

quality model and a planning and management model to determine the Optimal sizes

and locations of marinas in a hypothetical Nonb Carolina estuarine system. such that

dissolved oxygen and fecal coliform water quality standards were maintained. Thus.

while most CEA techniques can be loosely characterized according to their analytical

or planning orientation. most utilize. or at least facilitate, both an analytical and a

planning approach to CEA.

The preceding sections have presented an overview of the conceprual and

methodological aspects of cumulative effects and CEA. The following section presents

a discussion of currem pnctice in the assessment of cumulative effects.
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3.3.2 CUI'T'tIlt P'ractice ia CEA

As indicated. most of the literan1J'e reflocts a widespread recognition of the

necessity of assessing and managing cumulative enviroameruaI change, and indeed.

some attemptS at CEA bave been made in recent years. CEAs are, however. being

carried out neither regularly DOr adequately. This has been attributed to several

analytical and administrative factors. including various methodological issues, as well

as the appareDl incapability of the EIA process. as traditionally practised. to

effectively incorporate CEA.

3.3.2.1 MdhocfoIotlka1 ......

Several authors ma.inrain that effective CEA has been constrained by a

profound lack of methodologies which actUally facilitate it (e.g. COOlant and

Ortolano, 1985; Bain et al., 1986; Murthy, 1988: Cada and Hunsaker, 1990;

Beanlands. 1992; Camer and Kamath. 1995: Damman et aI., 1995; Dixon and Mootz.

1995). These autbors coDteDd that tbc cw:nulative effeeu Iiten!llre is predominandy

tbeoretical. with little in the form of mctbodologica1 guida.oce on bow to cooduct a

eEA. While some CEA techniques have been proposed (as indicated above),

methodological approaches lO eEA are very much in a state of evolution at present.

Moreover. existing CEA techniques are generally deficient in several respects.

Damman et a1. (1995: 436) Slate that -There tends to be more consensus on the

concept of cumulative environmental effects than on practical ways 10 identify and
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evaluate Ibem. ~ They go on to summarize !:be pera:ived deficiencies of existing

1) Many methods require data that may DO( be available.

2) There is considerable depeodency on quamiwive modelling - QO( aU
enviroomeor.a1 effects can be easily quami1~.

3) Some methods are difficult to follow and. duplicate.

4) Approacbes lO assessing the signi6cancc of cumulative effects are
limited.

S} Methodologies are often not practical given available time and
budget allocations.

6) Some methods are complex and may DOt be readily understood by
the implementing ageocy o. the public.

As a result of these general defICiencies. the majorily of the CEA methods proposed

to date remain at the cooceptu.al stage. or have been utilized in bypotbeticaJ situations

only. As many have yet to be aw1ied to an aewa.I assessment. their applicability and

practical utility mnaiWl untested. In the limiled number of aaempts at CEA that have

been made. the methodologit:5 employed very often conuast sharply to those being

proposed in lbe literature.

In the case of the recent Canadian CEAs referred to earlier, for example. in

assessing the potential cumulative effects of proposed Low Level Air Defence

Training Areas in New BruQSwick. WMS Associates Ltd. (1990) relied exclusively

upon literature reviews. expert consultation and the professional judgement of the

study team. due to a lack of practical and applicable CEA techniques (Barnes and
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Westwonh. 1994). The potential cumulative effccts of each alternative training area

was subjectively evaluated by the stUdy team; natural and anthropogenic stressors

which may have been limiting VEe popuIatiom (e.g. white·tailed deer) were

considered in the cootext of potential project activities and impacts. thereby allowing

for the evaluation of the potential for proposed trainiDg activities to conttibute to

cumulative effects. Similarly. the Hudson Bay Programme made use of the published

literature, traditional ecological knowledge and expert judgement in identifying and

evaluating potential cumulative effects (Okrainetz. 1994; Sallenave, 1994). Also, in

the case of the Alberta Express Pipeline ErA discussed earlier. the propooent

contended that it was forced to place considerable reliance on subjective assessmem

approaches. given the absence of defmitive and practical CEA methodologies (Priddlc

Ct aI .• 1996; Dupuis and Hegmann, 1997).

In reviewing the CEA literature, Ecologistics (1992) were unable to ftnd a

methodology which could be utilized in their assessment of the cumulative effects of

proposed uranium mines in Northern Saskatchewan. They found available techniques

[0 be impractical and stated that:

In the absence of [a] proven cumulative effect a.ssessmem (CEA)
methodology. we were faced with the need to develop an approach
which accommodates the practical requirements and consttaints of lhis
assignment...The specific approach was tailored to accommodate the
quality of available information... (p. 1-17. 1-18).

The CEA adopted a pathways approach to identify potentially significant linkages

among ecosySle1D. compollCnts. Project-specific impact predictions. readily available
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infonnation and best professiona.l judgemenr: were used 10 idemify imtances wbere the

impacts of ODe project or activity (iJx:ludiDg past, preseot or proposed mining

projects, as well as other 111nlated activities within the stUdy UCil) could iDleBCl with

the effects of ooe or more others (such as through surface warer. ground water or the

aIlD.ospbere). Based upon their best professional judgemem.. lhe study team assessed

wbether identified VECs were at risk with regard co potential cumulative effects. The

signiflCaDCe of potemial cumulative effects was then subjectively evaluated by the

study team on the basis of various criteria (i.e. areal extent, frequency and duration

and cenaio[Y in prediction) (Ecologistics, 1992: Damman et aI., 1995; Hegmann and

Yarranton. 1995).

Some exceptions to this generalization do exist, bowever. The Oak Ridges

Moraine Area cumulative effects study (Ecologistics. 1994) utilized a relatively

rigorous awroacb based on GIS overlays. aquatic: modelling techniques and

professional judgement to identify areas aDd sit1LJ.tions where the potential cumulative:

effects of multiple development activities could significaol1y affect ideDtificd VECs

(e.g. aquatic. terrestrial and visualIcuJtural resources. and resource utilization).

Similarly. the CEA cooducted in relation [0 the Cheviot Coal Mine Project utilized a

cumulative effects model based on a GIS to estimate the potential effects of habitat

change on grizzly bears, wolves and cougars. The model used existing regional

habitat data, origiDal reseaICh conducted over a single field season, as well as

information regarding existing developmems in the region to quantify the predicted
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effectS of the developments on these species (BIOS. 1996). Despi.te extensive

quantiwive analysis. bowever. CODClusiom regarding me Ioog.term: implications of

the derived data were based primarily upon the professional judgement of the SOJdy

team (Dupuis aM Heg:m.ann. 1997).

As ilIusmted in tbese examples the particuJar techniques being utilized in

contemporary CEAs often differ substantially from those being proposed in the

literature. especially in terms of lbeir emphasis on impact quantification and overall

rigour. Most rely heavily upon existing information. and ultimalCly. the subjective

assessment and evaluation of cumulative effects by the study team. However, as these

case studies illustrate. the nature of the specific teebnique(s) employed often varies

considerably between assessments. The approprialeneSS of a particular eEA

methodology. and the validity of the above geoen.J criticisms of CEA methods, are

determined by the nature, objectives aDd often quite distinl:t methodological

requirements of tbe particular as.sessmenr: itself. 10 sbon. the utility of a specific CEA

method. is dependenr. upoo such factors as the nalUJ'e of the problem., the underlying

purpose of the CEA itself. access to aDd quality of information. and available

resources (Smit and SpaJing, 1995).

Also. although the deficiencies noted above are, for the most pan. applicable

to the range of existing eEA techniques as a whole, some methods are characteriz.ed

by particular sboncomiDgs (and indeed. strengths) which are somewhat specific 10

them (e.g. some have weak: spatial and/or temporal resolution, while some are able to
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consider multiple VECs or types of cumulative effects). Again. the degree [0 which

these factors impede or facilitate effective CEA is quite study-specific. Accordingly.

the following chapter begins with an overview of the nature and methodological

requirements of this study. and evaluates panicular CEA approaches and techniques in

light of these specifications.

The overall complexity and subsequent impracticality of most CEA

methodologies appears unavoidable because. as indicated above, cumulative effects

themselves are inberentIy complicated. and this suggests a degree: of methodological

complexity (Cocklin et aI., 1mb). This. in turn, often brings about the need for

large amounts of high quality baseline data and a thorough understanding of the

StnlCture and dynamics of the environmental system in question. 1bese data

requiremcl1tS are further compounded by the often extensive spatial and lenlporal

bounds required for CEA. It is. however, these very characteristics that have limited

the utilization of most proposed CEA techniques. Given the limited degree to which

cumulative effects have traditionally been addressed. this trend is likely to continue if

eEA techniques continue to be exceedingly complex. impractical, and of limited

applicability and adaptability. As a result, there is an overwhelming need for the

developmeDt and refmement of CEA techniques which are both effective and

comprehensive, as well as being practical and in keeping with the methodological

requirements of contemporary CEAs and the practical consttaims facing CEA

practitioners. As argued by Damman et al. (1995: 452) ~Ultimately. for CEA to
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become normative in environmenraJ impact: assessmem and to become integratc:d

in. ..planning, pt'tIdktd methodologies mUSl become available to the practitioner."

(Emphasis added). In general, wbat is required is the developmem of eEA methods

which:

i) Axe able [Q consider multiple. iDdependem projects and their potential
cumulative effeeu on multiple VECs;

il) Allow for the aggrqatian of project·specifte impaclS to facilitate the
assessment and evaluation of overall cumulative effects;

iii) Are able to make use of available. or at least, readily obtainable data:

iv) Can function at the extensive spatial and temporal scales required for CEA.
as weD as being somewhat flexible with regard to specific scales of analysis;
and

v} Are practical and useable. and which yield information that is
uoderstandable and useful in the decision-making process.

In shan. a ba1aDce between comprehensiveness and rigour. and the utility, practicaJi()'

and adaptability of eEA techniques must be achieved.

3.3.2.2 EIA and Cumulative Effects

NotWithstanding the perceived shoncomings of existing eEA techniques.

administrative and instiwtional impediments have also constr'aiDed the assessmcot of

cumulative environmental change. More speciftcally. the ElA process, as traditionally

practised. bas not facilitated the consideration of cumulative effects. As such. it is

generally acknowledged that CEA is not an effective pan of the EIA process as it is
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carried out anywhere (Cocklin et aJ.. 1992b). For example, in a review of ElSs

related (Q energy developments. Reed et al. (1984) fOUll1lhat. (or the most pan.

analyses of a.unulative effec:ts were cursory and presented few data w suppon

cooclusions. and that the coasideration of cumulative effects appeared to have bad

linJe influence on the ovenll decisioD-making process. A review and analysis of 100

ElSs in the Uaittd Kin&dom by JODeS ct aI. (l99l) indicated that only 14 included any

consideration of impact interactions. Also, a review of 89 ElAs by McCold and

Holman (1995) indicated that only 35 made even any mention of cumulative effects,

and a similar study by Burris and Canter (l997) revealed that cumulative effect.s were

referred to in less than half of the 30 EIAs reviewed. Both of these recent stUdies also

indicated that even in the limited munber of cases wbere cumulative effects were

mcmiooed. they were rypically DO( assessed or documented in a systematic or

comprebensive manDer. Finally, in a recent survey of ElA pnaitiooets in the United

Slates (Cooper and Canter. 1997), respondents indicated lhat the issue of cumulative

effects was addressed in ooly about. one-half of the BAs with which they were

t'amiliar. In short, cumulative effects have traditiooaUy not been effectively addressed

through the EIA process, and there is Linie indication that the recent emergence of

interest in CEA has done much to ~tify lhis situation. Several factors have

contributed to the apparent inability of the EIA process. as conventionally practised.

to effectively address cumulative effects.
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The first suc.b limiting factOr is the fact that, in many jurisdic:tiODS, existin&

FlA legislation contains 00 direct. formal requiremem to consider cumulative effects.

In Canada. for example. although the CEAA requires the consideration of cumulative

effects as a legisl.a.tive requirement. the process applies only to proposals for wbicb

tbe federal govemmcm is the direct proponent or makes a fimnc:ia1 commitment, or

which are located within an area of federal jurisdiction (Couch. 1989). Of the to

Canadian provinces and one territory with formal ElA legislation, only Alberta and

British Columbia explicitly require CEA. Some provinces (Le. Saskatchewan.

Manitoba. Quebec. New Brunswick: and Prince Edward Island) take the view lhat the

requirement to assess cumulative effects is implied or is explicit in various

interpretative guidelines wbich have been produced to aid E1A practitioners. while

others (i.e. Northwest Territories. Ontario. Nova Scotia and Newfoundland) have 00

explicit Of" implied requirement to address cumulative effects (Doyle and Sadler.

1996). lo:ked. 1be Newfoundland FA Act contains DO n:quiremem to identify or

address cumu.1aJ:ive effects. and eveD the recently proposed reforms to tbe process

(NDOE. 1995) do not include: any coosideration of cumulative effects. lbe failure of

the proposed reforms 10 address cumulative effects bas been viewed by many as a

major shoru:oming (e.g. NFlA. 1995; NLFL. 1995; Bryant. 1996; Voa Mirbach,

1996). Little or no consideration is therefore given to potential cumulative effects in

the EIAs undertaken in Newfoundland, due in part to the lack: of a legislative basis for

CEA in the province.
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The nature of the ErA process itself, as ttaditiooally practised, has also

contributed to its apparent incapability to effectively address cumulative environmental

change. EIA bas predominantly been a project-driven exercise, in which proposed

actions are reviewed on a case·by-case basis. It is. however, generally acknowledged

that assessing projects on an individual basis does Dot lend ilSelf to eEA (CEARe and

USNRC. 1986; Peterson et aI., 1987; Carla and Hunsaker, 1990; Hundloe et aI.,

1990; Contant and Wiggins. 1991; Cocklin et aI., 1992a; Gibson, 1993; Spaling and

Smit, 1993; Damman et aI., 1995; Ortolano and Shepherd. 1995).

Conventional EIA, although project-driven. tends to focus upon a limited range

of projects and activities. lbe EtA process is typically nOI an alHnclusive one. as

legislation is often designed to exclude projects which are considered to have the

potential for relatively insignificant environmental impacts. As a result of this

screening mechanism. some proposed actions fall outside of the ElA process

altogether. Proposed hydro developments in Newfoundland that are of less than one

MW capacity, for example. are exempt from environmental assessment. Between

1980 and 1994. the Newfoundland Environmental Assessmenr: Division received 1,264

inquiries regarding whether or not developments required registration under the EA

Act. Of these inquiries. only 537 (42.5 pen:ent) of the projects required registralion,

of which 423 (78.8) percent were subsequently released with DO Deed for l'unher

assessment (Kaufhold. 1995 pets comm). When the impacts of a seemingly

environmentally benign undertaking accumulate with the impacts. and potential
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impacts. of other actions (whether past. existing or proposed), these individually

negligible effects may become cumulatively significant. This concept has been

referred to as The tyranny of small decisions (Odum. 1982), or Destruction IJy

insignijicanJ increTMnts (McTaggan-Cowan, 1976; Gamble. 1979). However. due to

the project-specific nature of conventional ElA. such cumulative effects are usually

not addressed.

1be spatial and temporal scales of project-specific assessments also contribute

(0 their ineffectiveness in the context of cumulative effects. Assessments typically

focus upon narrow spatial scales (usually confined to the immediate project site), and

thus consider only the immediate, sire-specific impacts of the action. As a result, little

or no consideration is given to spatially extensive impacts. or to the impacts of other

adjacent activities with which a project's effects may interact. Similarly. the temporal

bounds of most assessments seldom extend beyond the implementation phase of the

individual project under consideration. and as such. little consideration is usually

given to long-tenn or delayed effects. or [Q potential impact interactions with the

effects of past or future projects. This is. however. not sufficient for CEA because

cumulative effects are often characterized by extensive spatial and temponJ scales

with regard to both their soun:e(s) and the effects themselves.

Project~level EIAs are typicaUy "a time and site~specific respo~ to a specific

proposed action- (LeDrew, 1989: 3). As a result, the ErA process typically functions

in isolation from the overall resource management and planning processes. By
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assessing development proposals on an individual basis rather than as part of a larger

programme or policy. the result is often a rather fragmented and segregated

managemeru: framework. 10 the case of small-scale hydro development in

Newfoundland, for example. while most projects are individually subject to EIA. each

is being proposed by a separate proponent which is by and large operating

independently of the others. As a result, individual proponents (and lhus projecHevel

ErAs) are unable to effectively consider the potential cumulative effects of the set of

small hydro developments as a whole. The consideratioD of cumulative effects in

project-level EIA is often limited by the lack of knowledge regarding other

developments. and a lack of control over these proposals (Montgomery, 1990).

Enviroomental assessment processes are thus ~not yet able to deal with issues for

which a single proponent is Iacking... In the absence of sucb a driving force. lIle

process is generally unable as presently constituted to deal with cumulative

impacts ... " (LeDrew, 1989: 2). As a result, environmental change that is the result of

multiple, diverse sources bas generally fallen outside of the scope of ErA as it is

practised in most countries (Cocklin et al.• 1992a).

Also. from a planning perspective. EIAs are triggered by project-specific

proposals and thus. are carried out in relation to actions that have been already

designed and selected for development. Such assessments therefore often occur too

late in the planning process to ensure that all alternatives to the proposed action are

given adequate consideration (Hundloe et al., 1990; lee and Walsh. 1992; Wood and
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Dejeddour. 1992). As such. the role of ElA is ooc: to cootribute to comprehensive

enviromnem.al planning, but mber it becomes a reactive mechanism designed to

predict the poItDtial coviroomema.l impacts of a project aDd propose measures by

which these impacts can be mitigated. Conscquenlly. project ElAs att usually an

~add-on to planning processes already on-goiDg, rather than ekmenu built in to

comprehensive integrated development planning" (Munroe. 1986: 25). In contrast, it

is geoerally aclcnowledged 1Iw CEA requires a comprebensive. anticipatory and

integrated planning approacb (Ballard et aI., 1982; Vlacoos. 1982; lames et aI., 1983:

Mentor. 1985; Stakhiv, 1988; 1991; Bardeclri, 1990; Contant and Wiggins, 1991;

Gibson. 1993; Conacber. 1994: Brown and McDonald. 1995; McDooald and Brown.

1995).

In summary. ElA. as conventionally practised, is ineffective at addressing

cumulative environmental cbaDge. Reviewing projects 00 an individual basis tends to

lead to a rather reactive and reducti.onistic approacb to impact assessment and

enviroDme1lta1 managemeDl and pLanning. In COn!J'aSl. CEA requires the expansion of

lhis focus to include the potential, overall effect of multiple (and oft£n quite diverse)

sources of poceDtial impact. as weU as often complex impact interactions and spatially

and temporally widespread impacts. Accordingly. it requires a more bolistic. and

spatially and temporally extensive, approach to impact assessment than lhat whicb has

traditionally been achieved lhrough the EIA process.
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3.4 SIlMMARY OF THE CUMULATIVE EFFECfS LITERATURE

To summarize the existing cumulative effects and CEA literatUre.

environmental impacts may interact lhrough additive or interactive processes to bring

about cumuJative environmental change. Cumulative effects may result from the

accumulation of the effects of one activity that is spatiallyand/or temporally

repetitive. or more commonly. from the overall effect of two or more independent

actioDS. Cumulative effects exhibit distinct spatial and temporal attributes with regard

to both their source(s), as weU as the characteristics of the effccts themselves. They

are thus remarkably diverse and complex in nature:, making them inbereotly difficult

to predict, evaluate and manage.

While the conceprual and theoretical basis of cumulative enviroomentaJ change

is well developed in the literature, comprebensive attempts at CEA have been limited.

CEA bas traditionally been constrained by various analytical and adminisuative

impediments. including a lack: of practical and effective methodologies. as well as lIle

apparent incapability of the predominantly project-driven EIA process to incorporate

CEA. Accordingly. this study is an attempt to overcome these constraints through

methodological development. and the application of this technique to the case of

small·sca1e hydro developmeot in Newfoundland in an anemp[ 10 overcome the

shoncomings of the province's prtdominandy projcct4riven ElA process in the

conlext of cumulative effccts. The following cbapler describes the specific CEA

technique which was developed and utilized in this research.



Chapter Four
APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY

4.1 INTRODUcnON

As indicated throughout. the purpose of this sOJdy is to assess the potential

cumulative environmental effects of proposed small-scale l:tydroelecttic developments

in insular Newfoundland. This chapter outlines the metbodologica1 requirements of the

assessment. and evaluates a range of existing CEA techniques in light of these

specifications. This is foUowed by an overview of the CEA methodology developed

and utilized in the study. as weU as a step-by-step account of the data collection

process.

4.1 METHODOLOGICAL REQUIREMENTS OF THIS ASSESSMENT

As previously suggested. the specific technique (or combination of techniques)

suitable for a CEA is very much determined by the lllture and objectives of the

assessment itself. and consequently, on its often quite distinct methodological

requirements. In short, there ace no general roles for the selection of a CEA

technique, as the appropriateness and applicability of a particular method is quite

srudy-speciflC. Such factors as the type. number and temporal and spatial disttibution

of the potential sources of impact, the process(es) of impact accumulation likely [0

occur, and consequently, the type(s) of cumulative effects being assessed must be

considered in selecting an appropriate method. In the context of this assessment, these
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factors art: characterized as foUows:

i) Sourtes: This study takes a ~top-down perspective- (0 eEA. as it focuses upon the

development activities which potentially bring about cumulative environmental change

(Le. proposed small-scale hydro developments in Newfoundland). The panicular small

hydro projects to be considered (and the rationale for selecting them) are discussed in

Section 4.4.1.

[f) Impact AccumuiatiOD: Although interactive impact accumulation is most often

associated with cumulative effects. it represents oaly ODC of the possible ways in

which such effects can result from multiple hydroelectric developments, and indeed.

may be the least likely to occur in many siwations (Carla and Hunsaker, 1990). Cada

and Hunsaker (1990) also note that the spatial component is an important factor in

determining the potentiaJ for interactive impact accumulation. because hydro projects

and their impacts must be in close proximity to each other to interact. They go on to

state that when multiple hydro developments -are relatively isolated from each

otber... it is often most reasonable to assume that. cumulative impacts will be

additive.· (Emphasis added) (p. 8). The objective of this study is to assess the

potential cumulative effects of small hydro developments on a provincial scale, rather

than within a single basin; accordingly, it focuses solely upon potential additive

cumulative effects. The potential for synergistic or antagonistic interactions between
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the impacts of proposed small hydro projects will. however. be addressed in a later

>CCtion.

iii) Types of Cumulati.c EtfedS: With regard to the [)'pOlogies of cumulative effects

p~ in the previous cbap(er. this study assesses potential oddiriw. homotypic

cumulative effects (i.e. those resulting from the accumulation of the incremental

impacts of a set of independent but similar actions). The type of cumulative effect

most analogous to that being considered in this study is therefore that of relatively

small-scale. incremental environmental changes. referred to as nibbling by CEARC

and USNRC (1986).

Given these characteristics. the following are proposed to be the

methodological requ.iremew of this assessmcm. First. the particular technique

employed must be capable of assessing the potential cumulative effects of multiple.

iDdepeDdenr: (but similar) projects (ntber than those of a single action that is spatially

and/or [empOrally repetitive). The methodology must also be capable of considering

multiple VECs, rather thaD focusing exclusively upon ODe environmental component.

This is necessary as the objective of this study (as outlined in Chapter One) is to

assess the potential cumu.lative effects of small hydro development on the

~eovironment of the province-, rather than a single target resource. The provincial

scope of the assessment requires that the methodology employed be capable of
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fimttioning at an extensive spatial scale, as well as being somewhat flexible with

regard to specific. scales of analysis. In tenDS of tempOr.LI scale, it must also be

capable of considering those projects turrently being developed, as well as projects

which may be developed in the future.

Because the oatun: of the as:sessmeot was such that multiple projects and VEes

must be considem1 on a provincial scale, the data requiremems of lhis assessmetll

were quite significant. Consistent. quantitative baseline data were, however, not

available in relation to most small hydro projects proposed for the Island. As small

hydro proposals were at varying stages of the planning and EIA processes, in many

cases intensive baseline surveys bad DOt been conducted. lberefore. project-specifIC

impact predictions bad to be fonnuIated on tbe basis of. Limited amount of available

information. and/or data which were readily obWnabie. It also required a technique

wbich allowed for the -aggregation" of these project-specific impacts, such that tbe

overall, additive effect of the set of projects 00 each of the VECs to be considered

could be assessed. Tbc oature of the assessmenr: tberefcn required that IlWIlericaJ.

values which represemed the relative significance of poltntial project-specific impacts

be assigned. despite a profound lack of existing quantitative baseline data on which to

base these impact predictiODS.

In terms of ovenll mem.odological approach. the nature and objectives of this

assessmem required that it initially adopt an analytical approacb to eEA. As

indicated, a set of small hydro projects bad already been selected for developmelU 00
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the (sJand in relation to Hydro'S 1992 RFP at the time that this swdy was initiated.

This research is. bowever, based upon tbc premise that effective CEA does iDdeed

rcquUe an amaIgamatiOD of the analytical am planning apptolCbes. According1Y. the

utility of the information gatbem1 for- the proactive COIISidention of poteDti.aJ

cumulative effects in decision-making will be explored in a later section.

Bedford and Preston (1988: 758) conteDd that -If effects are saictly additive,

then DO DCW scientific approacbes are required for cumulative impact assessment.•

Given the nature and methodological requirements of tllis assessment. however, most

available analytical CEA techniques were found 10 be inappropriate and/or

impractical. For example. most analytical methods require substantial amounts of high

quality. quantitative baseline data and/or a thorough understanding of the saucrure

and dynamics of the enviroomenta.l system under coosideration (Mains, 1987; Swll et

aJ.. 1987; Camet and Kamatb. 1995; Smit and Spaling. 1995). While these techniques

may be useful in -data-ricb- situations. a lack of available. quantitative data

prohibited me use of most of these mctbods in this a.ssessmenJ:. Some existing CEA

metbods are unable to fuDction al the cxteosive spatial scale~ for this

assessment (e.g. modelliog), and some are able to effectively consider only a single

target resource (e.g. inleractive malrices), which also limited their utility in this

study. Almost all existing methods were found to be unacceptable for practical

reasons as well. as they are excessively complex. time coosuming and costly to

undertake. cspocially given the luge data requirements and extemivc spatial and
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temporal scopes of this assessmeta..

Given me nature and objectives of this assessment. and sboru:om.ings of

existing CEA techniques (bocb in the conten oftbe~ oftbis study and in

geoera1), the use of expen opinion was deemed 10 be tile most practical and feasible

altmJative. lberivel and Morris (199S: 303) conca:d that perhaps the most practical

approach to CEA would be to ~lisr: all the reJcvanr. projects 00 ODe axis of a matrix.

and cnvironmemal. components OD the other. and summarize each project's impacts on

the cnviromncntal component in the relevant cell. ~ 1Ddeed. such an approach was.

although relatively simple. deemed appropriate for this assessment because it focused

exclusively upon the potential additive (i.e. non-interactive) cumulative effects of

proposed small hydro developments. In short, as a result of the Dature and objectives

of the assessment, and a lack of existing quantitative baseline: data, a CEA

methodology based upon expert judgement aM the use of a simple impact summation

matrix was developed and utilized in the study. Expert opinion regarding potential

project-specific impacts was ptbered through a modified Delphi procedure.
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4.3 THE DELPHI TECllNJQUE

The Delphi method is a systematic, iterative survey teclmique which is based

upon the imependeor: coatt'ibutioos of a group of experts (Leitch and Leistritz. 1984).

Liostooe and Turoff (1975: 3) define Delphi as:

A method for sttUCtWing a group communication process so that the
process is effective in allowing a group of individuals. as a whole, to
deal with a complex problem.

The technique was developed in the early 19505 by researcbers at the RAND

Corporation. and was named after the oracle at ApoUo's shrine at Delphi. Greece. Its

purpose is [0 ·obtain the most ~liable consensus of opinion of a group of experts... by

a series of intensive questioanaires interspersed with cootrolled opinion feedback.•

(Da1key and Helmer. 1963: 458). It is designed for use in sinwioas where. as in lhis

assessment, large data requiremerus and a lack of available quantitative data prohibit

the use of traditional analytical solutions. and it is therefore occc:ssary 00 rt:ly upon the

opinions of experts and to usc their insights in as systmlatic a n:wmer as possible

(~. 1975; Dodge and Clark:. 1977; Mum.y, 1979; Rowe et aI., 1991). The

objective is to organize a stI'\ICUlI'ed communication process which attempts to derive

a consensus of opinion from an expert panel regarding the occurrence and potential

consequences of future events. In short. Delphi is a means of aggregating the

collective opinions of a group of expens in order to improve the quality of decision·

mabng (Delbecq e' aI.• 1975).
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The process typically begins with the identification of the working problem or

issue to be considered. and the selection of those experts that will constitute the expert

panel. Usually. the researcher uses multiple iterations of surveys to facilitate data

COUectiOD. with each iteration referred to as a Round. The Round One survey

sometimes consists of an "open-eDded" questionnaire which seeks the particular

opiniODS of each participant regarding the issue(s) under consideration. although in

most cases a sttuet.Jred questionnaire is used throughout (Rowe et ai.. 1991;

Woudenberg, 1991). Upon completion and return of the Round One: questionna.ires.

the researcher compiles and reviews the responses and fonnulates the Round Two

questionnaire. In the second and each subsequent round. participants are provided

with a statistical summary of me results of the previous round, and in some cases the

actual comments provided by panellists in relation to their responses are also fed back

to the panel as a whole. Individual paneUists are thus given the opportUnity to

reconsider their responses in light of the responses of the group as a whole. Previous

experience with the Delpbi technique indicates that over successive iterations.

individual responses tend to coQverge roward a consensus. The Delphi procedure

typically continues until maximum consensus is reacbed among panellists concerning

the issue{s) UDder consideration.

Thus, four primary features characterize the Delphi process: 1) anonymity; 2)

iteration; 3) conttoUed feedback; and 4) the statistical aggregation of the individual

responses (Da1key, 1961; Pill. 1971; Rowe et aI.• 1991; Woudenberg. 1991):
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i) Aooaymity • The use of questiooDaires allows individual paDellists to remain

anonymous. The Delphi procedure is iDfeoded to prevent the dysfunctioaal elements

of group int.er.lCtioo which may often lead to inaccunte results. Group pressure to

tonfonnity and the domiDana: of sttoog penooalities may often lead to pressure to

accept the opinions of a dominating minority. even when the opinions of such per100s

are incorrect or inferior (Pill, 1971: Riggs, 1983; Woudenberg. (991). By aUowing

individual panellists [0 formulatt: their responses privately. the Delphi leCbnique is

designed to avoid these negative aspects of group interaction. Delphi therefore easures

that the opinion of eacb pancllist is represented in the final response. Also. lJltough

successive iterations, anonymity gives pancllists the opportunity 00 reevaluate and

subsequen1l.y a.l:te:r their own responses without fear of 'losing face' wilh others.

iJ)ltentioa - The underlying premise behind the Delphi !CChnique is that iteration

will cause members of the panetta shift their responses lOwards the ~correct

response-. More specifically, over subsequent rounds. those with the weakest

predictive ability may be expec:ted to shift their respoases towards the opinions of

those. woo are most accurace (Dietz. 1981). As a resu.lt, over subscquem rounds the

group forecast may be expected to move towards higher accuracy. The number of

iterations used in the Delphi process is quite variable between applications. ranging

from two to ten rounds (Woudenberg. 1991). However, it seldom extends beyooo two

or three iterations. and most change in expens' responses is typically evidem in the
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first or secood itcntiOD (Dietz. 1987; Rowe et aI., 1991). Maximum coasensus is

usually achieved after two to three rounds (Dalkey and. Helmer. 1963; Huckfeldt and

Judd: 1974; Limtoae and Twoff. 1975; Dodge aDd Clut. 1977), aDd where

individual judgemenls fail to converge, the underlying reasons for such disagreement

typically become evidem (freeman and Frey. 1992).

ill) Cootrolkd Feedback - In the: second and each subsequent round. individual

panellists are informed of the opinions of other group members. 1bis feedback

typically takes the form of a statistical summuy of the response of the group as a

whole. However. as indicated, the acnJa.I arguments of paneUists whose responses

differ significamly from the group response are also sometimes fed back to the panel

as a whole. By presemi.Dg die: group response over a DUmber of rounds. individual

paneUisu are given tbc: opponunity to .subsequcmJy cbaDge their opinions. if

appropriate. Those woo find the group response, or the arguments of deviating

paocllists, more compelliDg than their own should, subsequemly. modify their own

responses (WoudenberK. 1991).

i.) Statistical Group Respoase - At the cooclusion of the Delphi procedure. the

group forecast is obrained through lhe statistical aggregation of the individual

panellists' responses. The median response is typically reponed as the group forecast.

as it is not strongly intluetK:Cd by outlying samples (Dietz. 1987; Rowe et aI., 1991).
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The Delphi technique bas been applied in a variety of disciplines. and thus, 10

the forecasting of a wide range of pbenomena (see Brockhaus aDd Mickelsen. 1976:

Worsham. 1980; Gupta and Clark.. (996). The exteIlSive use of the Delphi procedure

bas been attributed to the fact tba1 the method is extraoely versatile, and can be'

adapted to the requirmlenrs of vinually any study which requires the use of expert

opinion and the quantification of subjective variables in forecasting (Coates, 1974;

Pareme et aI., 1984; Preble, 1984; Gupta and Clark., (996).

Various authors have, for example. commented upon the applicabUity of the

Delphi tedmique lO natun.J. resource managemeat aDd plaoniDg (e.g. McAllister.

1980; Bakus et aI., 1982; Mitchell. 1989). Earle et al. (1981), for example. used the

teebnique to gain insight into community perceptions concerning soil conservation

practices. Ban:lccki (1984) used a Delphi survey of 300 landowners in Southern

Oawio lO examine their experieDCe$ with. and attitudes towards. wetlands; the resulu

of this study were subscquenLly used to assess tbe implicatioos of various policy

alternatives. Leitch and Leistritz (1984) used DclplU to identify and rank emerging

covironment.a1 and nawral resource issues in 13 Rocky Mountain and Great Plains

States in the U.S. Peasc: (1984) used me rechnique lO coUect land aod waler-use

information in Linn County, Orqoo aDd Skagit Cowtty, WashiDgton. Schuster et aI.

(1985) used Delphi in a study of the quality of elk habitat in Western Montana.. Clark

and Stankey (l991) used a Delphi process to identify critical issues that should be

considerm in implementing effective forest management strategies. Gulez (1992)
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preseI1fed a method based upon the Delphi technique to evaluate and select areas for

National Park status. EgaD et aI. (1995) used a Delphi process in combination with

mail surveys and focus groups [0 evaluate the relationships between the forest

stewardship ideals embraced by private forest owners and the m.a.nagemeru of their

forests. As these select examples illustrate, applications of the Delphi procedure in the

fields of resource management and planning have been widespread and diverse.

Mitchell (1989: 63) offers suggestions concerning the applicability of the Delphi

technique in this context:

The Delphi technique offers a meam to identify the occurrence and
consequences of events in the future. Such estimates could then be used
when forecasting demands for or suppUes of oaruraI resources, or in
anticipating future natural resource problems... [Thus). resource analysts
and managers are finding that the Delphi technique is a useful aid for
identifying the probability of future conditions and for then assessing
the implications for resource allocation decisions.

More in keeping with the context of this study. the applicability of the Delphi

technique to EIA and CEA bas been noted by a variety of authors (e.g. CoaleS, 1974;

Miller and Cuff. 1986; Diea:, 1987; Stull ct aI., 1987; Praxis. 1988: Thompson.

1990; Stautb et aI., 1993; Hegmann and Yarranton. 1995). Smil (1975), for enmple.

used the Delphi technique to smdy the potential environmental impactS of furore

energy developments. Richey et al. (1985b) used Delphi in the design of a program to

monitor the potential environmental effects of electric power generation facilities.

Freeman and Frey (1992) proposed the use of a modified Delphi procedure to assess

and compare the potential social impacts of alternative natural resouree policies.
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Vizayakumac and Mobapatn (1992), used an eclectic: approICb (which included a

Delphi survey) to assess the enviroDmcnta1 impacts of a coalfield in lDdia. Busch

(1996) used Delphi to assess and evaluate aquatic habi.tat dqradatiOQ in Lake Ontario:

die tt.ehnique was chosen because ~Data on biological. chemicaJ. aDd physical

anthropogenic changes~ scattered. patchy, and disjoimed.- (p. 113). Moborjy and

Aburizaiza (1997) used a two round Delphi survey and a CODSC'DSUS building workshop

to derive a consensus of opinion from a panel rqarding the environmema1 impacts of

an effluent coDtrOI system in Jeddah. Saudi Arabia. The utility of Delphi in this

context stems from the fact that the ElA process itself is inberently a predictive

exercise, and because very often impact predictions must be made in the face of

inadequate or incomplete information.

The foUowing section describes the application of the Delphi procedure in this

4.4 METHODS

Figure 4.1 illusttalCS the priDcipal steps in the Delplll procedure. Despite the

extensive amoum. of literature that bas been produced in relation to the teCbnique. and

its widespread application in numerous disciplines. there is little in the form of

melhodological guidance on bow to conduct a Delphi (Preble, 1984). This is likely

due to the fact that. in most cases, the method must be modified according to the

nature and objectives of each particulac stUdy to which it is applied. The following
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scctiODS give an account of the adaptation and step-by-step utilization of the Delphi

technique in this study.

'.4.1 Problem. DeIInitioa

As indicated. me fust step in the Delphi procedure is the identification of the

particular issue or problem to be considered. While the gcocral issue being addressed

in this stUdy is the potential cumul.a.tive environmental effects of proposed small hydro

facilities in insular NewfoundlaDd. it was also necessary to identify those particular

smail hydro projects and environmental components which would be considered.

As discussed previously, 160 potentially viable small-scale hydro sites have

been identified on the Is1a.od (Sbawmom:. 1986). In response to Hydro's 1990 policy

change regarding sma.LI hydro developmem and its willingDcss to purchase tbe power

from tbese facilities on a long-len:n cootractuaJ basis. a number of lhese sites have

been proposed for developmtOl by the private sector. Also, wbile five small hydro

projects had been selected for development at the time that this study was initiated

(Le. Nonhwest River, Ranle Brook. Southwest Rivet' and Star Lake, as weU as

Newfoundland Power's Rose Blanche Brook facility). there is a sttong possibility that

further sites will be developed in the funue. Thus, while these: five projects obviously

required consideration in this assessmeot, it was also necessary to attempt to predict

whicb projeclS would potentially be developed in the fuw..re.
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It must be remembered that this stUdy was initiated approximately one year

prior 10 tile issuance of Hydro's second RFP in Iamwy 1m. and thus.~ was

considerable unc.ertaimy at that time regarding wbicb particular sites would be

developed in the eVe:n1 of aootI:ler RFP being; issued. lDdeed. even at the conclusion of

the stUdy. details regacdins wbicb small hydro projects were being considered in

relation to Hydro's 1997 RFP were DOl yet available. It was DOted in Chapter Two

lhae Hydro received final project proposals for 11 projects in August 1993. of wltich

four projects were subsequently selected. Because the remaining seven projects were

being considered by Hydro in the fmal screening phase of its initial RFP. they were

likely the most technically and economically feasible of the identified sites. and thus,

deemed to be the most likely to be resubmitted to Hydro in the event of another RFP.

Accordingly. a lOW of 12 proposed small hydro developments were initially identifted

for comidention in this assessmeDl. iDctuding those 11 projecu being considered for

developmem by Hydro in 1993. as well as tbe Rose Blancbe Brook project.

It was also oocessary lO idenlify those panicul.ar covUomnelD1 components

which would potenIia.lly be affecud by the cumulative effOC1S of the$c projects. To

this end, an extensive review of the existing lileratW'e penainiDg to the environmenta.l

impacts of hydroelecuic developments in general. as wcU as the existing ElA

literature produced in relation to small-scale hydro developments in Newfoundlaod.

was undertaken. As indicated in Table 4.1, a total of 21 VECs were identified.

including various biophysical, socioecooomic and culw.ra1 resoun:cs.
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TABLE 4.1: VECs POTENTIALLY AFFECTED BY SMALL HYDRO
DEVEWPMENT IN NEWFOUNDLAND

c.tego<y

Biophysical
Resources

VEC

Water Rcsoun:es

Vegetation and Soils

Riparian Flora

Rare or Threatened Flora

Fish Resources

Rapton

Waterfowl

Migratory Birds

Caribou

Moose

Black: Bear

Furbearen

Stoall Mammals

Rare or Threatened Fauna

Timber Harvesting

Commercial Fisheries

Socioeconomic and Angling
Cultural Resources f- ...:H"'unung="~/'_'T.::"''''PP'''in'''g'_ _1

Tourism.

Aesthetics

Historic Resowces
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As a result, 12 projects and 21 VEes were initially identified for coasideration in the

assessment, giving a total of 252 proj~et!VEC combinations.

••4.2 Selection of the Expert P2DeI

FoUowing the identification of the panicular issue to be considered, the next

step in the Delphi procedure is the identification of the particular requirements of the

stUdy with regard to level and [)'pC: of expertise, and subsequent.ly. the selection of

lOOse experts that will comtitute the Delphi panel. This assessment required the

participation of individuals woo had expertise in relation to the potential

cDviroamental impacts of smaU-sca1e hydroelectric developments. and who had a

knowledge of one or more of the identified VEes in the vicinity of one or more of

the proposed projects.

A review of the existing EIA literature produced in relation to small-scale

hydroelectric developments in Newfoundland led [0 the development of a preliminary

list of individuals who met the expertise requirements of the study, and thus, could be

considered potential expert panellists. Also, a series of informal interviews were

carried out with senior personnel in each of the organizations represented on the list

in order to identify other individuals who might be coosidered ~qualified· to

participate in the study. The identification of potential expen panellists was structured

to ensure: me representation of all provincial and federal agencies. interes[ groups,

private sec[()f consultants and academics likely [0 have a knowledge of me potential
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effects of ODe or more of the projects on ODe or mo~ of the VECs initially identified.

All potential expert paoellists were mailed a PQMUist lnjormariOfl Form

(Appendix A) which idemified tbe resean:ber. informed lbem of the rationale and

objectives of me study. and provided an overview of the methodology to be

employed. Potential panellists were also provided with • map showing the locations of

the 12 small hydro projects that were to be considered in the stUdY. as well as a list

of the 21 VECs initially identified. The importance of eacb person's paniCipatiOD in

the study as an c:xpcl1 paocllist was empbasized, and anonymity was assured. They

wert then asked to indicate whether or not they would be willing to participate in the

study. and each respondent (regardless of wbether or DOt they agreed to participate)

was also asked to identify up to six other individuals who, in their opinion. might be

qualifM:d to take part in lbe study.

several authors caution that participants in a Delphi survey may not have

expertise in relation to aU of the questions posed. as those woo are invited 10

participate are often knowledgeable in very specific areas (Gordon and Helmer. 1964:

Fusfeld and Foster. 19'71; Hill and Fowles. 1975; Riggs, 1983). This was especially

the case in this assessment, as the number and diversity of VECs and the extensive

spatial scale of lhe assessment required the participation of panc:llists with a wide and

varied range of expertise. Accordingly. a 252 cell matrix. with the 12 small hydro

projects UDder coasideration listed across the horizontal axis and the 21 initially

identified VECs listed vertically. was included in lbe ?meUist Information Form (see
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Table I, Appeudix A). Each cell in the matrix represemcd a particulac projectIVEC

combination, and lhosc who agreed lO participate were asked to indicate wlUcb

combinatiODS they would be capable of COIIUDeDbng upon with rqard to pocemiaJ

impacts. More specificaUy. for each VEe which lbc:y bad expertise, paneLlists were

asked to:

1) Mark an X in those cells corresponding to projectlVEC combinations
for which they W~ familiar with the small hydro projec:t, and would
be capable of commenting upon die potential impact of that project on
that particular VEe;

2) Indicate with an 0 those cells corresponding to projects with whicb
they were unfamiliar. but had a knowledge of the VEe in the vicini[)'
of the project, and thus, would feel capable of commenting upon
potential impacts if provided with a project summary; and

3) Mark NIA in those cells where. in their opinion. the VEe was not
present in the vicinity of a project, and therefore, would DOt be
Uf=ed.

This scbeme was used merely ro en.swe thai: p;meUists did DOt exclude: project!VEC

combinations for which they were unfamiliar with the project but would be able to

predict potential impacts 00 the basis of their knowledge of the VEe in that area.

and/or combinatiom for which the pancllist felt that the VEe would DOt be affected

because of its abseoce from the area. Panellists were DOt given a maximum. or

minimum DUmber of projectIVEC com.binatioos for which they could indicate an

ability to conunem. upon.

A self-addressed stamped envelope was included with tbe package. and

potential paoeUists were asked to return the form within one week of receiving it
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(regardless of wbetber they agreed or declined to participate). In the seven-week

period between Iune 12 aDd July 31, 1996. a lOU1 of 123 potential expert panellisls

were invited [Q participate in the study.

4.•.3 Round ODe

Of the 123 individuals who were invited to participate in the stUdY. 85 (69.1

percent) respoDded to the request. of which 49 (.57.6 percent) agreed to participate. A

total of 1,385 projec::tlVEC combinations were indicated by these 49 expen panellists.

ranging from one to 192 per pancllist. or a mean of 28.3 combinations.

Although 12 proposed small bydro developmeDlS were initially to be

coosidered in the study. details regarding the specific characteristics of four of lhese

projects (Kings fhrbour River, Lady Pood, Rattling Pond Brook aDd Sheffield LaJcC)

could DOt be obtained. Unlike the odIer eigbJ: projects, these bad DOt been registered

under the EA Act at !he time this study was initi.J.ted. and as a resuh. project

descriptions (or these developments were not available to the public. An attempt was

made to obtain dc:scriptiom of the four projects from Hydro. but specific deWls

regarding the projects were considered privileged information, and thus. could 00{ be

released (Boone, 1996 pen comm). Aaempts to obtain project details directly from

the projects' proponents also proved unsuccessful. Consequently, only eight of the

projects initially identified (i.e. Garia Bay (Northwest Brook); Northwest Arm Brook

(Conooire Bay); Northwest River; Rattle Brook; Rose Blanche Brook; Southwest
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River; Star Lake; and Torrent River (Site Ie» were coosideml in the CEA (Figure

4.2). It should also be DOted that although the Torrent River project (27 MW) is not

classified as a small-scale hydro development. per se. it was proposed as a 15 MW

facility when being considered by Hydro in August 1993. However, it was

subsequently redesigned in 1994. increasing its potential generating capacity (Torrenr:

Small Hydro Corp .• 1995). It is this modified project proposal that is cummtly being

subject to the Newfoundland EIA process, and which was considered in this

assessment.

As a result of this reduction in the number of projects being considered, three

pancllists were no longer able to participate:. as they bad indicated an ability [0

comment only upon the potential impacts of one or more of lhe four projects dropped

from consideration.

As suggested previously. EtA activi[)' in relation to the Garia Bay. NW Arm.

Brook and Torrent River projects indicated the possibility that these sites may be

developed in the future. The Kings Harbour River project bad, however. not been

registered under me EA Act by the conclusion of this study despite the fact that it

would have required registration before being permitted [0 proceed. h should.

however, be emphasized that although the activity (or inactivity) of the ErAs of

individual small hydro proposals was used as an indicator of their POleDlial for future

development, as indicated in Chapler Two there was apparently not a clear

relationship between the consideration of projects by Hydro and their registration
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UDder the FA Act. Also. some projects (e.g. lady PoDd aDd Rattling Pood Brook)

would DOl: have required rqistntion at all as lbey would have installed capacities of

less than one MW. lbus. these projects may well have the pocc:mi.al for fublte

development. but because they would have been exempt from registration. this was

very difficult to assess. Tbc: propooems of each of these projects wert: contaCted in

order 10 determine the current stanIS of die proposals. but these attempts also proved

UDSUCCCSSful. lbc five MW Sheffield Lake project was, however. registered UDder the

EA Act in February 1997 (oearly one year after this study was initiated), as was a

proposal for an additional (wo MW facili[}' on tl1e Southwest River (presumably in

relation to Hydro's 1997 RFP). In short, allhough [be assessment attempted to

consider those projects wltich were curreatly being developed as well as "reasonably

foreseeable future~ small hydro projects. it was extremely difficult ro prmict those

particular sites wb.ich would be developed with any degree of ceru:ituy.

The necessi[y of a preliminary seeping exercise to determine me lmpolUDl:

issues and environmental compoaew tbat should be addressed in an enviroamerttal

assessment has 1001 been recognized (e.g. BeanIands and Duinker. 1983; Wolfe,

1987). While 21 potentially affected VECs were initially identified. it was aJso

oecessaI)' 10 reduce this number considerably to eosme that the scope of the study

remained manageable. While the 21 wget resources initially identified have. to

varying degrees, all been identified as potential issues in the assessmem of small

hydro proposals in the province. it was decided to focus the CEA on the following
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eight VECs: 1) WGkr ResolU'f:t$; 2) Pbh b$OfU'Ctt; 3) 1lJIpttH'r. 4) WatnfDwll

KrpaID'1 Birds; 5) Cmibou; 6) Moose; 7)~ MtIIIfIIUIls; aDd

8) Historic Ilnoureu. While DOt an exhaustive lisI. tbesc: VECs were selected

because they were found to be those most often raised as potmtia.I issues in projec:t

level BAs. and thus. those most often associated with tbe impacts of small hydro

developments 00 the Is1and. Consequem.ly. eighl: proposed small hydro projects and

eight VECs remained under coosidenation. giving a lOW of 64 projectIVEC

combinations. Based on this revised aumber. the 46 remaining panellists bad

collectively indicated an ability to commeot upon 480 projec:tlVEC combinations.

ranging from one 10 SO combinations per panellist. or a mean of 10.4.

A means by which expert opinion could be used (() assign numerical impaCt

values which represented the relative significance of the impact of each project 00

each of the wget VECs was also required. This was aec:cssary so that these project·

specifw: impact scores could be emered into a matrix and summed to assess the

poce:mia.I additive cumulative effects of the set: of projects as a whole. This was

accomplisbed by baving panellists me the pott:ntiaI impact of each projectIVEC

combination iDdicated 00 the basis of a set of impact evaluation criteria. Based 00 me

findings of a review of the literature pertaining to the evaluatioD of the significance of

environmental impacts (e.g. Sbanna et aI., 1976; Andrews ct at. 1977: Prasanseree,

1982; Bean1ands and Duinker. 1983; Haug et aI., 1984; Duinkcr and Beanlaods.

1986; Thompson, 1990; Canter and Canty, 1993) the foUowing criteria were selected:
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1) The Probability tbaJ: the VEe in question would be affected by the
proposed developmem;

2) The _ of lhe .....,w impact;

3) The Spadal_ of lhe .....,w _

4) The Temporal Duratioa of me potential impact;

.5) The ImportaDce of the VEe in question to decision-making:

6) The CUlTmttPre-project State of the VEe (Le. its resilience or sensitivity
to furtber mess due the impacts of past or present aothropogenic activities
with which a project's impacts may interact, and/or natunl COodiriODS and
variability).

The Round One questionnaire package included a cover letter which thanked

panellisls for agreeing 00 participate in the swdy. and funber oullioed the specific

details of the methodology to be employed. The package itself consisted of the

following tine documents (Appeldix B):

DOCUMENT A: Each paotUist was forwarded brief project descriptions and maps

for each small hydro project for which be or she bad indicated an ability to comment

upon. 1besc project summaries were based upon the mosl recent EIA documemation

available for each project as of August I. 1996.

DOCUMENT B: In order toe~ that impact ratings would be consistent between

panellists. Document B presented definitions of each of the evaluation criICOa and

associated impact ratings.
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DOCUMENT C: The questionnaire itself comprised a separate question s.becC. for

each identified projectIVEC combination. For each combination. panellists were

instructed to rare the p«emial impact on the basis of the impact evaluation criteria

discussed previously. Impact Probability was rated 00 a ten-point scale from zero to

100 percent; Impact Mapitude (Negligibk. Minor, MQderale or Major). Spatial

Extent (Site-sp«ijic: Local. Regional or Provincial), TmiponJ Duratioo (Shon

Term., Matium-Term.. Long-Term. or Prolonged), and the Currmt State of the VEe

(Le. Resilient. Low Sensilivity. MediJim SensiJivity or High Smsitivily). were each

rated on rour-point scales. VEe Import.aDa: was evaJu.aced in two ways· the

imponaoce of the: VEe in relation to other VECs in the same project area. and its

importance in relation to the same VEe in other project areas. In both cases. VEe

Importance was rated on a five-point scale (ranging from Not at all lmportanJ to Very

Important).

For each question sheet, participanIs were insttucted to circle the number

which corresponded to lbeir best estimate for each of the seven impact evaluation

criteria. In cases where pantUists felt that a VEe was DO( present in a particuJar

project area. and thus could not be affected by the project, they were asked to circle

Zero Percent UDder Impact Probability and disregard the remaining questions 00 lhat

sheet. In cases such as this. the paneUist's responses for each of the evaluation criteria

were assigued a value of zero in formulating the overall group response. For each
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impact rating (or series of ratings) paoellists were invilCd to live a brief.summary of

the rationale for their response(s). FiDalIy. for each of the small hydro projects which

they bad commeoted upon. pancllists were asked to rue their levd of knowledge of

that project: prior to receiving the quesOOmWre. Because the projects were at varying

stages of the EIA process, in order to keep "all things equal- paotUists were asked to

give impact ratings which did not consider proposed or possible impact mitigation

measures. Also. in order lO maintain the: anonymity feature of the Delphi procedure.

panellists were asked to refrain from. discussing their responses with others.

As a result. with the exception of the Round One cover letter aud Document

B. the specific materials each paneUist received varied coasider.tbly; the nature of the

questionnaire paclca.ge being determined by tbe panicu1ar projectIVEC combinations

which they bad initially identified.

Pre-testing of the initial Rou.OO One quc:stioonaire took place during the week:

of August 12, 1996. Preliminary questioonaiIes were sem to [W() raodomIy selected

panellists for review. with a request: for comments and suggestions an:1 an indication

of the: amount of time it lOOt to complete each question sheet. 1be questionnaire was

also reviewed by a number of ootrparticipating individua.ls in order to ensure that

questions and insuuctions were clear and understandable. No signiftcant cbanges were

made to the Round One pacoge as a result oftbis pre--testina;. However. [wo

potential problem areas were noted. The first was that paneUists were being asked to

assign static numerical values to impacts that were likely to be quite variable over
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space (e.g. an impact may be major in ODe part of the atfcete:d area. but minor in

another). over time (e.g. an impact may be mocIerue during project coosauction. but

negligible during project operatioo) aDdIOT. where applicable, within a VEe Category

(e.g. ODe species of Raptors may be more sev~ly affected dwI aoodIer). etc. To

alleviate this problem. the instructioos for Round Doe were n:vised slightly; panellim

were asked to assign impact ratings which reflected the .IDI&iIwm1 score likely for

eacb of the seven impact evaluatioD criteria (e.g. in cases wbere Doe species of

affected Waterfowl was deemed relatively unimporwn but another was consK1ered to

be very important. panellists were instructed to give a score of -five-).

Those involved in tbe questionnaire pre-leSt also expressed coocem over the

length of time it would take to complete the questionnaire. and felt tba1 lhis might

result in a high~t rate. It was therefore decided to place a limit on the number

of question sheets tba1 eacb individual panellist would be required to complete. Based

upon the time it took for the pre.resting paoellisu to complete each sheet. and their

opinions regarding a suitable upper limit. a maximum of 16 projectlVEC

combinations was decided upon. Five of the 46 panellists had indicated more than 16

project!VEC combinatioQS (ranging from. 18 to SO). For these five paoellists. the 16

combinations for which they had indicated, or W~ understood. to have tbe greatest

expertise were selected. In cases where this number was greater than 16, a toW of 16

of these combinations were selected at random. Where this number was less than 16,

additional combinations were mndomly selected out of the remainder of lbose they
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had iDdicaIcd.

Thus. 46 individuals comprised the stUdy's expert panel in Round One.

Collectively. they received a totJ1 of 379 question sheets (ranging from ODe to 16

sheets per penon. or a mean of 8.2). Round One questioanaires were mailed to the

46 expert ~I.lists on Wednesday September 4, 1996. Reminder letters were sent to

DOn-respondents approximately three weeks after the questionnaires were mailed. and

further reminder letters were sent at approximately rwo-week. intervals until

November 6. 1996.

4.4.4 Round Two

Forty of the 46 paneUists (87 percent) completed and returned tbeir Round

ODe questioonaiIes. with surveys being received between September 12. 1996 and

January 13, 1997. Ren1med question sboets toeal1od 320. or 84.4 perceat of the 379

question sheets forwarded to the panel as a wOOle in Round ODe.

CoIIUDeW given by several panellisl:s in relation to their re5pOllSeS revealed

that in some cases, pmellists were formulating their impact predictions on the basis of

very differing assumptiODS, and may have been interpreting questions qWle

differenlly. For example, while pancllists were asked to disregard impact mitigation

measures. some assumed that the proponent would adhere to any applicable laws,

reguJations, etc., while olbers apparently did oot. Also. some panellists rated the

Temporal Duration of impacts 00 tbe basis of the ownber of years OYer wbich the
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disturbance itself would occuc. while others predicted the time it would take for the

VEC, once initially affected. to return 00 its pre-project state. Several authors caution

that the misinterpretation of questiow can seriously undermine the accuracy and utility

of the results of a Delphi survey (Gordon and Helmer, 1964; Hill and Fowles, 1975;

sackman. 1975; Leitch and Leistritz. 1984). aDd that where questions are open to

differing interpretations, the accuracy of a group forecast derived from the

aggregation of these responses may be severely compromised. While only a limited

number of comments were provided by panellists in Round One. it was possible tbat

these variations in assumptions and interpretation may have been widespread within

the panel as a wbole. As a result. the observed variability in individual responses in

Round One may, in some cases, have been due to Ihese factors rather than aetua.I.

differences of opinion regarding potential impacts. As more emphasis was placed on

the quality of the data obtained than on merely anempting to obtain a consensus.

Round Two of the study was quite: unlike that of a traditional Delphi survey. Instead

of being given a statistical summary of the Round One group responses. panellists

were provided with a set of more stringem: instructions which were inte:Dded to deftne

the particular assumptions to be made in rating potential impacts. as well as to clarify

any other apparent misinterpretation of the questions being posed.

Also, for each question sheet, panellists were given their own Round One

responses, as well as a summary of the comments and ratiooaIes given by other

panellists in relation to their impact ratings. As only a limited amount of information
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could be iD:luded on each question sbeet:. commems wert: edited ami summarized

considerably. In cases wbere two or more panellists provided similar commems. these

were parapbJ'ased and listed only 0DCe. Also. gencn.l commems such as -!be impact

on Moose will be negligible- or ·Water Resoutt:es will DOt be affected- (i.e. which

gave DO indication of the ratiooaJe bebiDd them) were not iocluded. Comments were

DOl iDlc:oded to represent particular impact ratings, but simply to share the infonnation

given by individual paneUislS wilb others commenting upon that projcetlVEC

combination. Participants were asked to oote that the comments given were DOt

oecessari.Iy a comprehensive list of all factors which should be considered in rating

potential impacts. and mat wbere several comments were presented they might, in

fact. be quire conflicting. They were also advised that they were free to agree or

disagree which any of the comments given. and that if unsure of the applicability

aodIor validity of a particu1a.r comment they should disreprd it when formulating

their Round Two responses. In short. in Round Two of the stUdy panellists were

asked to reevaluate their Round One respooses in light of a set of more explicit

assumpti<>m and further instructions. as well as the COOlDIenLS provided by other

panellists (Appendix C).

On Monday November 18, 1996. Round Two questionnaires were mailed to

lhe 36 panellists who had returned Round One by that date. Reminder letters were

again forwarded to those as yet unrespooding pancllists after Wee weeks, and then at

approximately two week. imervals untillanuary 20. 1997. Four additional Round ODe
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questionnaires were received after November 18: Round Two questionnaires were

senr. to these panellisls the day foUowing the: receipt of Round Doe (even though the

Round ODe CODUJleI1lS provided by lbcse panellists could obviously DOt be fed back to

the panel as a wbole).

4.4.5 Round 1'IlJft

Round Two questionnaires wen: received from all of the 40 participants,

giving a response rate of 100 percent. Questionnaires were received between

November 22. 1996 and January 31, 1997. 1bese Round Two results were lllbulated.

and preliminary statistical analysis was performed. More specifically, the median

response for each of the seven impact evaluation criteria for each projectIVEC

combination was calculated.

Each participant'S Round Thme questioo.oaire. like that in each of the twO

previous rounds. consisted of a separate question sheet for each of those projectlVEC

combinations being considerM by that panellist. On each question sheet. paneUislS

were provided with their own Round Two ratings. as well as the median responses of

all paneUistS commenting upon that projectIVEC combinatioQ. Based on this

information. they were asked to reevaluate (if oecessary) their Rouod Two ratings in

light of the group responses and record their Round Three responses (even if

unchanged). Finally, in cases wbere tbcir Round Three response continued to differ

from lbe median. pancllists were invited to give a brief explanation of why. in their
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opinion. the ·correa- rating sbouJd be higber or lower lhan the RouD1 Two group

_ (Appendix D).

Round Three questionnaires were mailed to the 40 expert panellists on MoDd.ay

February 3. 1997. Reminder letters were again sent to ooo-respooding panellists after

three weeks. and then at two week: inruvals until April 7. 1997. Questioonaires were

received from all but ODe of the 40 panellists. giving a Round Three response rate of

97.5 percent (1bc researcher was la~r informed that this paneUist bad passed away in

early March). Surveys were received between February 5 and May 8. 1997, and

returned question sheets toralled 314. or 98.1 percent of the 320 scnl.

4.4.' Terminatioa of the Delphi Proc:edW"C

The Delphi procedure was terminated after Round Three. Although the Delphi

Iiteraw.te provides little guidance in detenniniDg when maximum consensus has been

achieved. or even the extent of coaseosus required. at this time a geoeral stability of

responses had been attained. and few DeW ideas and comments~ proposed in

Round Three to form the basis for (eed--bact in subsequent rounds. It was also

becoming increasingly diffx:ult to obtain completed questionnaires from all

participants. The median Round Three: response for eacb evaluation criteria therefore

represented the final impact predictions for each projectIVEC combination.

On May 14. 1997. Ehe 39 panellists who bad completed and retu.med aU three

questionnaires were scnt a letter of appreciation for their participation in the study.
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Panellists were also forwarded some of the preliminary results of the assessment in

histogram form. and were inviled to submit any comments or queries tbey might have

with regard to these results. No substantive feedback was received from panicipants

regarding these results.

4.5 SUMMARY

Given the namre and methodological requirements of this snufy, and the

sholtComings of existing CEA techniques (bolh in general. and in the context of these

specifications), expert judgement was deemed to be the only practical and feasible

methodological alternative. A modified Delphi technique was used to gather the

opinions of expen pantUists in as systematic a manner as possible; panicipants were

asked to rare the potential impact of identified projectIVEC combinalJons on the basis

of a set of impact evaluation criteria. The following chapter presents lhe results of the

Delphi survey, and describes bow these individual group forecasts were combined into

a single impact score for each projectIVEC combination. It also describes the malrix

technique used, and presents and discusses the results of these impact summations.



Chapter Fiv.
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

5.1 lNTROOOcnON

This cbapler p[tSCDls and analyses the resuI~ of the Delphi survey. More

specifically. it presertts the fmal (Roum Three) data. and describes the specific

ttehniques used for data aggregation and analysis. It first examines these ~ts with

refererr.e to poteotial projecHpecific impacts (Le. the pou:mia.I effect of each project

on the set of VEes as a whole). This is followed by an assessment of the potential

cumulative effects of lhe set of eight projects on each of the eight VEes under

consideration, including the identification of tllose VECs most significantly affected.

and an analysis of the degree: to which the impacts of individual projects contribute to

these potenti.al cumulative effectS. Where possible. tbe discussion also includes

refereace to the qualitative information provided by panc:llists throughout the course

of the Delphi survey (including the idemificarioo of specific areas of agreemenr: and

disagreement between participants), The chaplet concludes with an analysis of the

potential cumulative effects of small hydro developmem in Newfoundland at differing

spatial and lempOr3..I sca.les.

3.2 DATA AGGREGATION

Table 5.1 presents the set of definitions provided to expen panellists for each

of the seven impact evaluation criteria and associated impact ratings.
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TABLE 5.1: IMPACT EVALUATION CRITERIA AND
ASSOCIATED IMPACf RATINGS

IMPACT PROBABo.lTY: The probability (in percent) that the VEe in question
will be affected by the proposed small hydro development.

IMPACT MAGNITUDE·: The degree of impact.
1) Negligible: A change to the VEe lhat is indistinguishable from natural
variation.
1) MinoI': A reversible change 10 the VEe's normal or baseline condition.
usuaJly restricted to a particular facet of the enviroomem:. The fundamental
integrity of the VEe is not threatened.
3) Moderate: A reversible change to the VEe's normal or baseline
condition, with a medium probability of second order effects on other
environmental components. The fundamental inlc:grity of the VEC(s) is not
threatened.
4) Major: An irreversible change to the VEe's normal or baseline
condition, with a high probability of second order effects on other
environmental components. The fundamental integrity of the affected
VEC(s) is threatened.

SPATIAL EXTENT": The geographical extent over which the VEe will be
affected.
1) Site-spedfic: Effect will be confmed [0 the project developmem area.
2) Local: Effect will be confined [0 the project area. and immediate
environment.
3) Regional: Effect will occur within and beyoOO the development area and
immediate eovironment, affecting a defmed territory surrounding the
proposed development.
4) Provincial: Effect will occur across the province.
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TABLE 5.1 (CGadauod), IMPACf EVALUATION CIUTERIA AND
ASSOCIATED IMPACf RATINGS

TEMPORAL DVRATIOrr: Tbc: period of time over which the VEe will be
a1fcaod.
1) Sbort-tenD: Effect may persist less than twO years from. the onset of
dUlurt>aace.
2) MediUDt-tena: Effect may persist from two to less than five years from
the ODSCt of dislurbance.
3) Loog-term: Effect may persist from five to less than ten years from the
onset of disturbaoce.
4) ProloDatd: Effect may persist ten years or more from the onset of
disturbance.

VEe IMPORTANCE: The relative importance aftbe VEe (considering both its
direct and indirect importaDCC);

i) Its importance compared with the~ in olber oroject arqs.

ii) Its importance compared with~ in the same project area.

Both were rated oa nTe-poiDt scales ranemc from 1 (NtJl at all
impo"""'l to 5 (V", lnIpo"""'l.

CURRENT SfATE OF THE VEe: The pre-project stare of the VEe (due to the
naNIa! cooditions and/or the impacts of other past or present human
activities).
1) Resiliad:: VEe is quite resilie:ot to impact. due to its naruraJ. condition
and/or the lack: of other adjac:eDl human activities.
2) Low Seosithity: VEe has a low su.sccptJ.bility to impact, due lO its
oatural coDdition and/or the impacts of other adjacent buman activities.
3) M~um. Saasidflty: VEe is moderately susceptible to impact, due lO
its oaru.raJ condition and/or the impacts of other adjacent human activities.
4) Hicb SmsitiYity: VEe is highly susceptible (0 impact, due to its natural
condition andIor the impacts of other adjacent human activities.

'Source, NDOE (1995, 3-4).
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Upoo its cooclustoD. the DeJpb.i procedure gmerared a siDgJe group fom::asl value (in

the form of the med.ian Round Three rating) for each of these evaluation aiteria for

each of the 64 project!VEC combiDatioos UDder c:onnden.tion. Tbese results are

pm;ented in Tables 5.2 to 5.8. In tenns of the fomw: of each table:

i) The eight VECs under consideration are listed along the vertical axis:

ii) The eight small-scale hydro projects are listed along the oorizontal
axis using the following abbreviations:

GB Garia Bay (Northwest Brook)
NWAB Northwest Arm Brook (Connoire Bay)
NWR Northwest River
RB Rattle Brook
RBB Rose Blancbc: Brook
SWR Southwest River
SL Star Lake
TR Torrent River

iii) Each cell presents the Round Three group forecast (i.e. the median
response) for that projectIVEC combinatioo.
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TABLE 5.3: IMPACT MAGNITUDE (MeeUan Round 3 Rallngs)

VEe GB NWAB NWR RB RBB SWR SL TR

W.luRflIOIICftI , , , 2 2.' 2 , 1.7j

""'"- ,., , , , , , , ,.,
........ 2 2 .., 2.' 2 2 2 2.'

WFIM~.'" 2 2 I 2 2.' I , 3.7S

C.- 2 , 1 2 2 I , ,
M_ 2 2 .., 2 1 2 I 2

hr.rlS.,...... 2 2 2.' , 2 2 , 2

.....orieR--* , 2.7S , 2.' 2 I , ,

KEY, 1) N"lIpble Impact 2) Minor Impact 3) Moderll. Impact 4j Mlllor Impact

E



TABLE 5.4: SPATIAL EXTENT (Median Round 3 RaUnl5)

VEe GB NWAB NWR RB RBB SWR SL TR

W"trR~ 2 2 2 .., 2 2 ) 2

F1dIRflIOl&RII 2 2 2.' 2 2 2 ) 2.'

....... 1 2 1 1.l 2 1 1 1.l

WFlMlanltory""- 2 ) 2 2.' 2.' 1 ) 4

Cuihoo 1 2 1 2 2 1 2.' 2.'

M_ 1 2.' 1.l 1 1 1 1 2

FurBr/Sla ...... 2 2 2.' 2 2 2 ) 2

-- I 1 .., 1 1 1 ) 1

KEY: I) Slt...pe.trI. Impact 2) Local Im_ 3) RqIonal~ 4) Pro,lnclal Im_

8
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TABLE 5.': VEC IMPORTANCE [Compared witb olher altu]' (Mtdlan Round 3 RaUnp)

VEe GB NWAB NWR RB RBB SWR SL TR

WaltrRt5fM11't8 2 2 • 2 1 2 • 1

-"- 1 1 • 1 2 1 . ·..- 1 , 2 • 1 2 2.' 1.'

WJ1lMlanloll'Blnb 1 1 2 U 1 I 1 4.75

C...... 2 • 2 2 2 2 .., •- 2 2 2 2 2 2 2.' 2

Fw.,,....-... 2 2 1.' .., 2.' 1 , 2.'

IIIItoril:R__
1 1 1.' 2.2~ 1 1 .., •

ORated on a n,e-polnt scale ranpn. from 1 (Not til all ImportlUl/) to 5 (Very Impor"ml)

E



TABLE S.7: VEC IMPORTANCE (Compand wllb ..her VEe.r (Median Round J Rallnp)

VEC GB NWAB NWR RB RBB SWR SL TR

W.tcrR~ , , • ,., ,., , • ,.,
.....-- J.] , , l , , • •

....~ , • , • , , 2.' ,.,
WFIM....OCJBInII , , 2 2 , 2 , •.1'

C...... , , 2 2 J.] 2 , •
M_ 2 2.' 2.' 2 2 ,

'" 2

F\arBr/S.~.'" 2 2 , .., 2.' , , 2.'

........- • , ,., 2." 2 2 , 3,75

ORated on a nve-point scale ranpng from I (Not III GIl impottIutI) to 5 (Ve" ImpofUUll)

r;:



TABLE 5.8: CURRENT STATE OF THE VEC (Median Round 3 Rallnp)

VEC GB NWAB NWR RB RBB SWR SL TR

W.lerReIOlllUI , , • , 3 3 3 3

...........- • 3 • 3 3 3 • 3

........ 3 3 3 3.' 3 3 3.' 3.'

WFIM......oryBirdl 3 • 3 3 3.5 3 3 •
c....... '.5 3 , , , , 3 '.5

M_ I , I I , 1 I ,
hrBr/S.~

, , 3.5 3.5 , 3 • ,.,

....ork:RCIlMIrCtI '.5 2.2' 3 I.l , , 3 ,

KEY: 1) Resilient 1) Low Sc:ntlllYlly 3) Medium Senslll,lty 4) Hllh StnslllYlty

E
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Iodividual forecasrs roc each projectlVEC combination were subsequeody

aggregated to derive a single: Impact Score for each combination:

Wb=;
..~ = The relative significance of lhe pocemial impact of Project a
on VEe i

PI "" The: Probability that VEe i will be affected by Project a

Mt = The Magnitude of the effect of Project a on VEe i

s~ = 'The Spatial Extent of the: effect of Project a on VEe i

TOl = The Temporal Duration of the effect of Project a on VEe i

~ = The Cunem State of VEe i in the vicinity of Project a

As a result, individual impact SCO~ ranging from zero (No Impact) to 256

(Maxinwm Impact) were derived for each of the 64 projectfVEC combinatioas. Each

score represetUed the pocentiaIlevel of impact of a specifIC project on a parricu1ar

VEe. 1bese data were emered inlo the summary matrix shown in Table 5.9.

For each combination. median group responses for VEe Importance were

scaled from zero 00 ODC and subsequently used to gcncnllc impact SCOttS which

reflected the relative imponaoce of the VEe in question. Tbese ~adjusted· values

were subsequently used to derive project-specific and cumulative effect indices. the

results of which are discussed in the following sections.
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S.l PROJECT-SPECIFIC IMPACJ" INDICES

By multiplyiDg calcuWed impact scores for each projectIVEC combination by

their associated VEe lmpotUDce (Cmtrparrd with 1M Stlme VEe in OIMr proj~cr

areas) (VECImpl) .scalars. these scores were adjusted for the relative imporwx:e of

the VEe in that area:

Where;
..VEeI = 1be potential impact of Project a on VEe i

VECImpll = The lmponance of VEe i in the vicinity of Project a (In
relation to the same VEe in other projecr areas)

These impact scores were subscquent.ly entered imo a matrix (fable 5.10). For each

small hydro project. individual impact scores for each of the eight VECs were

summed to derive Projecr-Spedfic Impact Indices which represemed the overall effect

of each individual project on the set of VECs as a wbole. Table S.lO also presems

tbese summatiODS. and ranks the eight projecu in terms of their overall impact index

(with ODe being the: most significant and eight being least). Projcct-SPCCUIC impact

indices are also presemed in graph form. in Figure 5.1. Impact indices for individual

projects were quite variable. ranging from 71.80 (Southwest River) to 528.43 (SW

Lake). 1be sum of the eight project-specific impact indices was 1768.27. with a mean

score of 221.03. The following section discusses the calculated impact indices for

each project in descending rank: order.
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i) Star Lab: (518.43): The score for this project comprised oearly 30 perccnr. of the

sum. of all eigbJ: project-specific impact indices (1768.21), aDd was 139 percent

greater than the mean score of the eight projects (221.03). Impact scores for

individual VECs associated with the project were quite variable, ranging from. 0.45

(Moose) to 153.60 (Fish Resowccs). with a mean of 66.05. Scores for Water

Resou.rces. Fish Resowtt:s. Caribou. FwbearerslSmall Mammals and Historic

Resources were each relatively high for this development. coUectively comprising

approximately 92 percent of the project's index.

u) TOIftDt River (386.84): This project's score comprised 22 percent of me sum of

the eight projecf.Specific indices. and was 75 percem greater than the mean of these

eigbr: values. Impact scores for individual VECs in relation to this project ranged from

3.50 (Rapwrs) to 171.00 (Water'fowUMigratoty Birds) (with. mean of 48.36), but

were the most variable between VECs of any of the eight projects UDder

coosidenlooo. The project's impact score in relation to WaterfowUMigratory Birds

was by far iu highest, itself acxowu::ing for 44 pen:mt of the project's index. lmpact

scores for Warer R£sources. Fish R.esowt:es and Caribou wen: also each relatively

high for the project, with values for these VECs collectively comprising nearly o[]t.

half of the project's overall score. In contrast, impact scores for RaptOIS. Moose and

FurbearersfSmall Mammals were quite low in comparison 10 those for other VECs.
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iii) Northwest Riftl" (28.64): The iDdex for this project was approxinwely 22

percent g:reaItt tban the mean of lhc: impaa values of all eight projects, and

comprised 15 pen:eoI: of the sum of these eight scores. Jmpaa: scores for iDd.ividuai

VECs associan:d with this project were also quite variable, ranging from. 0.16

(CanDou) to 128.00 (Fish Resources), with a mean of 33.71. SCores for Water

Resowccs and Fish Rcsowccs each comprised approximately 28 and 47 percent of the

project's index, ~vely. Values represeming the pocentiaI effects of this project

on FurbearersiSmall Mammals and Historic Resources WCrt also relatively ltigb, and

collectively accounted for 23 percent of the project's overall score. Impact values for

Raptors. WaterfowUMigrarory Birds, Caribou and Moose were each relatively low in

comparison to those for odJer VEes, together comprising less than ODe percent of the

project's overall impact index.

if') NOI1hwest Arm Brook (COIIDOin: Bay) (154.99): This project's impact index was

coosideratKy less dlan the mean value for the set of projects as a whole. and

comprised less tbao aiDe percent of the sum of tbe eight projects' impact scores.

Impact values (or individual VECs ranged from 3.20 (FurbearersiSmall Mammals) to

46.08 (Caribou), with a mean value of 19.37. The project's potential impact on

Caribou accounted for neatly 30 percenr. of irs overall score. Impact values for Fish

Resources and WatenowUMigratory Birds were also relatively high for this projccl,

accounting for approximately 28 and 19 percent of tbe project's index. respectively.
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Values for FurbearerslSmall Mammals am Historic: Resources were the lowest in

relation to this project:, together comprising less than five pen:em of the project's

impact index•

.,) Gada Bay (Northwest~) (126.12): The impact index for this project W35

also considerably less than lbc mean score of all eight projects, and comprised only

seven percent of the sum of these indices. Scores for individual VEes ranged from

1.38 (Caribou) to 67.20 (Fish Resources). with a mean of IS.78. The project's

potential impact on Fish Resources comprised over one-balf of its overall score, and

its potential effects on Water Resources and WaterfowUMigralOry Birds coUeclively

comprised approximately 32 percent. Impact values in relation to the remaining five

VEes were each relatively low; with a mean of 3.64. scores for these VEes

collectively accoumod (or- less than IS percenr. of the project's overall impact index.

"ri) Rattle Brook (117.82): This project's overall impact index was approximately 47

percenl. less than the mean of the eigbt project-specific im.J*;t scores, and comprised

less than seven percent of the sum of these indices. Impact scores for individuaI

VEes ranged from 0.60 (Moose) to 56.23 (FurbearerslSmall Mammals), with a mean

value of 14.73. By far the greatest impact score associated with this project was that

for FurbearersiSmaU Mammals. which. in itself, accounted for nearly ooc·half of the

project's overall impact value. Impact scores in relation to the remaining seven VEes
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ranged from 0.60 (Moose) to 38.88 (Fish Rcsourccs), with a mean of 8.80.

vii) Rose Blanche Brook (lU.53): The impact index for this project was only

approximately ooe-half of the mean score of the set of eight projects. and comprised

approximately six percent of the sum of the eight project.specific impact indices.

Impact scores for individual VEes ranged from 0.96 (Moose) to 36.00 (Water

Resources), with a mean of 14.07. Impact values for Water Resources and

WaterfowVMigratory Birds were each relatively high in relatioo to lhose for other

VEes. together accounting for approximately 63 percent of the project's overall

index. The lowest impact values associated with this project were lOOse for Moose

and Historic Resources, which coUectively comprised only approximately two percent

of the project's impact index.

viii") Southwest River (71.80): This project's impact index was 60 percent less than

the mean of the eight projecHpecific impact indices. and comprised only four percent

of their sum. Scores for individual VEes in relation to this project ranged from 0.20

(Caribou) to 43.20 (Fish Resources), with a mean of 8.98. The projec['s potential

effects on Water and Fish Resources comprised approximately 27 and 60 percent of

its total score, n:spectively. With the exception of its relatively high score for

Fu.rbearersiSmall Mammals (7.20), the project was deemed to have the potential for

relatively insignificant impacts upon other wildlife VECs and Historic Resources;
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impact scores for these five VECs were each less than ODe, and together comprised

only approximately three pert:eDl of the project's impact index.

In summary. individual small hydro projects were found ro vary considerably

in terms of the relative significance of their impact on the set of eight VECs as a

whole. Also. there was, in most cases. coosidenble variation between projects

regarding those VEes poteolially the most and least significantly affecled. The

preceding analysis is very much in keeping with the focus of traditional ElA. as it

focuses upon the potential impacts of individual development activities upon a set of

target resources. However, as the primary objective of this study was to assess the

potential cumulative effects of this set of projects. the following section presents an

analysis of the results of the CEA.
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5.4 CUMULATIVE EFF1!Cf INDICES (ALL PROJECrS)

By multiplying calculated impact SCO~ for each combination (as given in

Table .5.9) by their a.ssocia1cd VEe ImportaDce (Cotnpand with other VEO in 1M

same projea arM) (VEClmp2) scalars. individual impact values for each projcctJVEC

combinatiOD were derived wltich represeurcd the: potcntiaJ impact of each project on

each VEe. adjusted for the relative impona.oce of the VEe in relation to others in the

project area:

Where;
I"VEel "" The potelllial impact of Project a 00 VEe i

VECImp2, = The Importance of VEe i (In relation to olhLr \/Ees in rM
~ project ar~)

1bese results were entered into lbe matrix sbown in Tabk 5.11. lmpacr: scores for

each of the 64 projecttVEC combinations angcd in value from 0.16 (Nonhwesr. River

- Caribou) to nuX> (Torrent River - WaterfowllMigmory Birds), with a mean of

29.36. For each of the eight VECs. impact scores for the eight projects were summed

to derive a series of CumII1tJliw £1fecr Indica; more: specifically. row summations

yielded numerical values wbich represented lbe potewiaJ. additive effect of the set of

eight projects on each of the YEO; under consideratiOD. These indices an: also

presented in Table 5.11, and aR; ranked in order of significaoce as well (with one

being most significant and eight being the least). Figure 5.2 illustrates these indices in

graph form.
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As illustrated. cumulative effect indices fO[' individual VECs ranged in value from

L5.17 (Moose) to 630.08 (Fish .Rcsoun::es). The sum. of these eigbl: iDdices was

1879.10. with a mean of 234.89.

The following sections present and discuss tbese results. They assess the

pote:ntia.l cumulative effect of the set of projects on each VEe individually. and for

each VEe. include an analysis of the relative coDDibution of each project's impact

score to the VEe's cumulative effect index. lbese results are also discussed in

relation to the comments and rationale statements provided by expert paDellists

throughout the coone of the Delphi proccdwe. It should be noted, however, that

while in each round participants were invited to give a brief summary of the

ratioaaJes behind their responses, the amotJJU of such information provided was

relatively limited. Also. by its very IWUJ'e the Delphi procedme highlights areas of.

and the reasons for. disagreement between individual pancUists. As a resull. most of

the qualitative information gar.bered throughout the study reflectod the opinions of

dissenting panellists. The qualitative information presetted in this section will,

therefore, be Limited to geoen.l areas of agreemem amoog panellists (i.e. wbere such

commeDtS apparendy reflect the stwed opinions of the group as a wbole), and thus.

may DOl explain variability in overall impact. scores or individual ratings between

projects or VEes. The SCCtiODS will. however, also identify major areas of

disagreement between expert pa.oellists. as reflected in the COmIDCnts provided.

Cumulative effect indices fOf individual VEes are discussed in descending rank order.
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5.4.1 Fish R5oarcr:s

The caIcuWed cumu.lative effect iDdex for Fish Resowt:es was 630.08. the

highest of any of the eight VECs coosidert:d in the saudy. The VEe's cum.u1aI:ivc

effect index was nearly 170 percent grearer than the mean of all eight VEe indices.

and comprised appro:tiDWely ooe--third of the sum of lbese eight vaJuc:s (i.e. the tota.I

cumulative effect of the set of projects on tbe set of eight VECs as a whole).

Issues raised throughout the course of me $Illdy in relation to the potential

impact of small hydro developmems on Fish Resources included: the disruption of

fish migration as a result of dam. construction and operation; fish habitat loss due to

stream dewatering and the inundation of stteam habitats; reduced habitat qualiry due

to changes in water qualiry and river morphology; the: disruption of food production

and transport; flSh monaliry due to passage through turbines; and increased

exploitative pressure due to increased access. It was generally agreed dial while the

ovenll signifICanCe of impacts 00 Fish .Resources would vuy coosiderably between

projects, the VEe would almost certainly be affected in all cases. Accordingly.

Impact Probability values for Fish Resowt:es were 100 percelll: for all but ODe of the

eight small hydro projects UDder consideration. Also, Impact Magnitude forecasts in

relation [0 Fish Resources were, as a whole, the hig.bcst of any of the eight VECs.

and were reasonably consistent between projects (ranging from three (mcx1erate) to

four (major), with a mean of 3.38). Most panellists agreed. that potential impacts 00

the VEe were numerous aDd diverse. but were perhaps the most difficult to predict.
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One pauellist stated lhat:

Small hydro projects may potentially have numerous impacts on fish
populations. However, some (e.g. the effects of siltation) are well
stUdied. while others (such as the effects of tbennal variatiom) are less
undustood.

Spatial Extent values for this VEe were. as a whole, amoog the bighest of

lbose for either VEe. It was geoerally agreed that the impacts themselves would

extend beyond the immediate project sites due to the migratory nature of the

anadromous species within this VEe category. and because changes to water quality

and quantity (which would indirectly affect Fish Resources) would also be somewhat

extensive. As a result. Spatial Extent values were also fairly consistent between

projects. ranging from two (local) to three (regiooal), wilh a mean rating of 2.25.

Also. as projects were expected to operate in perpetUity. Temporal Duration ratings

were four (prolonged) for all eighr: projects. Several panellists, however, disagreed

that the fish populations would be permanently affected by such developments. Some

staled that salmonids would adjust rather quickly 10 altered water flows. and lhat

negligible long-term effects would be expected. In comparison to other wget

resources, VEe Importance ratings were the highest overall for Fish Resources (with

a mean of 3.44), aDd were only moderately variable between projects. Similarly,

Current State of the VEe ratings were also the ltighest for litis VEe as a whole, but

again were only moderately variable between projects (ranging from three to four,

with a mean score of 3.38).
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Impact scores for individual projects for Fish Resources were, bowever. quite

variable between projects, and indeed. were the most variable of either of the eight

VECs being considered. Impact values ranged from 28.80 to 160.00. with a mean of

78.76. The Northwest River facilicy was deemed to have the poteDtial for the most

signiflCaDt impact on Fish Resources. It was genel"l1ly agreed that the river contained

very significant Fish Resources, and that salmon in the area, while increasing in

numbers at present:, would be severely affected by the proposed development. More

specifically. various experts stated that me project would intenupt fIsh migrations.

and would reduce water flows over a major spawning area (i.e. immediately below

Northwest Falls). There was, bowever, some disagreement regarding the availability

of alternate spawning habitat in tbe river. While some stated that there is a limited

amount of habitat in the river (with the exception of that within the immediate impact

zone), others felt that suitable spawning habitat is located throughout the river in

numerous locations. Also, while some pancllists were concerned that tbe project

would bring about fluctuations in the water levels of Northwest Poed that would alter

the productivity of the littoral area, others felt that there would be no such

fluctuations, and that there would be a possible increase in pond production as a result

of the project which would offset fish losses in the dewatered area. It was DOted by

most that the Northwes[ River's Fish Resources are very imponant to recreational

ftsileries and tourism in lite area.
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With an impact score of 153.60. Srar Lake ranked second in terms of the

significance of its poteDrial impact on Fish Resoun::es. Most panellists were in gmeral

agreement that the lake supports a large and potentially valuable piscivorous brook:

ttout population. and tba.r: me project woukl significaDdy affect this resource by

increasing tbe watee level of the lake and causing it to nucnwe coosiderably. Impact

scores for the proposed Northwest River aDd Star Lake facilities comprised 25 and 24

percent oCtile VEe's cumulative effect index. respectively, tbereby collectively

accounting for approximately one-half of the total cumulative effect of lhe set of eight

projects 00 Fish ResoUlttS.

lbc Torrem River project's impact score (84.00) was also relatively bigh. as

was that for Garia Bay (78.40). There was, however. considerable disagreement

regarding the presence and abu.oda.lx:.e of Fish Resources in cac.b of these areas. For

example. while some paneJlists fell that the Garia Bay area COOlains a significam: fish

population, others stated that. in their opinion, there is probably 00( a major

population in the impact zone due to the topognpby of the area. Also. while the panel

as a whole deemed Garia Bay's Fish Resources to be in a highly semitive and

relatively unhealthy state at present, some coDteDded that. to the best of their

knowledge. fish in the area are cuneotly not: subject to any olher ()'peS of natura.l or

anthropogenic stress. Wir.h. regard to the Torrent River project. several panellists

noted that without an intensive survey of the area 10 be dewaltrcd it was extremely

difficult to predict the impact of the project on Fish Resources. Impact scores for
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these [wo projects coUectively accounted for approximately 26 percent of the VEe's

cumulative effect index.

Impact scores in relation to Fish Resources for the other four projects were

each relatively low, and ranged in value from 28.80 (Rose BlandJe Brook) to 43.20

(Northwest Arm. Brook and Southwest River). with a mean of 38.52. With regard to

the Rose BlaDcbe Brook facility. several panellists stated that it is unlikely that fish

are abundant in the project area given the steepness of the terrain. However. it was

noted that trout populations in the upper reaches of the watershed could be affected by

flucwating water levels in the beadpoad. and that anadromous fISh are present

immediately downstream of the proposed development. Similarly. most panellists

were in general agreement. that the Southwest River project site appears to be a

relatively poor fisb habitat because of a near vertical waterfall located approximately

300 m downstream of the development. It was, however. agreed by most that while

maps suggest accessability to sea-ron Usb in me Rattle Brook. area. more baseline data

would be needed regarding this watershed and the particular species present in order

to confidently predict the potential impact of the project. 1be impact scores for these

four projects coUectively accounted for ooly approximately 24 percent of the potential

cumulative effect of the set of eight projects on Fish Resources.
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S.4.1WakrJlesoun::es

Water Resoun:cs ranked as the secood most significamly affected VEe with

regard to the pocentia1 cumulative environJnenta.l effects of me set of small hydro

projects. The cumulative effect index for Water Resources was 351.00, approximately

52 peteent greater than the mean of the eigbr. cumulative effect scores. and comprising

approximately 19 pett:et1t of the sum of these iDdices.

Vacious issues were raised by panellists throughout the swdy regarding the

potential effects of small hydro developments on Water Resotuces. These included

impacts on water quality as a result of flooding and the construction and maintenance

of projcct sauctures (e.g. through sedimentation and erosion. poUution. changes in

waler tempcran.ue. mercwy upleach from flooded vegetation. etc.). Also, it was

swed by seven..l paoeUists thar.. wbile no aauaI abstBc:tion or removal of water

would occur as a result of the projects, in all cases me spatial and temporal water

flow patterns would be pennanendy rearranged and altered. As a result, group

forecasts for Impact Probability were 100 pen:ent for all eight small hydro projects,

m1 Temporal Duration scores of four (prolooged) were given for each. Similarly,

given the mobile nature of the resowce. and the fact that impaas on water quantity

and quality would ~fore likely extend outside of the immediate project areas and

into other pans of the watersheds. individual scores for Spatial Extent ranged from

I.S to three.
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Potential secoodary impacts on other VECs and on od1er users of the resource

were also raised as potential issues. In several cases these indirect effects were cited

as the rational for relatively high Spatial Extent impact ratings (i.e. indirect effects on

other VECsircsource users would extend the impact lODe beyond the immediate

project area), as well as relatively high scores for Impact Magnitude (see definitions

given in Table 05.1). The applicability and potmtial significance of each of these

issues was, however, quite sire-specific, aDd thus, ratings for most of the evaluation

criteria varied somewhat from project to project. Impact Magnitude scores. while

generally higher than those for other VEes, were moderately variable from project to

project (ranging from two to 3.75. with a mean value of 2.78). It was generally

agreed lIlat while the potential impacts of such developments on water quantity were

quite clear. impacts on water quality and resource inter-dependencies (Le. indirect

effects on other VECs) were very difficult lO predict. VEe Importance scores for

Water Resources were, as a whole, somewhat high in relation to other VEes. but

were quite variable between projects (ranging from two to foue, with a mean of 3.2).

There was, however. often considerable disagreement regarding the inherent value

and importance of the Water Resource itself. While several paneLlists reh that. in and

of itself, tbe VEe cannot be considered important (Le. it is only important as it

sustains other VECs). others stated that Water Resources must be considered

important in their own right, and that ·Water should DOt be considered unimportant

simply because it is the VEe being exploited.• Finally. Current State of the VEe
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scores for Water Resources were moderately high compared with those for other

VECs. but were amoog the most variable between projects (implying that the

condition of an area's Water Resources is very much depeDdent upon the amount and

type(s) of past and p£CSent an1hropogenic activity).

Impact scores for Wa[et' Resources in relation to individual projects ranged

from 12.00 to 86.40. with a mean score of 44.63. Overall. impact scores were

somewhat less variable from project to project for Water Resources Ihan those of

most of the other VECs. The Star Lake project (86.40). was deemed to bave the

potential for the most significant impact on Wa[er Resources. Issues raised in relation

to the potential impact of this project included: the exte:mive dewatering and alteration

of existing water flows in the area due to coDStlUction of the main dam. the diversion

of pan of the Otter Brook flow. and the saddle dam at the nonheast extremity of the

lake; and the fact that the development would result in raised and flucOJ.ating water

levels in the lake which may significantly affect the quality of the resoun:e and the

aquatic life it sustains. In addition. Water Resources in Star Lake were deemed by

most paneUists to be quite important. as the area coDtains a regionally significant fish

population and is used extensively for water-related recreational activities.

With a score of 76.80, the Northwest River project ranked second with regard

to the significance of its polential impact on the VEe. Like Star Lake. the Water

Resource in this area was deemed quile imponant. as it is used extensively for

recreational activities and suppons a significant fish population. 1be Torrent River
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project bad an impact score of 63.00 in relation to this VEe. Various pmellists

expressed conccm over the relatively luge sunge area and extensive amount of

water diversion associarcd with this project- In toW, impact scores for these three

projects accounled for approximately 63 percem of the VEe's cumulative effect

index.

Impact scores for the rema.ining five projects were somewhat lower, and

ranged from 12.00 to 42.00 (with a mean .score of 26.20), Values for the Garia Bay

and Southwest River facilities were equal (28.80), and the Northwest Arm Brook

project had a score of 19.20. The lowest of these five scores was that of the Rattle

Brook facility (12.00). The impact score (or the Rose Blancbe Brook facility (42.00)

wu. bowever. slightly higber than lbosc of tbe otber four projects; this was due in

part to its relatively high VEe Importmce rating, as most paoellists agreed that the

VEe was quite imponam in this area because the project would be located upstream

of a pro[CCted water supply. Impact scores for these five projccu coUectively

comprised only approximately 37 percent of the VEe's cumulative effect index.

5.4.3 Water1'owl/MiaratOrJ' Birds

1be overall cumulative effect index for WaterfowUMigralOry Birds was

299.17. 27.4 percent greater that me mean of all eight cumulative effect indices. 1be

VEe ranked as the third most significantly affected. and the porcntial cumulative

effect on this VEe comprised approximately 16 percenl of lbe overall effect of me set
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of projects on the set: of eight VECs. Issues raised in relation to the potential impacts

of soWI hydro devekJpmems on WaterfowUMigratory Birds iDctuded: the pcxeu:ial

loss of stream and wetland habitats through dewaIeriDg and floodiDg; the desttuctioo

of shoreline babiw; the ioIenupdoo of movement and migration; bird monalities at

transmission lines; and iPcreased disturbam:e and exploitative pressure due to

in::reased access and ioaeasing knowledge of the distribution of local populations.

It was also noted by some panellists that the manipulation of aanuaI water

levels associated with small hydro developments may actually result in positive

impacts on the VEe because it may lead to the creation of more favourable open

water babiws for some species. Several pmellislS, however. expressed concern that

tbett is cum:nr.ly II. profound lack of existing baseline data regarding the

preseocelabsence or abunda.rK:e of WaterfowUMigntory Birds aDd habitat in most of

lbese areas. which limiltd lbeir abiliry to coofidenlly predict impacts on this VEe.

Impact Probability and MagniPJde ratings differed coDSiderably between

projects. ranging from 10 to 100 percent. and from ODC to 3.75. respectively. These

ratings wen: geoen.lly the highest md most variable (or these evaluation criteria of

either of the eight VECs. This was because. as DOlCd by most panellists. the potential

preseoce and abundance of WarerfowUMigratory Birds varies greatly between project

locales due to variations in tbe presence and abundance of suitable habitat, and

impacts varied in potential magnitude due to differences in the cbaracreristics of

individual projects. Overall. Spatial Extent ratings in relation 10 this VEe were also
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lhe highest and most variable between projects (ranging from one (site-specific) [0

four (provincial». This was, according to most pantUists. due to the highly migrarory

nature of some species within this VEe category, and differences in the particular

species potentially affected by individual projects. Temporal Duration ratings were

also relatively high overall. but were ooIy moderately variable from project to project;

as noted by most experts, exploitative pressure resulting from the projects would be

of long-term. duration, and habitat loss would, for the most part. be permanent.

In general, WaterfowUMigratory Birds were considered somewhat less

imponant than most of the other VECs under consideration. However. importaDCe

ratings for this VEe varied coDSiderably between project locales (ranging from twO to

4.75, with a mean value of 2.84). Finally, Current State ratings for this VEe were,

as a whole, significantly higher and somewhat less variable between projects than

lhose for most other VECs. It was noted by most panellists that waterfowl are heavily

pursued in Newfoundland. and thus. most populations are already in a highly .sensitive

Impact scores for individual projects in relation to WaterfowVMigratory Birds

ranged from 0.48 (Southwest River) to 171.00 (Torrent River), with a mean score of

37.40. Individual scores for this VEC were the most variable between projects of any

of the eight VECs under consideration. The Torrent River project was, by far,

deemed [0 have me porential for the most significant impact 00 WaterfowllMigrawl'}'

Birds; its impact score (171.00) accounted for approximarely 57 perceot of the VEC's
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a.unulative effect index. Indeed. the impact score for this combination was the highest

of either of the 64 projea/VEC combinatio~ under coosider3tion. Panellists

apparently agreed that the Torret:a River area supports a regiomUy significant

population of Harlequin Duck (Histrioniew IWtrionicus). which bas been designaltd

as an enda.ogered species in eastern Canada by the Committee on the Staws of

Endangered Wildlife in Caoada (COSEWIC). According to ooe paoellist. as many as

six DCSting pairs art: believed to inhabit the area. ODe panellist. however, contended

that while the species is unquestionably of great importance. the actual impact of this

project would be minimal. and therefore expressed concern that the presence of this

endangered species in the area may be skewing impact ratings into an unnecessarily

high range.

While coosiderably lower than that for the Torrent River project. impact

scores in relation to this vee for the Star Lake (38.88), Rose Blancbe Brook (34.4S),

Northwest Arm Brook (28.80), and Garia Bay (21.60) projects were also relatively

high, with a mean score for these four projects of 30.93. Some respoodeots staled that

the Star Lake area is believed (0 support extensive and productive lacustrine marsh

and fluvial marsh habitats which may be important areas for waterfowL Similarly,

some experts swed that the reservoir area of the Rose 81aDcbe Brook project appears

to support productive fluvial marshes lhat most likely sustain significant waterfowl

use. The Northwest Arm Brook (Connoire Bay) area was said to be a significant area

for staging and wintering waterfowl. notably Black Ducks (Anas rubripes), which are.
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ac:cording to one paoellist. of i.nternatioaal conservatioo concern and quite sensitive to

disturbance. There was, bowever, considerable disagreemem. rqardiDg the use of the

Garia Bay project area by waterfowl. For enmple. while ODe paoellist swed that the

river valley is used extensively in the spring by migratiog geese. anotbtr stated that

there is DO particu.larly imponaor. babiw in lbc area, and thus, probably low

cooceotratioas of waterfowl. Several participams ooted. however. lhat there is

considerable uncenainry regarding the existeace and quality of waterfowl habitat in

litis area. These foue projecu coUectively comprised 41.4 percent of the cumulative

effect index for this VEe.

Relatively low impact scores were given for this VEe in relation to tl1e: Rattle

Brook. (3.00). Northwest River (0.96) and Southwest River (0.48) projects. While no

comments were given in relation to the Rattle Brook project, it was generally agreed

that there is DOl a major waterfowl preseDCC at or below tbe proposed Northwest

River project site. as waterfowl utilize only me section of the river upstream of

Northwest PoIJ:1. Il was also noted that the site is currenr.ly accessible by road, and

that the project would therefore DOt bring about iDcreased access and buoting

pressure. Wilh regard to tbe Southwest River project. it was stated that waterfowl

typicaUy inhabit only the esnwy/Clode Sound portion of the river. and thus. the

project is unlikely [0 have a significant impact because tidal action is more important

to the area's waterfowl than freshwater levels. Impact scores for these three projCClS

coUectively comprised only 1.5 percem of the VEe's cumulative effect index.



5.4.4 Flu!>oannISmall Mammals

The cumulative effect index for" FurbearerslSmall Mammals was 198.33. 16

pcrttm kss lhan the mean of the eight indices. The VEe ranked as the founh most

signiiiCI.JDy affected by the poteDtiaI cumulative effects of the set of projects. and its

index accounted for approximately eleven perceIlI of sum. of the eight indices. Issues

raised throughout the survey regarding the potentiaI impacts of small hydro

developments aD FurbearerslSmall Mammals included: the permanent destrw::tiOD

and/or inundation of habitat (palticuJarly wetland babitat which is used extensively by

various species within this category); iD:.reased disturbance and exploitative pressure

due to increased access; potential indirect: effects on other wildlife species because

some small mammals (such as voles, shrews. bares. etc.) are the baste prey for a

DUmber of predators; and potential indirect effects on other resou.n:e uses (i.e. bunting

and trapping) as some species bave ecooomic md recreatiooal value in some areas.

1mpacl: Probability scores for the VEe wett, as a whole, somewhat high in

relation to other VECs (ranging from 35 to 100 percem. with a mean of 68.75). and

were higher overall than those for the other wildlife VEes being comidc:red. This was

because, as ooled by several panellists. small mammals and furbearers are often tied

to waterWays and ponds. increasing the probability of projecclVEC interactions. AJso,

it was noted that because there are a broad number of species within this VEe

category, some individuals will almost cenainly be affected in each case. Impact

Magniwde scores were moderately high and somewhat less variable lhan those of
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most other VECs (with a mean score of 2.31). Spatial Extem. ratings were also

relatively high for FurbearerslSmall Mammals. but were. along with tbose for Fish

Resources. the least variable from project to project. Temporal DuratioD forecasts

ranged from one (sbort-term) to four (prolonged.), with a mean score of 2.19. Overall.

Temporal Duration values for this VEe were quite low in relation to those for other

VECs. but were among the most variable between projects. While some panellists felt

that. in most cases, furbeaRrs and smail mamma.I.s would adapt rather quickly to

changes in the environment brought about by these projects. most recognized that

impact duration would depend upon the nature of the projects themselves, and the

particular species affected. FurbearerslSmall Mammals were generally regarded as

somewhat less important than most of the other VECs. but importance scores for the

VEe were among the most variable between individual projects (ranging from twO to

five, with a mean score of 3.06). Finally, Current State scores for this VEe were, in

generaJ. moderately high, but were the most variable from project to project of either

of the eight VEes.

Impact scores for individual projects were extremely variable for this VEC,

ranging from 3.20 to 100.80, with a mean value of 24.79. Impact scores for the Garia

Bay. Northwest Arm Brook:, Rose Blanche Brook: and Torrent River projects were

remarkably constant and relatively low (averaging 3.28). It was generally agreed that

only relatively low quality FurbearersiSmall Mammal habitat is fouod in these areas.

as well as no particularly important or vulnerable species. Collectively. these four
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project comprised less lhan seven pen:em of the VOC's cumulative effect index.

Impad: scores for the otber four projects were relatively high., ranging from

7.20 (Southwest River) [0 100.80 (Stu Lake). with a mean of 46.31. These four

projects together comprised approximately 93 pm:em of the VEe's cumulative effect

index. Commems given in relation [Q the poe:miaI impacts of these projects on

QlMricana) is believed to inhabit each of these areas. The Star I....ake development

itself accounted for over ooe-balf of the potential cumulative effect of the set of

projects on FurbearersiSmall Mammals. Pancllists were apparently in agreement that

me Star l..a.ke area comains a relatively large and imponam population of the species.

Similarly. the Rattle Brook. and Nonhwest River projects each bad relatively

high scores for this VEe. as Marten aR believed to inhabit these areas as wen. While

the impact score for this VEe in relation to die Southwest River project was also

relatively high,~ was some disagreemcm among pa.oellists regarding the poleOtial

for Marten to be located in this &rea. Some panellists stated that given the known

existence of the species in the vicinity of the adjac:enr. Nonhwest River project.

Marten very likely inhabit this area as wen. Other panellists. however. disagreed

strongly. and ODe respoDdent stated that:

Since this area is on the fringe of the Maritime Banens Ecoregion.
Pine Marten are not likely to be as prevalent in this area as in lhe
lower Nonhwest River watershed.
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Also. wilh regard to the poteDtiaI effects of such developments on Manen in

general, some panellists swed ttw., being an enda.ngered species. Manen are b..igh1y

susceptible 10 impact and are very sensitive to any type of disIurbance. In COntrasl,

olbers felt that. while the species is unquestionably of gtUt importance:

Marten are typically a very resiliem species vis-a-vis this [)'pC of
disnlrbaoce (noise. etc.). It's babi[at loss and me accidental capNre of
Marten that negatively affCC[ the species. !lOt the type of disturbance
assocWed with mese [)'pes of projects.

This lead one paoellist to express coo;:em that, as in the case of Harlequin Ducks in

the TOITeD1 River area, the presence of Pine Marten in several of mese~ may be

skewing impact ratings imo an UIJDeCCSSarily b..igh range.

5.4.5 Caribou

lbe cumulative effect index for Caribou (Rangifu tarandur) was 182.34.

making it the ftfth most signiflCaIlt1y affected VEe. The index was 22.4 percent less

that the mean of the eight indices. and accow:ud for only approximately 10 percent of

their sum. Issues raised in relation to the potential impacts of small hydro

developmeD1S on Caribou included: the loss of terrestrial habitat; attentions to the

spatia.l distn"bution and abuDdance of animals in the vicinity of the project and the

interruption of Caribou migration pauems (i.e. avoidance of the area by animals); the

interruption of calvinglpost-calving activities; and potential harassment of animals and

increased exploitative pressure as a result of increased access.
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Perhaps more so than with regard [0 either of the eighl VECs. the comments

provided by panellisls indicated tbar: there was widespread disagreement regarding the

poteDtial impacts of small hydro developments (aDd developmeol: in general) 00

Can"bou. For example. ODe pancUist stated that:

Observations and research indicate that Can"bou do DOl co-exist adjaceDl
to buman activities. They will alter tbeir migration routes significaDdy.
and will DO looger usc the area SUJYOWJding the development.

10 coottast. another stated that:

Studies have shown Caribou to be quite resilient and adaptable to small
developments such as these. Caribou will always be aware of these
projects, but it is unlikely that lbey will avoid them.

It was, bowever, generally acknowledged that impacts on this VEe will vary

temporally. depending on the phase of tbc developmem and the time of year.

Impact Probabiliry and Magnitude scores for Canbou varied considerably

between projects. It was agreed lhat: the potenDal for. and severity of, projectIVEC

interactions differed greatly according to the existiDg enviroamems of the individual

project areas (i.e. the abuodaoce. type and dism'bution of Caribou habitat and the:

location of individual projects in relation to migration corridors), and the specifIC

characteristics of the individual projects lbemselves (e.g. the length of the

ttansmission corridor. etc.). Impact Probability ratings ranged from 10 percent to 85

perccm (with a mean of 43.75), and Impact Magnitude scores ranged from one

(oegligible) to three (moderate) (with a mean of2.13). Spatial Extent ratings also

differed coDSKierably betwoen projects, and Temporal Dundon scores were the most
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variabk from. project to project of citbe:r of the eigltt VECs (ranging from ODe (sbort·

term) to four (prolonged). As a wbole, Caribou were regarded as being of great

importance in relation to other VECs, but again. ratings for this VEe were the most

variable between projects of any VEe (r.mging from two to five, with a mean of

3.31). Current Swe scores for Caribou were. bowever. quite consistem from project

ro project (ranging from two (low sensitivity) to three (modeme sensitivity), aDd were

somewhat lower overall thaD those for most of the other VEes.

Impact scores in relation to individual projects for Caribou ranged from 0.16

to 63.00. with a mean value of 22.79. 1be Stat Lake development was found to have

the poteDtial for the most significant impact on Caribou; with an impact score of

63.00. it alOIlC accoumed for approximately 3S percent of the VEe's cumulative

effect index. One panellist stared lhat:

The Star Uke aru is the main migration corridor for the Bucbans
Plateau Caribou Herd. Fall and spring movemeDlS of this herd of
3.000+ animaJs occur through the immediate area. Animals speod
spring, summer and early fall on the Bucbans Plateau. and spend winter
on or towards the south coast.

According to most panellisU. the herd is one of the most importanl and vulnerable on

tbc IsIaDd. and Can1Klu ~are unquestionably me VEe of importance on tbc Bucbans

Plateau". It was also noted that hunters and outfitters in the area rely beavily on the

beret. With regard to the CUrrent State of the VEe in the Star I...ake area, most

panellists agreed that human impact on the area's Caribou bas increased steadily in

recent years (e.g. logging activity. ttanmlissioo lines. all-ternin vehicle activity,
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etc.), and that all of these facton have reduced habitat availability and altered

migration paaerm.

The second bigbest impact SCOIe (57.60) was in It:latioo (Q the Northwest Arm

Brook (Cooooire Bay) project. Panellists~ thai: a major Canbou migration

corridor passes through the area as the La PoiJc Herd migrates to the south coast in

the winter (especially to the Coomil'e Bay area), and that animals use me area

extensively for both over.win1eriDg and calving1post<alving activities. The project's

excavated channels and penstock were viewed by some as potential ObstruetiODS to

this migration. Other issues raised in relation to this project's poteotia.l impact 00

Caribou included an increase in human access as a result of the conmuction of a

wbarf and road. and possible habitat destruction resulting from the use of traCked

vehicles to maintain the project's transmission tiDe. The: La PoUe Herd was described

as being ooe of the largest herds on the Island, and lberefore of significant

impona:oce. With an impact~ of 51.00. the To~nt River project. was found to

have the poteotial for the third most significam impact on Can1>ou. Several panelliSlS

DOted that Caribou use the project area at various times of tbe year. and that calving

is known to occur to tbe immediate nonh of Pike's Feeder PoDd. However. it was

acknowledged by most that very little is known about the use of this area by the

species. and that further srudy is required to determine: calving range size. In total.

impact scores for these three projects comprised approximately 94 percent of VEe's

cumulative effect index.
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Relatively low impact scores for Caribou were derived for the five remaining

projects. The proposed Rose Bl.anche Brook: m:l Garia Bay developmems bad impact

scores of 6.72 and 2.06, respectively. Most panellists agreed that. while some

Canbou do inhabit these areas. they are basically beyond the western extent of the La

Poile Herd. It was, however. noted that while past surveys appear to indicate low use

of the area by Caribou, additiooal baseline information would be DeCeSSU)' to addIess

any uncertainty. The Rattle Brook. project bad a relatively low impact score (1.60).

and it was DOled that while some Canbou may utilize the area. very little is lcoown

about their starus in the project vicinity. At least oae panellist felt that d::lere is an

increasing number of animals in the Ilea, iD::reasiDg the probability of futl.J.R:

projectlVEC imeractions. The lowest of the eight impact scores for this VEe were in

relation to the Northwest River (0.16) and Southwest River (0.20) developments.

With regard to the Nonhwest River project. it was generally agreed that few (if any)

animals inhabit the immediate development site, as the majority of the Middle Ridge

Herd utilize the area above Nonhwesr. Pood (i.e. the Bay du Nord Reserve) 10 the

nonhwest of the project area. For the same reason. me adjaccm Southwest River

project. was found to have the potential for a relatively insignificant impact. on the

VEe; it was again gcoerally agreed that project activity would be more focused in

non-Caribou babiw. and that me gorge to be flooded is not nonnally used by

Caribou. Impact scores ror these five projects collectively accoumed ror less than six

percent of the VEe's cumulative effect index.
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5.4.6 __ Rtsoan:ts

With a cumulative effect index of 173.31, Historic: Resources ranked as the

sixth most significandy affected VEe. The score for this VEe was 26 percetU less

lhan the mean of the: eight iDdices. and comprised approximately nioe perceru: of their

sum. 1be conunew provided by expen paoellisls througbout the course of me study

indicate the possibility that small hydro development on the Island could disturb or

destroy archaeologjcal sites and artifacts.

As a whole. Impact Probability scores in relation to this VEe were the lowest

of either of the VECs under consideration. but were among the most variable between

projects. Impact Magnitude values for Historic Resources were generally among the

highest of either of the VECs. as well as being the most variable from project lO

project. It was DOted by ooe paoellist that:

Impacls 00 ftag~ Historic Resources are usually severe...Although a
site or artifact may DOl be completely destroyed by such developmems,
portioos of it &It: often severely disturbed.

Similarly. another expen. swcd that:

If there is an archaeological site in the uea, then the severity of the
impact is typK:aUy quite high. Archaeology is one of tbe few disciplines
that bas to deal with that If.

Impact. Probability and Magnirude ratings. therefore. varied greatly between projects.

depending upon the perceived archaeological potential of the individual project areas.

For each of these projects it was DOted that if impact predictions were to be made

with any degree of coofideoce. inteosive archaeological surveys would be required.
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Spatial Extent scores were, as a whole. the lowest of either VEe; in almost all

cases potential impacts were predicted to be confined to the immediate project site,

given tlle stationary nature of HislOric Resources as compared with other. more

mobile VECs. Panellists also agreed that if Historic Resources were affected by such

developments the impact will be permanent and irreversible. Accordingly, Temporal

Duration ratings for all eight projects were four (prolonged impact). As a whole,

Historic Resources were regarded as moderately important as compared to other

VECs. but scores for this VEe were also among tile most variable between projects.

Finally. Current Stale scores for Historic Resources were generally much lower than

those for most of the other VECs. One panellist Sta[e(f that ~If buried. Historic

Resources are usually reasonably weU protected from surface disturbance. ~ However.

there was once again considerable variability in scores from project to project. as the

current state of an area's arcbaeological resources was said to depend upon the

amount, extent and type(s) of past and present anthropogenic activi[}'. Also. most

panellists remarked that it is almost impossible to assess the importanCe and current

state of archaeological resourt:eS until they have been located. identified and

examined.

Impact scores for individual projects were relatively variable, ranging from

0.32 (Southwest River) to 100.80 (Star Lake), with a mean score of 21.66. The Star

Lake developmem was, by far, thought to have the potential for the most significant

impact on Historic Resources. Panellists were apparently in agreemem that the
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development area is rich in arcbaeological fCSOlJJ'CeS. and that such resources would

likely be severely affected by the proposed project. Several panellists went on to stale

that of panicular concern is that raised water levels associated with the project would

destroy evidence of lake-side occupation. Some also expressed strong disagreement

with the findings of a Stage ODe Archaeological Assessment conducted in relation to

the project's EIA (Schwarz, 1993). ODe panellist stated lhal:

A very intensive arcbaeologX:a.l survey of the area~ have
produced evidence of Aboriginal occupation but did not. This is
surprising, given the observed movement of Caribou across the lalce
and the fact that many archaeological sites exist at oearby Red lndian
Lake.

Similarly. another stated that:

Star Lake was surveyed only along the shore-line. No surveys were
conducted on the higber terraces in the area; these are where Archaic
sites would most likely be located.

The impact score for me Star Lake project comprised 58 percent of this VEe's

cumulative effect index.

The proposed Northwest River project (37.80) ranked second with regard to

the significance of its potential impact on Historic Rtsources, although there was

considerable disagreement between panellists regarding the archaeological potential of

the area. Some panellists stated lhat. based upon recent archaeological surveys in and

arouod Terra Nova National Park. lhere are almost certainly archaeological sites at

the mouth of Nonhwest River, and possibly at several sites along the river itself.

However. several felt that there was likely nothing of historical significance in the
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area. One panellist, for example, commented that:

Archaeological surveys bave been carried out in this area, but 00
evidence of archaeological resources was foun:1. Given past cultures. it
is very unlikely that any sites will be located upstream. Thus. Historic
Resources will DOt be affected by this development in my opinion.

It was acknowledged by most, however. that the possible prehistoric occupation of the

area requires more intecsc study. The Tonent River project bad an impact score of

14.40. Several experts commented that various parts of the project area have the

potential to coDtain Historic Resources. including the dam and powerhouse sites, as

well as several sites along the proposed transmission line and access road routes

(especially where they cross water). Similarly. ODe pancllist stared that:

Local information confirms that the Torrent River area is a good area
for Caribou hunting and fishing. It is. therefore, likely that prehistoric
peoples saw this area in the same light. However. archaeological sites
will be difficult to find because they will be small, and the terrain is
difficult.

This lead one paneUist to state that. in his opinion. a full archaeological survey should

be carried out in relation to the EtA of this project. The Garia Bay project (12.80)

ranked fourth in terms of its potential impact on Historic Resources. Taken together.

these lhree projects aceoun1ed for approximately 38 percent of the VEe's cumulative

effect index.

Relatively low impact scores for this VEe were given in relation to the

Northwest Ann Brook (3.11), Rattle Brook (2.36), Rose Blancbe Brook (1.12) and

Southwest River (0.32) projects; paneUists commented that neither of these areas
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would be expc:c:tcd to comain archaeological resources. With regard to the Southwest

River project (i.e. the project with the lowest impact sc.cm for lhis VEC>. one

panellist stated that:

Tbe area appears to be ODe of low archaeologjeal poceDlial. DisEurbaDcc
due to the project appears to occur above the limits of a salmon run oc
Aboriginal travel.

Similarly. anodlcr expert stated that:

There is a high probability of archaeological sites along the Southwest
River. However. it is unlikely that such resources will be affected by
the project. as no activities are planocd for the mouth of the river (the
most Likely location of such sites).

There was. however. quite often considerable disagreement regarding the

archaeological potential of the remaining project areas. TakeD together. these four

projects coUectively comprised only approximalc:ly four percent of the VEe's

cumulative effect iDdeJI:.

5.4.7 Rapton

The cumulative effect index for Rapt:ors was 23.70, the secood lowest of the

eight scores and approximately 90 percent less than the mean of these indices.

Potential impacts on RaptOrs comprised little over one percent of the potential. overall

effect of the set of projects on the set of eight VECs as a wbole.

Issues raised regarding the potential effects of small hydro developments on

RaPIOrs included: increased buman access and disturbance; potential bird mortaJities
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at traDSU1ission lines; aDd the loss of nesting sites and habitat. One panellist also

commented that Raptors may acwally be positively affected as a result of hydro

developments. given lhe possible creation of nesting habiw lhrough ttanSIIlission line

construction. Raptors were also thought to have the potential to be indirectly affected

by lhese developments, as impacts on Fish Resowces may affect the hunting and

feeding activities of some species. However, it was generally agreed that Raprors ace

naturally rare on the Island. and that any given site mayor may not have individuals

prescnt. As a result. Impact Probability scores for this VEe did not exceed SO percem

for either of the eight projects. and were among the least variable between projects.

Acmal scores ranged from 25 to 50 percent, with a mean of 43.13. Impact Magnitude

forecasts were, in most cases. Minor. and were generally lower than those for other

VECs (as well as being the least variable between projects). Spatial Extent scores

were "localM or lower for all projectS, as it was generally agreed Wt when impacts

would occur, they would most often be restricted to the immediate: vicinity of the

project itself. Also. most panellists felt that wbile the construction phases of small

hydro facilities may be disturbing, Raptors typically habituate rather quickly to human

presence, and thus, the existence of the fmaJ project structures probably would not

constirute much disturbance. Accordingly, Temporal Duration forecasts for Raptors

we~ typically ~shon-tenn~, and this trerxl. was quite consistent from projcct to

projcct. Raptors we~, bowever. deemed to be ~latively important overaU in

comparison to other VECs. because they ate, as indicated above, naturaUy rare, and
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were deemed by some to be good indicators of ecosystem bealth. There was little

variability in VEe Importance scores for lhis VEe between project areas. It was also

noted that Raptors are naturally sensitive to certain types of pertUrbation (both past

and present) because they are rop-Ievel predators. Accordingly. Current State scores

for this VEe were. as a whole, relatively high compared to those for other VECs.

and were the least variable from project to project (ranging from three to 3.5),

Impact scores for individual projects ranged from 0.88 to 6.30. with a mean of

2.96. lbese scores were, bowever, the least variable from project to project of either

of the eight VECs under consideration. Few comments were provided in relation to

the potential impact of specifIC projects on RapIOrs. It was, however. generally agreed

that the south coast of the Island has relatively high numbers of Bald Eagle

(Haliaeerus leucocephaJus), Osprey (Pandion haliaerus) and other species. For

example. it was noted that the Northwest Ann Brook area has a relatively high Eagle

population. but that nesting sites in the region are at a premium. It was also stated

that the increased vessel traffic in the Bay and along the coast associated with this

project may negatively affect Raptors. Accordingly, lhis projecfs impact score (4.80)

accounted for approximately 20 percent of the VEe's cumulative effect index. There

was, however, considerable disagreement regarding the preseoce and abundance of

Rap[ors in the Garia Bay area. While some paneUists felt tlJat lbe area is an imponant

Eagle wintering area and may contain Ospreys and perhaps, for example, the Rough

Legged Hawk: (Buteo lagopus), others stated ma[ there were relatively low Raptor
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densities in the area, and that lhe VEe occurs in relatively higher densities throughOUt

most of the Island. Impact scores for the Rose Blanche Brook and Torrent River

projects each accounted for approximately IS and 17 percent of the VEe's cumulative

effect index. respectively.

Relatively low impact scores for Rapoors were given in relation to the

proposed Northwest River. Southwest River and Star Lake developments, with these

projects collectively comprising less lhan 13 percent of the VEe's cumulative effect

index. With regard to the potential impact of the Northwest River project on this

VEe, it was stated that while increased activity may disrupt feeding and breeding

activities on a shott-term basis. the majority of the area's Raptors hunt at or near the

mouth of the river. with no Icnown nest sites located in the vicinity of the projcct. The

Star Lake development had the lowest impact score in relation to this VEe (0.88); it

was generally agreed that there are very few (if any) Raptors in the proposed

developmem area.

5.4.8 Moose

The cumulative effect index for Moose (Alces alees) was 15.17. making it the

least significantly affected by the potential cumulative effects of lhe set of proposed

small hydro projects. The index for Moose was approximately 94 percent less than

the mean of aU eight indices. and was 98 percent less than the highest cumulative

effect index (Le. that of Fish Resowces). It comprised less than one percent of the
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sum of the eight cumulative effect indices. Potential issues raised in relation lO the

impacts of small hydro developments on Moose included vegetation removal and

inundation resulting in a loss of Moose habitat (especially critical wintering habitat),

and increased disturbance. harassment and hunting pressure due to increased access.

It was generally acknowledged by participants that while Moose are fairly

common and can be found (to varying degrees) in almost all areas of the Island. lhey

are seldom significantly affected by small developments such as these. As a result.

Impact Probability scores were. OVerall. quite low in comparison to those for other

VECs (with a mean of 41.88 percent). and were generally less variable between

projects. Similarly. Impact Magnitude scores for the VEe were, as a whole. the

lowest of any of the eight VECs under consideration (with a mean of 1.69), and were

among the least variable from project to project. Spatial Extent forecasts were also

relatively low (with a mean score of 1.38) and only moderately variable between

projects as compared [0 those of most other VECs. However, Temporal Duration

scores, although generally lower than lhose for most other VECs, were among the

most variable between projects. There was apparently widespread disagreement

among panellists regarding the potential duration of the impacts of such developments

on Moose. While some panellists felt lhat Moose would be affected by the

const:roetion phases of such developmeDlS only (e.g. blasting, etc.), others stated that,

in their opinion. impacts on the species would be prolonged because of the permanem

destruction of habitat and increased access associated with some projects.
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It was also stated that with over 150.000 Moose on the Island. and me fact

that the species appears to be quite resilient to the effects of most development

activities (e.g. they can be found in large numbers along major highways, etc.), tbe

VEe cannot be considered as important as other, more significant resources.

Accordingly, Moose were. in general. deemed to be the least imponant aCme eight

VECs (with a mean rating of 2.(9), and VEe Importance values for the species were

by far the least variable between projects. Finally. with regard to Current Slate

scores, Moose were deemed to be the most resilielU of any of tbe eight VECs under

consideration, with scores for individual projects ranging from ODe (resilient) to two

(low sensitivity), with a mean of 1.38.

Impact scores for individual projects in relation to Moose ranged from 0.32

(Southwest River) to 6.00 (Northwest Arm Brook), with a mean score of 1.90. Impact

scores for individual projects were. with the exception of those for Raptors, the least

variable between projects of eitbcr the eight VECs being considered. Few comments

were given by panellists regarding the impacts of individual projects on this VEe.

However. it was generally agreed that the Star Lake area does not contain particularly

good Moose habitat. and accordingly, its impact score comprised less than three

percent of the VEe's cumulative effect index. Almost all of the comments provided in

relation (0 this VEe. bowever, reflected areas of disagreement be[WCeo panellists. For

example. with regard to the potential impact of the Southwest River project (0.32),

although some panellists felt that animals may inhabit the river valley. others stated
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that the project should have no ill effect on the species because the gorge to be

flooded is DOl oormally utilized by Moose. Similarly. with regard to the Northwest

River project. some paoellists felt lhat the area is used extensively by Moose and

contains good habitat, while others apparently disagreed. One paneUist, for example.

Wintering and other important habitat is sufficiently distant from the
project. With the cltCCption of the wetland area to the north of the site.
habitat is poor throughout the area.

Although the Northwest Arm Brook project bad the highest impact score for

Moose (comprising nearly 40 percent of the VEe's cumulative effect index). there

was also considerable disagreement regarding the status of Moose in this area.

Similarly. while some paoellists stared the impact of the Garia Bay project on Moose

would be insignificant, others felt that Moose were very abundant in river valleys in

the area, and that the project would overlap quite a large proponion of the limited

amount of wintering habitat available in the area.

5.4.9 Summary

Cumulative effect indices for individual VECs ranged in value from 15.17

(Moose) to 630.08 (Fish Resources). with a mean of 234.89. Variability in impact

scores can, in part. be explained by differences in the very nawre of the VECs

themselves (e.g. their presence/absence and abundance, lheir relative importance.

their responses to single and multiple sources of environmental sttess, etc.). Also.
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thcR was often coosMSc:rable variatioD in the coouibutiOD of individual projects

towards these potemW cumu.Luive effects.

Despite me fact dw only a limired amou.Dl: of qualitative information was

provided by expert pmcllists in relation to their ~oses. the commems that were

given do allow for insight info the pcxentiaI impacts of small hydro development (both

in geoeral as well as with regard to individual projects) upon each of the VECs being

considered. lbese COmmenlS aJso allowed for the ideatificatiOQ of major areas of

disagreemem among pa.neUists. including differences of opinion regarding baseline

conditions (e.g. the presence/absence. abundance. importance, etc. of particular VECs

in specific areas), as well as differences of opinion regarding specific impact

pro=ses.



5.5 CUMULATIVE EFFECT INDICES (OTHER PROJEcr
CONFIGURATIONS)

Environmental issues with regard 00 cumulative effects. and their relative

significance. often vary considerably at differing spatial and temporal scales. The

preceding section assessed the potential cumulative effects of a set of eight small

hydro projects on a provincial scale, including projects currently being developed as

weU as those that may be developed in the future. Tbis section examines the potential

cumulative effects of various other configurations of these projects.

5.5.1 Spatial CoDliguratioas

While the locations of the eight proposed small hydro developments under

consideration are indeed quite spatially dispersed. at least one distinct cluster of

projects can be discerned· namely, the lhree projects located on the Island's

southwest coast: Garia Bay (Northwest Brook), Northwest Arm Brook (Connoire Bay)

and Rose Blanche Brook (see Figure 4.2). The potential cumulative effects of this

sub-set of projects are examined in this section as a case study.

Cumulative effect indices for the set of tllree projects on lhe Island's southwest

coast (and for the set of eight projects as a whole) are presented in Table 5.12 and in

graph form in Figure 5.3. The (able also gives significance rankings for each of the

indices for each project set, and the percentage of each configuration's overall

cumulative effect score (i.e. the sum of the eight indices) t:haJ: each index comprised.
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TABLE 5.U' CVMULATIVE EFFECr INDICES
(Spadal Coaftcundoas)

VEe 3SWCoost~ All 8 Projects
(RecIoaaI Scale) (PnmadaI Scale)

90.00 (2) 357.00(2)
W__

2O.S4~ 19.00'lIo

150.40 (I) 630.08 (I)F.... _

34.32'" 33.53"

10.20 (6) 23.70 (7)
Raplon

2.33'" 1.26%

84.85 (3) 299.17 (3)
WalerfowlJMicratory BIrds

.'.36'11 15.92'11

66.38 (4) 182.34 (.5)
Caribou

15.15'11 9.7K

9.20 (8) 15.17 (8)
M....

1.1015 0.8.S

9.60 (7) 198.33 (4)__SmaU Mammals

2.19'11 10.55111

17.63 (5) 173.31 (6)-- 4.02'" 9.22"

1: 438.26 1879.10
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Cumulative effect iJw;ficcs in relation to the set of three small hydro projects

ranged in value from. 9.20 to 150.40, with a mean of 54.78. With a cumulative effect

index of 150.40, Fish Resourt.es ranked as the VEe pocc:otially most signiflCaD11y

affected by this set of projecu, Water Resources (90.1)0) ranked second, aDd

WaterfowVMigratory Birds (84.&5) and Caribou (66.38) each ra.nked third and founh.

respectively. Taken rogetber, scores for these four VEes accouJlICd for oearly 90

percent of the sum of the eight cumulative effect indices of this set of three projects

(438.26). Cumulative effect indices for thc four remaining VEes were considerably

lower; Historic Resources ranked as the fifth most significamly affected VEe. while

Raptors. FurbearersiSmall Mammals and Moose each ranked sixth. seventh and

eighth. respectively. Iodices for these four VEes ranged from 9.20 to 17.63. with a

mean score of 11.66. Taken together. tbese four indices accounte:d for less than 11

percent of the overall po<eotiaI cumulative effect of the set of lhree projects on the set

of eight VECs.

Table 5.[2 also allows for the comparison of cumulative effect inlfices and

signiflCaDCe rankings for each VEe between project configurations. Figure 5.4

presents cumulative effect indices (or each project set as a percentage of the sum of

the eight indices for that conftgUl3.tion. 1be relative significance of potential

cumulative effects between VEes was somewhat similar between the two sets of

projects. RankinBs were the same for four of the eight VECs at the two scales of

observation. For both configurations. pcxentia.l cumulative effecu on Fish Resources
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were the most significant. followed by Water Resources. Cumulative effect indices for

these VECs comprised approximately 34 perce:ot aDd 21 pen:cu of the potential

cumulative effect of the set of three projects aD the set of VECs. respectively (similar

but slightly higher Ihan that for the set of eight projects). In both cases.

Wate1fowUMigntoIy Birds ranked as the third most sigoifantly affcc(e(J VEe.

Again. however, the index for this VEe comprised a higher percentage of me overall

cumulative effect score for the set of three projects. Also, at both me provincial and

rcgioaal scales. Moose ranked as the VEe least signiflC&lltly affected: lbe cumulative

effect index for Moose comprised only about [wo percent of the overall effect of lhe

set of three projects 00 all eight VEes. This too was higher, however, than that for

the eight project configuration (0.81 percent).

Potentia.I cumulative effects on Raptors. Caribou and Historic Resources were

eacb of grealer relative sig.nific:ance at the regional scale, with each VEe's ra.nJcing

differing by ooe unit as compared lO those for lhe set of eight projects as a whole. As

a perceorage of each project set's overall cumulative effect score, however, values (or

Raprors and Caribou were each higher at the regional scale. while that for Historic

Resources was considerably lower. CUmulative effect iodices for these three VEes

collectively comprised approximately 21.5 percent of the overall cumulative effect

score for the set of three projects, somewhat similar to the proportion of the overall

cumulative effect score of the set of eight projects that these indices comprised (20.2

percent). By far the most notable difference in the relative significance of potential
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c:umu1ative effects between configuratioos was in relation to FurbearerslSmall

Mammals. While the VEe's cumu..Larive effect index rankt:d fourth in significaJx:e at

the provirJ:iaI scale, it ranked as the secom least significam.ly affected VEe at the

regiooal scale. The cumulative effect score for dlis VEe comprised oo1y

approximately two percent of the sum of the eight cumulative effect indices for the

~ project set, compared with nearly eleven pen:em at the proviJK:iaI scale.

The sum of the eiBht cumulative effect indices for the d1ree southwest coast

projects (438.26) comprised approximately 23.3 percent of the sum of me eight

indices of the set of eight projects as a whole (1879.10). With regard to individual

VECs. this ranged from 4.8 percent (FurbearerslSmall Mammals) [0 60.6 percent

(Moose). With eight VECs UDder consideration, and a maximum possible impact

score of 256 for each projectIVEC combination. the maximum possible overall

cumulative effect.score for tbe set of eight projects was 16.384. as c:ompaced to 6,144

for the set of three projects. The sum. of the eight cumulative effect iDdices for tbe set

of eight projects (1879.10) was approximately II.S percent of its maximum. possible

value. while lhal for the set: of three projects proposed for the southweuem portion of

the province (438.26) was approximately 1.1 percent of its maximum value.

5.5.2 Temporal COIlfiIuratiOlls

This section assesses the potential cumulative effects of small bydro

developments in the province from a temporal perspective. As indicated earlier. it is
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generally ackDowledged dw me assessment aDd maoagement of cumulative

enviromneoul change requires an anticipatory and comprdleosive planning approach.

Accordingly. in this section the results of the study are aoalyzcd to determine the

degree to which the relative sig:nificaD:e of the pottlllia.l cumulative effects of small

scale hydro development in the province vary temporally. according to the specific

configur.Won of projectS under consideration. This is daDe in order to assess the

poccntia1 applicability of the infonoation genen.ted to a planniDg approach to eEA.

Table 5.13 presents cumulative effect indices aDd relative significance ranbngs

for eacb of the eight VECs for a series of tmIpOn.I configurations of small hydro

projects (indices ue presented in graph form in Figure 5.5). As indicated earlier. five

of the eight small hydro projects being considered in this study are CUl'Teody being

developed. Column two of Table 5.13 presents indices for each of the eight VEes in

relation to these five projects alODC. Cumulative effect scores for individual VECs in

relation to this project configuration ranged from 3.09 10 424.48, wilh a mean score

of 145.85. Fish Resources (424.48) ranked as the VEe potentially most signiticant..ly

affected by this set of projects, with its index comprising approximately 36 percenI of

the sum of the eigbJ: indices for this set of projects. Water Resoun:es (246.00) ranked

secood. FurbearerslSmall Mammals (188.43) ranked third. and Historic Resources

(142.40) ranked as tbe fourth most significantly affected VEe. each accounting for

approximately 21, 16 and 12 percent of the sum ofthcse eight indices. respectively.

Scores for these four VECs collectively comprised approximalely 86 perceot of the



TABLE 5.13: CUMULATIVE EFFECT INDICES (TtlDporal c.anauratlonJ)

5' 6' 'I' 7' ~ 8' ~

VEC ProJ_ ProJ_ Increase ProJ_ IQCftUe Project. Increase
w__

2016.00(21 309.00(2) 2.5.61" 328.10(2) 6.21" 357.00(2) S.7S~-- 424.48 (I) 508.48 (I) 19.19$ 551.68(1) S.lO~ 630.08 (I) 14,21$

......... 12.96(7) 17.10(7) 31.94" 21.90(7) 28.07$ 23.70(7) 8.22\\

Wf~"'" 11.77 (5) 248.71 (3) 219.88" 277.57 (3) 11.58" 299.17(3) 7.78"

Cod.... 7I.6S(6) \22.6S(6) 11.1S" ISO.2S(S) 46.95" IS2.34 (5) 1.14"

M_ 3.09(S) 6.93 (S) 124.27" 12.93 (S) 86.58" IS,I7(S) 11.32"

hrIlr/s.._ '88,43 (3) 191.93 (4) 1.86" 195,13(4) 1.61" '9S.33 (4) 1.64"-- '42,40(4) 156,SO(S) 10.11" 16(1.51 (6) 2,37~ 1n.:U (6) 1,97"

t 1166.81 1581.21 33.80'1' 1728.20 1Q.70~ 1879.10 8.73~

I The five projects currently being developed (NW River, Rahle Brook, Rose Bllnche Brook, SW River, Star Lake).
1 The five projects currently being developed + the Tonent River project.
) The six projects IiSlCd lbove: + the NW Ann Brook (Connoire Bay) project
6 The set of eight small hydro projects IS I whole.

Ei
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sum of the eight cumulative effect indices for this set of five projects. Relatively low

cumulative effect scores were derived for the remaining four VEes. ranging from

3.09 (Moose) to 71.77 (WaterfowUMigmory Birds), with a mean score of 41.38.

Indices for tbcse four VECs coUectively accounted for ooly 14 percent of the overall

cumulative effect score of this set of projects, ranging from. 0.3 percent to 6.7

perceot. 1be sum of the eight cumulative effect scores (or the set of five projects was

1166.81. With eight VEes and five projects under consideration. the maximum

possible overall cumulative effect score for this project configuration was 10.240;

lberefore, the overall score for this set of projects was approximately 11.4 percent of

its maximum possible value.

As discussed in Chapter Two. while five of the eight proposed small hydro

developments under consideration in this smdy are currently planned for development.

there is a strong possibilily that further sites will be developed in the fun:ue.

Accordingly, the third column of Table 5.13. for example, presents cumulative effect

indices for a set of six projects (i.e. the five projects discussed above, as well as the

proposed Torrent River project). While the Torrent River project bad yet to be

selected for developmem at the time of this study. it was arbitrarily chosen from the

three remaining projects and added to the five project configuration to assess the

degree of change in cumulative effect indices (and the relative significance of potential

cumulative effects between VECs) if an additional small hydro projcct was to be

developed in the future. When the Torrent River project was added to the set of five
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projeas. relative significaDce rankings for five of the eight a.unu.l.ative effect indices

rerna.ioed w:JCbaDgcd. Po<cotia.I cumulative dfccts on WaterfowVMigrarory Birds were

of relatively greaIe1' significance fOT the set of six projects, while those OD

F~rslSmallMammals and Historic ~urces were relatively less significant.

The (ounh column in the Table shows the percent inctease in each index wben me

Tonmt River project was added. While the ovenll sum. of the eight cumulative effect

indices for lbc set of six projects (1561.21) was approximately 34 percent greacer than

that for five project configuration. indices (or individual VECs were quite variable in

termS of their percent increase. Inaeasc:s in iDdividuaJ cumulative effect iDdic:es

ranged from 1.86 (FurbearersiSmaU Mammals) to 219.88 pcn:em

(WaterfowUMigralOry Birds). with a mean inctease of 63 percent. In total, the sum. of

the eight cumulative effcct indices for this configuration of projects was

approximately 12.7 pereeD! of its maximum. possible value of 12,288.

Column five of Table 5.13 gives cumulative effect iDdiccs for each VEe wbc:n

a sevemh project is added to the project configuntioo (ubitrarily selected as die

Northwest Arm Brook. developmeat:). As can be seen from the Table. significaoc:e

rankings remaiDed uocbanged for six of the eight VECs with the additioD of this

seventh project. Poteotia.I cumulative effects on Caribou were, however. of relatively

greater significaoce for this tempOral configuration. wbile potential effects on Historic.

Resources were relatively less significant. Column six presents the percent increase in

each cumulative effect iodex wben this project is added to the configuration. The sum.
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of the eight cumulative effect iDdices for this set of seven projects (1728.20) was

approximately 11 perctot higher than that (or the set of six projects (and

approxUnalely 48 percem greater that thc overall cumulative effect of the set of five

projects on the set of VEes). Increases in individual scores ranged from 1.67

(FurbearersiSmall Mammals) to 86.58 percent (Moose), with a mean iocrease of 24

percent. In total, the sum of the eight cumulative effect indices for this configuration

of projects was 12 percem of its maximum. possible score of 14,336.

Column seven of Table 5.13 gives cumulative effect indices and significaoce

rankings for each of the eight VEes in relation lO lhe set of eight small hydro projects

as a whole (as discussed in Section 5.4). Column eight indicates the percent change in

individual cumulative effect indices when the Garia Bay project is added to the set of

seven projects discussed above. The sum of the eight cumulative effect indices for the

set of eight projects was 1879.10. an i.ocrease of less than Dine percem over that of

the set of seven projects. Relative significance rankings were the same for all eight of

the VEes for both configurations. Incruses in individual cumulative effect indices

ranged from 1.14 (caribou) to 17.32 percent (Moose), with a mean increase of 8.4

percent. As indicated earlier. the sum of the eight indices for the set of eight projeclS

as a whole was approximately 11.5 percent of ilS maximum: possible value of 16,384.

FiDally. columns two and seven of Table 5.13 allow for the comparison of

cumulative effect indices for both the set of five projects cunently being developed

and the set of eight proposed small hydro projects as a whole. With tbe inclusion of
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the three additiooal projects 00 the set: of five projects cwm:nly being developed, the

sum of the eigbr. Q1IDU.lative effect indices increased by approximalely 61 percent.

1Dcreases in cumulative effect scores (or individual VECs raoged from. five percem

(FwbearerslSmall Mammals) to 391 pen::c:nt (Moose), with a mean~ of

approximately 130 percent.

Figure 5.6 presents cumulative effect indices for botb of these temporal

COafiguratiOIlS as a percentage of each project set's total score (again, the sum of the

eight indices for that configuration). As indicated, polenrial cumulative effects on four

of the eight VEes (Le. Water Resources. Fish Resources, Hapton aDd Moose) were

of relatively similar signifteaDCe between these project sets. Cumulative effect inc1iees

for these fout VEes collectively comprised awroximate1y 59 percent of the sum of

the eight indices for the: set of five projects, as compared to SS perceDl for the set of

eight projects as a wbote. Pocentia.I cumulative effects on Wate:rfowlfMigmory Birds

and Caribou were, bowc:ver. of grealer relative significao::e for the set of eiglu

projects as compared to the set of five. Taken lOgetber. indices for these: two VECs

accoumed for approximately 26 percent and 13 percent. of the sum of the eight indices

for the set of eigbt and the set of five projects. respectively. Potential cumulative

effects on Furbearers/Small Mammals aM Historic Resources were of relatively lower

significance for the set of eight projects as a whole as compared to the set of five

projects currently being developed.
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Chapter Six
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

U INTRODUCTION

Despite widespread rttOgDitioo of the need to effectively assess and manage

cumulative enviroamemal change, me unfortuDate reality is that CEAs ace being

carried out DCitber fmpJemIy nor adequately. As discussed previously. this can be

attributed to .several methodologjca.l and imtirotiooalJadministrative impediments, the

most significant of which are a lack of practical and effective eEA methodologies.

and the incapability of the ElA process. as traditionally practised. to incorporate

CEA. This stUdy is an attempt to overcome these constraining factors in the comext

of small-scale hydro development in NewfOUDdland through the development of a

pr3Ctical and effective CEA technique, and its application in the assessmeDl: of the

overall, cumulative effects of the set of projects as a wbole in order to overcome lbc

shortcomings of the province's predominantly project~venEIA process. This

chapter is an evaluation of die success with wbicb the stUdy achieved tllese objectives.

The chap~ begins with a review and evaluatioQ of the strengths and pcxc:ntial

limitations of the CEA metbodology developed and utilized in this usessIDem. f[ goes

00 to place the asscssme.nr: within the context of the province's small hydro decision-

making process (i.e. the application of the principles of impact assessmem to the set

of projects as a whole, rather than exclusively at lhe project level). This is followed

by a proposed eEA Framework and a series of recommendations for the integration
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of CEA imo the~ management, planning and impact assessment processes.

The thesis coocludes with a furtbcr discussion of the need for CEA in Newfoundland.

6.2 EVALUATION OF THE CEA METHODOLOGY

This section presents an evaluation of the CEA metbodology developed and

utiJit.ed in this swdy with ~gard to both its stm1gths and porcntial weaknesses.

6.2.1 Stnqths

The proposed CEA mel:bodology offers several pragmatic and thcomical

advantages, both in relation to this particular assessment and in the context of CEA in

geoeral. Perhaps most importantly. it allowed for the assessment of the potential

cumulative effects of tbc set of small bydro projects despite this study's large data

requirements. and a lack of existing quantitative and compatible baseline data. By

using expert opinion gathered through a modified Delphi procedure. tile methodology

is able to make use of available and readily obtainable information, and this

information is obtained and symbcsized in an effective and relatively systematic

manner. Also, impact predictions are based upon the most up-to-date information

available. as data att obtained directly from the expens themselves. 1be use of

wrinen questionnaires administered through the Delphi procedure also allows for

anooymity among these iodividual paDCllists. preventing many of the dysfunctional

aspects of group imeraction discussed earlier.
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This infonnation is gathered without actually baving to physically bring these

experts together. making the technique extremely cost-effective. The use of

questionnaires also allows panellists to complete lhe questionnaires in tbcir own time

and at their own pace. presumably resulting in increased consideration being put into

the formulation and reevaluatioD of individual responses. The iterative Danue of the

Delphi technique facilitates the compilation of a great deal of quantitative and

qualitative information, and the procedure itself also serves as a forum. for

information exchange between panellisU. Iteration also allows for the identification of

areas of apparent misinterpretation on the pan of individual paneUists. and as a result,

enables the researcher to clarify any such misinterpretation in ordcr to ensure that it is

Dot mainlained in the study's final results.

The Delphi teclmique also facilirares an interdisciplinary approach (0 CEA.

wllich is viewed by many as an important prerequisite to the effective consideration of

cumulative effects (e.g. Horak et aI., 1983; CEARC, 1988b; Keith. 1994; 1995;

Canter and Kamath. 1995). This was particularly necessary in the case of this

assessment. as the number of projects and VECs being considered required the

participation of experts with an extensive and varied range of expertise. Through the

use of an expert panel. a wide variety of opinions were brought to bear on the issues

under consideration. and the oanue of the Delphi procedure ensured that all opinions

were represented in the fmal results. As noted earlier, however. in some cases Delphi

participants may DOt be equally knowledgeable in all areas touched upon by lhe
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questions. In this study pancUisu were able to initially identify lbose particular

projectNEC combUwioos for which they were capable of commeoting upon with

regard to potentia1 impacts. This reduced the p<KeDtiaJ for a possible distortion of the

result! due to a Iac.k of expertise in particular areas.

Also, by its very nature, the Delphi procedure Soen'CS to higbJ.ight particulac

areas of disagreement betweeD individual paocUists. lndoed. as indicated in the

previous cbap(er. several areas of dissent were identified throughout the COIme of the

swdy. For example, in some cases there was considerable disagreemem regarding

existing baseline cooditions in relation to particular projectlVEC combinations (e.g.

the archaeological potential of the Nonhwest River project area). Also. a geoeral lack

of Icnowledge regarding the existing environments of particulac project areas in

general was also evident; the Garia Bay area, for example. appe&I"5 lO require a great

deal of further stUdy and baseliDe inventory_In some cases, even wbere paneUisls

were in general agrecmem regarding the baseliDe. tbcy differa1 coosMierably in their

opinions regarding the potential impact of specific projects. as well as small hydro

developments in geDen1, on oae or more of the VECs UDder consideration (e.g. the

impacts of hydro developments OD Caribou or the eDdangeml Pine Marten; the

adaptability of Fish~ to alterations in water flow patterns; CIC.).

Accordingly. the methodology allows for the identification of particular areas and

impact processes which require funher study aDd analysis in order to more accurately

predict potential impacts.
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As discussed previously. this assessmem also required • meam by wIticb these

expert judgemeus could be used to assign rDDerical values which represented the

relative significaDce of the poleDtia.Ilmpact of each project on each of the VECs. A5

stated by Hirst (1984), ODe of the most difficult issues in the transfer of SCientifIC

information W lbe requiremems of decision-making is the question of how to quantify

poorly«fined information. Some of the more rigorous quantitative methods. such as

interactive matrices. use expen opinion to predict and quantify impacts (e.g. the

number of hectares of wildlife habitat destroyed by each project) in order to sum

these values to derive cumulative effcct scores. Such an approach was clearly not

feasible in the CODteXt of this study given the lack of available information on which

to base these pm1ictiocs. Through the use of strue1UJ'ed questionnaires and an impact

rating scheme, me methodology yielded a series of mJIDCricaJ. values which

represented potential projer:c:-specific impacts. lhereby allowing (or the aggregatioo of

the impact scores of multiple projects to give an io:1icatiOQ of the relative signi.ficmce

of overall, cumulative effectS. Cada and Hunsaker (1990: 8) conreod that a lack of

adequate data and regional models bave impeded the quantifICation of cumulative

effects. but that the -quantification of impacts is desirable because it supports an

objcctive...evaluation of alternatives.· In coouast. Damman et aI. (1995) criticize

existing CEA methods by stating that in most cases there is considerable dependency

on quantitative modelling, despite the fact that DOt all environmental impacts can be

easily quantified. They go on to note these techniques rarely facilitate the evaluation
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of the significaace of poteotial effects. Similarly. Williamson et aI. (1987: 379) stale

In cumulative impact assessmem it is tempting to evaluate what is
readily quantifiable yet DOt meaniDgful. Usually. the difficulty is to
evaluate: what is meaniDgful but DOt~y quantifiable.

Although the rccbnique proposed bere results in the Rsemi..quantificatioo" of

potential impacts, it assigns impact ratings to what is esseotially qualitative

information. As a result. it allows for the consideration of some of tbe more

intangible impacts (and aspects of impact significa:oce) which cannot be readily

quantified using existing analytical approaches. The underlying purpose of the

procedure was 10 yield a series of impact scores which repnseated the relative

signiflCaDCC of potemiaJ impacts, DOt to arrive at some absolute, exact measure of the

impaclS themselves. Through the use of a set of impact evaluation criteria. the

consideration of the significaDcc of poleIItia.I impacts is essentially "built-in" to the

methodology. through the cooside:mion of such faaors as VEe Importance dim:t.ly

within tbe impact predictions themselves.

Tbe use of a OI.Ul:Ierical rating scbeme based on a set of common evaluation

criteria also allowed for multiple VECs of a somewhat varied nature to be coasidered

simuIta.neoUSly in the assessment. As ooced by Swihart aDd Petrich (1988), in order

for certain types of VECs (and thus, some of tbe more intangible typcs of impacts) to

receive commensurate coosideration in such assessments, impacts must DOt only be

quantified. but be quantified on tbe basis of common analytical units. This is,
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however, rarely possible in the conlext of more rigorous and quantitative CEA

lCChniques, as the particular units of measure used in such quantification are very

often appropriate to only a single VEe (e.g. changes in dissolved o:tygen

concentrations; perceDIage of forest cover lost. etc.). In this study the potential

impacts of each of the 64 project/VEC combinations were rated on the basis of a set

of common impact evaluation criteria that was equally applicable to all of the larget

resources under consideration. This allowed for the comparison of impact scores, and

thus, the relative significance of potential impacts. between projects and between

VECs.

Finally. the Iecbnique also allows the potential cumulative effects of other

configurations of projects to be considered. thereby facilitating the analysis and

evaluation of potential cumulative effects at various spatial aDd temporal scales.

Although the study did not explicitly address potential inEeractive impact accumulation

due to its provincial scale, certain areas and spatial configurations of projects where

such accumulation is possible were identified throughOUt the course of the assessment.

For example. it was found that the three small hydro projects proposed for the

southwest portion of the Island. would. to varying dcgIees, all potentially affect the

La Peile Caribou Herd. Leitcb and Leistritz (1984: 33) state that "Results of the

Delphi process often will suggest specific elements which Warranl more detailed swdy

through the application of alternative tools, such as quantitative models." Thus, while

lhe particular CEA technique developed and used in litis assessment did not allow for
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the assessmeot of such synergisms. the oarure of the methodology is sucb that it

facilitates the tdetdification of particular areas and spatial configurations of projects

where such inleractive accumulation is possible. and which sbouId tbus be subjoa to

fu.nbet assessment. This couJd perhaps be accomplished through the me of other

existing CEA teehI1iq1es (such as modelling, for examp~). which are designed for

application at the regional scaJe. and which are capable of addressing DOn-linear

impact accumulatioDS.

In summary. the technique developed aDd used in this study represents a

practical. useable and relatively UDCOInplicated eEA metbodology. In the context of

[his stUdy. it was able to comider multiple projects and VECs despite a lack of

quantitative baseline data, and was able 10 function at the extensive spatial and

tempOral scales required for the assessment. As indicated in the preceding chapter, the

mctbodology allows for the assessmeoJ: and subsequent evaluatioD of the pcxentia.I

projea-spcc:ific impacts of each individual development OD the .set of VECs as a

whole. However. more in keeping with the cumulative effects focus of this mJdy.

these results also allow for the assessment of the additive effect of the SCl of projects

as a whole, or any configun.tion of such projects. 00 each of the target resources

being considered.
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6.2.2 PoteatiaI Issues

Despite the aforemeubooed stteDglhs of me proposed CEA met:bodology.

several potential limitations and shortoomiDgs of the technique developed and utilized

in this assessment must also be acknowledged and addressed. While ilS ability to

incorporate expert judgement and to utilize this information in assigning numerical

impact scores are. as previously suggesrM. regarded as its primary strengths, these

factors also form the basis of the poteIltial weaknesses of the metbodology.

'.2.2.1 Subjecthity

Perhaps the most fuodameo1al poIeDtiaIlimitation of the teehnique is that it is

based upon the rather subjective assessment of poc:ential enviromnental. impacts by a

panel of expens. As a result of this subjectivity. tl1ere is a danger that impact

predictions may. in some instanceS, be based as much upon errors in judgement and

parti.aliry as 00 fact and impartiality. For example. as indicated. impact scores for

FurbearerslSmall Mammals were relatively high in relation to several of me proposed

projectS. as was that for Torrent River - WaterfowllMigrarory Birds (due: 10 the

presence of the eod.a.ngered Harlequin Duck: in the area). Individual impact ratings for

Ihese combinations weR!, bowever, amoog the most conuoversial between paneUists.

Some apparently gave extremely high scores for all or most of the evaluation criteria

in relation to these combinations for no reasoo other than the prestoct of particular

species, while others acguc:d that, in most cases, the impacts themselves would DOt be
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severe. For example, most agreed that the Star I...ake area contains a significant

population of the endangered Pine Marten, and some panellists coDtended that the

presence of the species would bring about a major impact on FurbearerslSmall

Mammals. In contrast, others, while rtCOgDizing the importaDCe of the species.

argued that the impact OD Marten would be relatively minor. or at least. no more

severe lhan that 00 other species. This lead several panellists to express concern that

the presence of certain species in particular project areas may have resulted io

unnecessarily bigh impact scores for some combinations.

Indeed. various aulhors have expressed coocem that panel size and

composition (e.g. paneUists' employment type. geographic location, prior Ialowledge

of the issue(s) being considered. etc.) may compromise the accuracy of the results of

the Delphi procedure (e.g. Hill and Fowles, 1975; Sackman. 1975; Woundenberg,

1991; Gulez, 1992). Table 6.1 presents the employment types of the 123 panellists

who were invited to participate in the swdy. and of the 40 pancllists woo comprised

the expen panel. and also gives a breakdown of the 320 individual question sheets

distributed in each round. M indicated in the table. Government Employees

comprised nearly one-quarter of the panel of 40 (the highest proportion of either of

the four employment types), and completed nearly 60 percent of the question sheets

distributed. ParticipantS were also found to bave varying degrees of self·reponed prior

knowledge of the projects/issues upon which they were commenting, which in some

cases may have compromised the degree of objectivity with which they fonnulated



TABLE 6.1: PANELLISTS' EMPLOYMENT TYPES

Emplo_Type In~ittd to PartJdpate .....1 Question S......

Government Employees 81 (65.9%) 23 (57.5%) 190 (59.4%)

Academics 15(12.2%) 7 (17.5%) 43 (13.4%)

Private-Seclor ConsulllnlS 22 (17.9%) 7 (17.5%) 62 (19.4%)

Interest Group Member. 5 (4.1%) 3 (7.5%) 25 (7.8%)

TOTAL 123 (100") 40 (100") 310 (100")

8
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and reevaluated their rcspoases. This was evc:o further complicated by lbe wmerous

potemia1 combinatioos of these c:banlc:teristi (e.g. coDSUlWIIS that~ actively

involved in a projea.'s EIA; govemmeur. employees tba1~ familiar with the project

prior to beiJ:lg involved in this swdy; academics dw were unfamiliar with the project.

etc.). Also, because the EIAs for seven.l of the smal.I hydro projects being comidered

were active (and often b.igbly coacrovenia.l) boIh before and during the data collection

process, media rqx>rts and the results of these assessments may also have shaped the

opinions of some paoellists regarding potential impacts.

The Delphi lite:nture provides little guidance in this regard. Despite the sheer

volume of literatwe produced in relation to the technique, there is 00 established

method for defining an "expert" (Judd, 1972; Delbccq et al., 1975; Limtooe and

Tumff, 1975), and littJe guidance on selecting an appropriate panel stz.e (Ricbey ct

al., 1985a). This polelllial shortcoming was, however,~y unavoidable giveD

the natUl"e and methodologica.l requiremems of this study. Due: to the w.mbe:r and

diversiry of projects and VECs being coosidered. a lar&e and diverse range of

expertise was required (Q carry out this assessment. Panel dominaoc:e by Government

Fmployces was appareDl1y unavoidable, as it was primarily individuals within this

group who bad the type. level and diversiry of expertise required to participate in the

study. The selection of those potential panellists that would be invited to participate in

the study was dODe in as systematic a manner as possible. but the researcher

obviously bad little connol over which particular expeJ1S would subsequently agree to
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participarc in me study. Given the relatively small razm.ber of experts initially

identific:d as pocemia.I panellists. Uld who subscqueol1y agreed to panicipate in the

stUdy. it was DOt possible to randomly select tbose iDdividuals ttw would constitute

the expel1 panel.

Most authors ackDowledgc that it is difficult. if lKlt impossible. to detcnnine

the true subjectivity of each paneUist with any degree of confideDce (Bowden, 1989;

Gupta and Clark.. 1996), and thaI the overall subjectivity of a Delphi panel varies

from. application lO application of lbe method (Woudeoberg, 1991). While a total of

40 experts participated in the snxIy, this group was scparared into a series of sub

panels. as panellists only commenred upon those particular projectfVEC combinations

for which they had initially iodicaled an ability to do so. While this is a perceived

strength of the CEA [CChnique. the result was, in effect, a series of 64 individual

Delphi surveys being conducted. As ilJustratOd in Tables 6.2 and 6.3. these individual

panels were extremely variable in size (ranging from two to 17, or a mean of five

experts per panel) and composition (i.e. employmem type. prior knowledge of

projects, and the various combinations of tbcse traits). Because of this variability. the

pcxentiaJ. for. and degree of, partiality and judgemeIll error also likely varied between

these panels. This. in turD, may have contribulCd to differences between impact

scores. and because the analysis of the stUdy's results focused primarUy upon the

comparison of these scores and the resulting indices between projects, VECs and

particular projectIVEC combinations. may have influeDCCd the imerpretatiOD of the



TABLE 6.2: PANEL SIZI!S AND COMPOSITIONS (By Employment Types)

VEe I GB I NWAB I NWR I RB I RBB I SWR I SL I TR

Water Raoura:s

...............
........

WF/Mlant..,. B1n11

CarIbou

M_

rur.lSm,......
17

4 I, 313 9
7 17

2. 2. 1

312

4' •

J 1
2

1 I I' 7 21 2
4 • 2 I 2

413 31' '1 2
11 II .0,

_oril: ..........

I'Academics

, Consultants

III 11 1
4 '\'2 III 4212521'

I . I . I - I - J

, Govenunenl EmployeesI
Number or PaneIUsts

, Members of Interest Groups

~



TABLE 6.3: PANEL SIZES AND COMPOSITIONS (By PriOI' Knowltdl" 01 ProJtd)

VEe CB NWAB NWR I RBIRBBISWRI SL 1 TR

3 , , , 6 31· ,I, ,13 313
Water Resoun:es 5 5 .., I 1 ,

10 61-
t7 '.12 6 ~ 4

I...............
I, •

7 17 7 .1, II. II .0
·7 • 4, · , ·3 J' t3 ~ 11 5 l

, I I
Rap'''' 3 3 4 4

1 • I

WF/MJant..,. 81... I _
, I I

3 4 5 , , 3 4
,3 ' , · , 1 I

I I 3 4 , - - 2 ' 43 , ,
Caribou 4 5 5 4 4 4 • I,, . • 2 . . · .

3 ·2 I 5 .. · . I 3 2 2 I
M_ I, 5 4 • 4 3 4 ,

• 4 · 2 · .
I I , I 3 , · . , . 3 4 2 ,

hrBr/SlllM...a
3 ' • I 3 5 • 4 4 , 7

,2 ' 4 · 4 ·2 · . 3

I I , , , , 2 ' 2 I 2 I
HlItoric: RtICMna 3 4 4 Z 4 5 ,

I • 2 ·2 1 • 2 ·3 , , ,INAc'i,,', Involved in Projcc", EIA NFamiliar Willi PlO)«'1
Number of PaneIUsts

, Unfamiliar With Project , Which O,ve No R.linlr

2
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stUdy's results.

Although pmellisls~ asked to comment upon oaly those particular

combioatioos for wbicb they bad the required type and level of expertise, VEe

Importance ratings were based upon the relative significaDce of the VEe in

comparison to the same VEe in other project areas. and in relation to other VECs in

the same project area. This required each paoeUist to have at least some knowledge of

the particuJar VEe in question in all eight project areas, and for each project that lbey

bad commented upon. some knowledge of tbc preseocelabsencc and relative

importance of each of the other seven VEes. This assumption may. in some cases.

have been unfounded. and may thus have introduced a degree of judgement error. It

may also be argued that wben colJUllelUing upon the relative imponmce of a

particular VEe in relatioo to other VECs in a project area, paDCllists may be

somewhat panial towards the particular VEe for which they have expertise, although

some of the COIIlmelWi received by pane1lists in this swdy appeared to indicate that

this was often nor: [fie case.

Given the relatively small size of most iDdividual panels. it was DOl possible to

statistically t£:St the degtee to wbich panel size and composition influenced the results

of the study through the introduction of judgemenr. errors aodIor partiality. It is.

however, recognized as being a potential limitation of the CEA technique in this

application. '!be degree to which a particular panellists' judgement errors and/or

partiality influenced particular impact scores was, however. obviously qWle panel-
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specific. as it was ddcnniDed by the size of the panel as a wbole, the presence (or

Jack) of such partiality lIDO" otber paDCllislS. and the subsequeDl distribution of the

responses of the panel as a whole around the ·COrTeCt~ ~nse. Again, while this

issue could presumably be rectified tllrough the l'1Ddom selection of expert panellists.

this was clearly DOt possible in this assessmem given the limited number of expens

within eacb individual sub-panel.

'.2.2.2 oor......... "' Opinbl, ......--- aDd AsamptIoos

The separation of participanu iDlo sub-paoels also presenrs potemia..I problems

with regard to legitimate differences of opinion rega.rding the si.gn.i..ficance of potential

impacts (i.e. those oot based on partiality or judgemem errors). As indicated in the

preceding chapter. in some cases there were distinct areas of disagreement between

individual panellists, aDd subsequeatly. between panels. For example. it was noted

that there was considcnble disagreement between paneUists regarding the potential

duration of the impact of small hydro developmeus on Moose. Panels were, in some

cases, dominated by those woo felt that sborf:.(erm impacts on Moose would result.

while in others, most experts r:nainI:ained that these impacts would be prolonged.

Thus. the impact score for Moose for Project A., for example. may be 25 percent

greater than that for Projtet B on the basis of this difference of opinion alODe. rather

than due to acrual differences in the significance of polential impacts on the VEe

between projecu. Again, because the primary focus of the analysis of the study's
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results was the comparison of indiv1dua.l impact. scores, this factor may bave

influenced the intetprc:wioo of the study's results.

The separation of participants into sub-paDe1s also preseots posst"ble problems

with regard [() informatioo-slwing between panellists. While the anonymity fcaDJrC: of

Delphi is regarded as one of the ta:hnique's primary streDgths. Milkovitch et at.

(1972) caution that it may result in a loss of valuable information because paoeUisls

are not permitted to interact direttly. This was especially evident in this a.ssessmenr:.

In Round Two of the procedure. wilhio each sub-panel participantS were provided

with a summary of the commeots aDd rationales provided by other expen panellists in

relation to their impact ratings. In some cases. qualitative information may have been

provided in relation lO a particular combination which was applicable to ooe or more

other combinations as well. However. because paneUists were DOt able to "interact"

with those outside the particular panels of which they were a part. this information

was DOt made available to od::ler panels for which it may have beeD useful or relevant.

While geuenl comments regarding the potemial impacts of small hydro developmews

OD a particular VEe were fed back to aU relevant panels (e.g. "Raptors rypically

babiwate 00 buman presence rather quickly; thus, impacts sbould be of shorHcrm

duration. "). in most cases it was unclear to the researcbc:r wbether or not comments

were meant to refer to other projects. VEes or combinatioos. As a result. in some

cases experts may not have been able to benefit from the Icnowledge of panellists

outside of their particular sub-panel{s), and to subsequently reevaluate and adjust their
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own predictions accord.in&lY. This too may have coDttibuted to variability in impact

SCOla betw=n some projectIVEC combinatioos.

Also. definitions for the various evahwion criteria and associated impact

ratings. as wen as the factors to be coasidered in impact prediction. were open to a

certain degree of inrerpretatioo on the: part of individual pmellisls. Various measures

were lakeD to ensure that impact: ratings aDd overall impact scort:s and indices were

consistent between panellists and panels. For e:u.mple. panellists were provided with a

set of standardized defmitions for eacb impact evaluation criteria and associated

impact ratings. These were, bowever. sometimes interpreted somewhat differently

within and between panels. For example. !be definitions given for the various degrees

of Impact Magnilulk are very much based upon the !lOtion of the ~fundamenta1

inlegrity" of the VEe in question. This concept was sometimes fOUDd to be

interpreted quite diffettDt1y (especially with~ to Water Resources). and formed

the basis for disagreemeDl between some paoellists. and in some cases. possibly the

differences in i.mpa(:t scores between combinations.

Various attempts were made to clarify any appalCDt areas of misiDlerpreutiOD.

as well as to ensure that panellists were formulating their impact ratings on the basis

of the same set of assumptioos. For example. while panellists were asked to disregard

proposed impact mitigation measures, they were asked (0 assume WI the proponent

would adhere [0 any applicable legislation. However. paoellists appuently differed

considerably in their knowledge of relevant regulations. laws. acts, etc., as well as in
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their opinions regarding the pocential effectiveness of this legislation in impact.

mitigation. In addition. baving partic:ipaDrs disl'egard mitigative mc:a.swes may bave

cootributed to excessively tugb impact mings in relatioo to some projectIVEC

combinatioos lhat would not: reflect actual impact levels if projecls W~ allowed to

pnx:ced. This. in tum. may have ~t£d in artificially high impact scores for some

projects and VECs in relation to others. For clW'llple. the highest cumulative effect

index for either of the eight VECs was that for Fish Rc:sowces. Several paneUists.

however. expressed concern that by not considering mitigative measures, impact

ratings in relation to this VEe may have been unrealistically high. One paneUist

stated that:

Impact predictions regarding Fish Resourtes MUST consider impact
mitigation measures. Hydro dams are a complete impedimenI: to both
upstream and downstream. fish passage! ...1 believe that certain
mitigationlenbancemeot measures will be implememcd in all cases, and
that these will be highly effective.

This was, however, necessary in the context of this as.ses.s:ment because the projects

UDder considention were at varying stages of the FlA process. and again. me primaty

focus of the analysis was the comparison of impact scores and overall indices between

projects and VECs.

There were also differences of opinion regarding what factors should be

comidered in identifying aDd assessing potential impacts. For example. some

panelli.sts differed, oot only in their opinions regarding cmting baseline conditions,

but also to what extent future variability in the baseline (due to both nanuaJ and
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Ideally. all of the 40 participants would bave bad the required expertise: to

commem on all 64 of me projectfVEC combiDatioos UDder coasideration. This would

at leasr have ensured that each of the factOrs discussed above were equally represented

in each of !:be sub-panels. thereby allowing for a more reliable comparison of impact

scores between combinations. Given the extensive and varied range of expertise

required for this assessment, and the fact that it was necessary to limit the number of

question sheets that each panellist would be expecled to complete, this was. however.

clearly DOt possible.

Each of the poteotiaJ limitations discussed above Itt, altbough unfornmate.

apparently unavoidable issues in the use of expert opinion. ~ emphasized lhroughout.

me use of expert opinion was the oaly feasible and practical alternative in this

assessment given the lack of available quantitative baseline data upon which to base

impact predictions. Numerous authors bave, however. commented upon the essemia.lly

subjective namre of ErA in general (e.g. Matthews. 1975; Bacow. 1980; Susskind and

Dunlap. 1981; Beatie. 1995; MOSIert. 1996), but most also m:ognize the importance

of professional judgemem in all aspc:c:ts of the process. Indeed. various authors have

commented upon the importance and applicability of professiooal judgement and

expert panels to CEA (e.g. Vlachos. 1982; SrulI et aI. 1987; Armour and Williamson,

1988; Barnes and Westwonh. 1994; Hegmann and Yarranton. 1995; Kalff, 1995;

Abbruuese and LeibowilZ, 1997). A recent survey of ElA practitioners in the United
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Swes (Cooper and Canter. 1997), (or example, moeakd tbat pro/£SSiona/

judgorwrtlexperr opinion is considered the most impon:ant and useful of the available

CEA methodologies. and is by fat the most commoDly used. 1be use of expert

opinion. although admittedly less than ideal in some respects. is likely to continue to

play an integral role in the assessment and evaluation of cumulative enviroomemaI

cha.nge. The key is to recognize these potential shortcomings, and to interpret and

utilize the resulting data cautiously and accordingly.

6.1.2.3 Nature or the Impact Ratinp

Other polential limitations of this methodology relate to the nature of the

impact raUngs themselves. As indicated, the mc:thodology allows for the semi

quantification of impacts; scores are assigned which represenr: the relative signific:ance

of the pcxential effect of each project on each of the VECs under consideration. It

may be argued, however, that this exercise results in an oversimplification of the

inherent complexity of eovironmemal impacts. As DOled by Bain et aI. (1986: 5) ~One

cballenge in cumulative impact assess:meDl: is to consolidate information without losing

essential details.• This lechniquc is used to assign single. static numericaJ va.lues to

impacts that axe. in reality. likely to be quite spatially and temporally variable. For

example. the Magnitude of an impact may be variable over space (e.g. impacts on

Water Resources may be minor downstream. of lbc: facility's lailrace, but major in the

dewalered zone); over time (e.g. impacts on Caribou may be modenre during project
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consauction but negligible during the operation phase); and also within a lIEe

Colegary (e.g. ODe species of Raptors may be more scv~ly affected than aoodIer).

llldividual VECs an: also likely to vary in their relative imporwx:e across space. over

time and between species (e.g. depending on the area. the FwbearerslSmall Mammals

category may include voles. oacn and beavers, as well as the: eodangered Pine

Matten). Also. while the term ~Currenr. S~~ implies a VEe's condition at a specific

point in time. it may also vary spatially within an impact lOoe and belWee1l specifIC

species in an area. Indeed. this poteOOal IimitatiOD is evident in relation to all of !he

impact evaluation criteria used. In order to easure that data wou!d be consisteDt and

compatible. panellists were asked to assign impact ratings which reflected the

maximum level of impact likely. This may. however. have resulted in an

oversimplification of impact levels in some cases. and thus. scores may DOl represenl

the inberml complexity of the effc:as lbem.selve5. 'The DalW'e of the impact evaluation

criteria was also suc.b that potcotiaI positive impacts were DOt explicitly considered in

the impact ratings; in most cases. however. panellists' commeots revealed that experts

were "factoring in- such positive impacts wheo formuJating their impact predictions.

lbe evaluation criteria themselves varied considerably with regard to the level

of quantification involved. For example. while Temporal Duration ratings specified

the number of years it would take for the VEC. once affected. to return lO its pre

project condition (See Table 5.1), VEe Importance was rated on the basis or a rather

arbitral}' five-point scale. 1be use or a set or rather qualitative impact evaluation
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criteria raises CODCmlS about toosisteo:y in impact scores between projects and

VECs. Fo£ example, Spalia1 Encot ratings ranged Crom siu-sp«ific fO provinciDJ, bw

individual project areas often differed considerably in size. For example. the project

area for the proposed Northwest River small bydro project is approxinwely 0.25 mr.

while that for the sw- Lake development is approxiJl:Lalely 21.9S mr. The use of such

qualiwivc evaluation criccria therefore makes tbe comparison of impact scores

between projects somewhat difficult in some cases. Had the study been able [0 make

use of more rigorous and quantitative measures (such as the number of hectares of

ungulate babitat destroyed. or the potential increase in sediment COm:entratioDS) these

sboncomings would have been avoided. Given the nawre and requiremcnu of the

assessment. however, such quantification was clearly DOt possible.

10 mathematically combiniDg individual ratings to derive a single impact score

for each projectIVEC combination, each evaluation aiterion was deemed to comribute

equally towards overall impact. significaoce. For example. all else being equal. a

major I sbon-r.erm impact and a oegI.igible, looa:·term impact were doemc:d to be of

equal significarr.e:. Also. tbe nature of tbe ratings is such that, for example. a major

impact: is deemed to be 33.3 ~rcOll more signijiaw man a moderate impact. While a

weighting scheme wlUch. reflects the relative importaocc of each value towards overall

impact significaDce would effectively deal with this potential problem, there is little or

110 guidance in the literature in this regard. This problem could possibly be overcome

by initially asking expen panel.lists to rate the relative importaDCe of each of the
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evaluation criteria; bowever. opinions will likely vary greatly between panellists. aDd

cspccia11Y. betw<en VECs aDd puticuIar projoa ......

Finally. while the proposed. CEA teclmique genemcs wmerica.I values which

represeol: pxcntial impacts (or each combiDatioo, tbc:se ratings are ordiDal

measwemcnts. The values are subscqucDdy used to derive impact SCOttS through

matbemaIical functions which are typically wed for i.r:ervaJ and mio type data.

Although the generation of impact ratings of this oaw.re was unavoidable in me

context of this assessment, the technique's use of calculations that are normally not

considered applicable to ordinal dara requires great caution. This feature is also

recognized as a potcntiallimitatiOD of the mcdlodology.

'.2.3 Summary

A Iaclr: of appropriate CEA methodologies bas Inditiooally been a major

impediment: ro t:be effective coosideration of cumulative environmental change.

GenmlIy speaking, most cxistiDg CEA methodologies are exc::essively complex.

impractical. and of limited applicability and adapubility. The desirable features of a

CEA methodology, as defined by Irving et aI. (1986), are that the technique should:

1) Enable multiple developmentS (() be coosidered;

2) Be practical. while at the same time yielding understandable results
that would aid in lhe decision-making process;

3) Be adaptable to allow for the consideration of a vast array of
possible site-resource-impact combinatioos;
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4) Fea!ure flexible bouodaries in terms of time and space;

5) Enable tbe aggrep.tioo or rallying of iDaemeDW aodIor inrcractive
impacts to give an iDdication of overall. cumulative effeas; aod

6) Allow rex diffett:Dlia.l levels of resolutioo (i.e. a gcnera.l. ex1eDSive
analysis of pcxemiaJ. cumulative effects. while still allowiog for
iDtc:DSive sUe aDd project-specific impact asse:ssmetIlS).

A:s illustrated in the preceding «fucussioo.. the technique developed and utilized in this

SlUdy meets, [() varying degrees, all of lbcse criteria. It therefore satisfies the geoeral

requiremenrs of an effective and PRCticaI CEA methodology despite the limitations

discussed above. Also. most of these~ issues were unanticipated at the time

this study was initiated. They would, however, likely be resolved with further

applications of the technique.

Tbe technique was capable of dealing with the aawre and objectives of this

particulac assessment, as well as its demaDding and SOII¥Wbat distiDct methodological

requiremenrs. Perhaps most importamly, boweV¢f'. it yields practical. useful and

unde:tstaodable results that can be used to integrate the consideration of potential

cumulative effects into the impact asscssmem. planning aod oven.U decision-making

pro<esse$.
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6.3 THE ASSESSMENT IN CONTEXT· BEYOND PROJECT-sPECmc EIA

As indicated tbrougbout, in addition lO methodological issues, the DaWrC: of the

ElA process itself bas also been a coostraining factor in CEA. ElA bas been a

predomiDantly projea-driven exercise. in wbicb projects are assessed individually

rather than as pan of a larger prognmme or policy. and lhis bas contributed to its

apparent inability to effectively address cumulative environmental cbaDge. There bas.

bowever. recently been increased inlerest in the application of the principles of impact

assessment to higher-order levels of the decision-making process • namely

programmes. plans and policies.

AJthough there is often some overlap. lbere generally exists a tiered forward

planning process, which begins with the fonnulation of a policy. followed by a plan at

the second ~r. and by a programme at the end:

A policy may thus be viewed as the inspiration and guicIaoce for action.
a plan as a set of coordinated and timed objectives for implementing the
policy. and a programme as a set of projects in a particular area (Wood
and Dejeddour. 199'2: 8).

Figure 6.1 illustrates the vuious stages of this process in the conrext of small-scale

bydroelectric development in Newfoundland. As discussed in Chapter Two. in April

of 1990 Hydro announced a new policy direction in wllic:h it was willing. under

certain cooditions. to relinquish its fumthise right on undeveloped small hydro sites.

and that it would be willing to purchase the output from lhesc: facilities on a long-term

conttacruaJ. basis. It was this new policy direction that set the stage for the
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development of these racilities by the private seaor 00 the Island portion of the

province. In order to impIemeDllhis policy, it then began a process of issuing waivers

for undeveloped small-scale hydro sites. and issued a REP in April 1992 for the

purchase of up to 50 MW of power from private developers (the Plan). Then. based

upon a series of screening processes, Hydro announced that four projects totalling

approximately 38 MW were to be developed (i.e. the Programme), with iodividual

projects to come imo service in 1998. pending enviromDCllUl approvals. To date.

however, eDviroomental assessments for these proposed facilities have been

exclusively at the project level, mber lhan at bigber-order stages of the decision-

making IOOan:hy.

-ElA tiering" entails the introduction of the principles of impact assessmem in

a linked and coordinated manner into eacb signiflC8Jlt stage of this process (Lee.

1982), and indeed. the concept of Strategic Environmemal Assessment (SEA) is

Cl.lIl'emly receiving a great deal of interest world-wide. Tberivel et aI. (1992: 21-22)

define SEA as:

The formalized. systematic and comprebensive process of evaluating
the enviromnental impacts of a policy. plan or programme and its
altematives...and using the findings in...decision-making.

Tberivel (1993) identified three types of policies. plans or programmes to which SEA

can be applied:

I) ~etoral (e.g. waste disposal, forestry, transportation. energy)

2) Regiorral (e.g. regional Iand-use plans)
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3) Indina (e.g. scic:Dce and ttclmology. fllWll:ialIfiscaI policies)

Various advantageS of SEA have been proposed in the literature: most in

keeping with this study, however, it is genmJJy acknowledged that impact

assessments at higber-order stages of the decision-making hierarchy aUow for the

more effective consideration of potential cumulative coviroamental change (Lee and

Walsh, 1992; 1bcrivel et aI., 1992; Wood and Dejeddour. 1992; Partidario. 1993;

19961.; lberivel. 1993: CIarl:.. 1994; Court et aI., 1994; Sadler. 1996; Tberivel and

Partidario. 1996). Lee and Walsh (1992: 130) state that RProject_level EIAs sbouId be

sensitive to the pbeoomeooo of cumu.La.tive impacts, but they are unlikely to be

satisfactorily baDd.lcd in the absence of earlier sectoral aDdIor area-wide cnvironmemal

assessments. ~ Similarly, Ortolano and Shepherd (L995) contend that one reason why

cumulative effects continue to be unaddressed is that the programmatic EIA is one of

the few approaches for effectively dealing with them. This snufy is. in essence. an

attempt 00 push lM asses.mun.t up a tier from the project level to the programme

level. Sigal and Webb (1989) contetld tbar: the application of ErA ,1,[ the programme

level is particularly appropriate for assessing the impacts of actions Wt are similar in

oanue and extensive in spatial scale, particularly those with the poceotiaJ for

cumulative effectS (such as small-scale hydro developments in NewfouodlaDd).

It was argued in Chapter Three that various factors have conaibuted to the

apparem inability of the ElA process, as ttaditionally practised. to effectively consider

cumulative effects. In the context of this study, assessing enviroamenul impacts at lbe
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programme Ieve1 serves to alleviate tbese shortcomings. For example. the ElA

process is typically DOt an all-inclusive ODC; as a result. some undertakings fall outside

of the process altogetber, or:ltt released without formal assessmem. despite the fact

that the overall effect of a series of such developments may be cumulatively

significant. As iDdicaIed. the Rattle Brook. project considered in this srudy was

released from the provioce's EIA process without a formal assessment as it was

deemed to have the potenriaJ. for relatively insignificant enviroomemal impacts.

Relatively small projects that are DOt individually expected to bring about significant

impact (but which may collectively do so) arc more effectively dealt with at the

policy, programme or policy level (Lee and Walsh. 1992). This study assessed the

potential. overall environmentl1 impact of the province's "small bydro programme- as

a whole; as such. even projects which are DOt thought of as baving the polt:I1tial for

significant enviroomeDta.l impacts in their owo right are included in the assessment,

and thus, their conuibutiODS toward potemially signiflCUll cumulative effects are

considered.

Also, because project-level EIAs have tr.aditionally focused rather resaictively

upon the site-specific impacts of individual development proposals, they are inherently

unable to encompass the extensive spatial scales required for CEA. Conducting the

assessment at the programme level allows for the consideration of multiple. spatially

wide·spread sources of potential impact (Le. all of the projects which comprise the

programme) and subsequently, the potential cumulative effects oftbese actions.
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It is also geneWJy acknowledged that the effective coosidcration of cumulative

enviromnenta1 change requires an iDregrattd and aoticipatory management and

planning approach. In CODlnSt. the predomiDaody project4riven F.lA process bas

tt2ditionally fiuIttioDed in isolation from me broader activities of rc:souree

managemeDl: and development planning. In the case of small bydro development in

Newfoundland. individual projects are being proposed and developed by numerous

private sector developers rather than by a single propooeru. Indeed, much of the

concern over cumulative effects stems from the segmentation of development activities

into multiple. smaller projects (Merson and Eastman, 1980; Eckberg. 1986). This has

resulted in a rather fragmenrm developmem and III.J..D3gement framework, in which

iDdividual proponents have DO little or DO coDlJ'OI over other projects. By assessing

these proposed developmeou as pan of a larger programme. cumulative effects can be

Ill<n effectively addressed through a management system that is both inlegra!ed and

comprehensive. Also. from a planning perspective. SEA allows for the consideration

of p«ential cumulative effects (and indeed. environmental issues in geDeral.) at

relatively early stages of the decision-ma.Icing process. In COOlJ'aSt. project-level EtA

has traditiooally not facilitated such a proactive planning approach. It has

predominantly been a rather reactive mechanism designed to predict and address the

potential impacts of selected developments. rather than as a tool for the effective and

timely implementation of broad environmental objectives. SEA allows for the

consideration of environmeDUl issues (and potential cumulative effects) in U1e
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rormulatioa of policies. plans and programmes. rather than anempting to respoDd to

such issues at the project level. For example. potemW cumu1Uive effecG could bavc

been considered in the selection of those particular projects that will comprise the

Island's small hydro programme. thereby resulting in aD anticipatory and proactive

approach to the management of poteDtially significat:r. cumulative eovironmenral

cbaoge.

Conflicts arise in the literature regarding the role of the FlA process itself with

regard to cumulative eovironmemal change. Robilliard (1986: 107), for example.

contends that:

(C]omprebem:ive. enviroomeDtally based planning is an appropriate
substitute for the emire impact assessmem. i.tK:luding the generally
poorly focused assessment of cumulative impacts. This is an argument
for the -top-down- view as the only correct way to live.

In coarrast. LeBlaoc (l994: 6) maintaim that:

[T]be assessment of cumulative environmental effects sbouId DOt

radically a!rer the EIA process. Aaually. the assessment of cumulative
environmeouJ effects should be coasidered as ErA. only better. more
comprehensive. more effective. and therefore an exciting step forward
in the evolution of its practice.

The implementation of CEA at higber-order stages of the decision-making hieraId1y

(through, for example. the application of the proposed CEA technique at the

programme level) is DOl intended as a replacemeot for project-level EIA and the

consideration of cumulative effects within these assessments. Indeed, as noted by

Lawreoce (1994), while there is clearly a oeed for regional planning and management
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initiatives to~ pocentiaI cumulative effects. it is esseotial dW a CEA

perspective be iDcorpxarcd. into project-level &.55C:5SIDeIllS as weD.

The CEA methodology developed and utilized in lhis assessment is. for

example. c.apable of considering oaly very specifIC sources and types of cumulative

effects. As a result, the study focused primarily upon the potential additive cumulative

effects of a series of related projects on a provincial scale. and was thus spatially

extenSive and seetOn.! in aaw.re. However. effcaive CEA often requires both a

sectoral and a regional approach. While. the CEA technique allowed for the

assessment of the additive cumulative effects of small hydro developments at the

regional sca1e (i.e. spatial configuratioos), comprebeosive CEA must also consider

other potential sources and typeS of potentially significam cumulative effects which

were not considered in lbi.s assessment. Indeed, as ooted by Ballard et at. (1982: 5):

Environmental problems, aDd the poHcies needed 00 address lhc:m.
differ regionally. This perspective often is lost in environmental
assessments directed lOwards a particular imlwl:x. such as electric
utilities..

Thus. while the overall effects of a small hydro developmcm ~prog:ramme~ may be

cumulatively significanr: and must therefore be assessed, on a regional scale tbe

impacts of individual projects may accumulate (lhrough additive or imeractive

processes) with the effects of other past. present of future developmenrs (including

unrelated activities sucb as timber harvesting, mining activity, etc.. as well as existing

hydro projects). to bring about significant cumulative effects. Thus. wbile the
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application of CEA metbodologic:s such as ttw proposed bett at the programme level

faciliwes the assessment of the: additive cumulative effects of UDdertakings that are

similar in nature and spatiaUy and temporally extensive in scope. there is also a need

to address cumulative effects which may ~It from two or more independent and

unrelated actions on a regional scale - an even more complex and difficult process.

The foUowing section presents a framework: for a CEA approacb which facilitates the

comideration of various poteDtial sources and types of cumulative effeeu in lbc

impact assessment, mmagemem and pI.anniDg proa::5.!;eS.

6.4 A FRAMEWORK FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF CEA

Several authors propose that effective CEA requires that cumulative effects be

considered at the proper stages in the decision-making hierarchy. and that different

typeS of impacts may best be assessed at differeD[ tiers within lhis process (McCold.

1991: Wood and Dejcddour, 1992). Figure 6.2 presents a Cumulative Effects

Framework which represcnlS such an approach. The (ollowing section discusses the

various steps involved in d1is proposed framework using the example of small-scale

hydro development in Newfoundland.



FIGURE 6.1: CUMULATIVE EFFECTS FRAMEWORK
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oPOUCYIPLAN: Policy aDd plan developmem coosisted of Hydro's policy cbaDge

reguding small·scaJe hydro development: on the Is1a.Dd aDd subsequeDl: RFP. Von

Mirbac.b (1996: 9) coDrmds ttw.:

CurreDtl.y tbere itt a mtmber of smaU-scaIe hydro development
proposals going through convoluted. expensive and divisive
enviromoeota.l assessmenl processes. Surely a better - and cerWnly
more cost<ffective - approach would have been to put Newfoundland
Hydro's long-term energy supply plan through an environmelWll
assessmem. at which time it would have been possible to explore
alternatives to small-scale hydro..

Enviromnenta1 impaeu are. bowever. iobe~ruly difficult to predict. even at the

project level. As DOted by Sadler (1996: 161), "Impact relatioaships are much more

attenuated and uncenain at the strategic level~. and [his is especially true at me policy

and plan levels. Also. in most cases, specific project proposals are often DOl yet

developed or fma1ized at these stages. and thus, a detailed and comprehensive

assessmeDl of potmtiaI cumulative effects is unlikely lO be possible. At the very least,

bowever. a qualitative analysis and prelimiDary identification of poteDtiaI cumulative

effects can and should be made at this stage (Sadler. 1996), and this albeit cursory

analysis can be used in the developmem of policies and plaDs. For example. if it is

initially determined that the probability of significant and unacceptable cumulative

effects from small hydro developmeIl1 is great. eocrgy policies can be devised or

altered to ensure that small hydro is not considered to be the preferred energy option.

In addition. the eEA melbodology developed and utilized in this assessment

does not explicitly consider the impacts and cumulative effects of past and present
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projects on a proviDcial scale (e.g. those resulting from the 3S hydroelectric: facilities

a.lready in operarioo on the Island). This is aecessary to ensure that the: scope of the

CEA remains focused and manageable. The impacts of lbese developmentS must,

however. also be comidered within the •sectoral CEA~. but are perhaps best dealt

with at the policy and plan stages. For example. if it is detenn.i.Dcd that the cumulative

effects of past and presettt hydroelectric developmenrs in the province are already of

such significaoce that 00 further hydro sites sbould be developed, tbc:n policies and

associated plans should be designed or adjusted to proactively prevent fuctber

cumulative environmental cbange.

0) CEAlPLANNING (PROGRAMME DEVELOPMENIl: Hydro's policy change

and RFP led to a series of project screenings to determine wbich proposed projects

shoukl form the sm.a.ll hydro programme (based primarily upon teehnica1 and

economic criteria). This resulted in foue projects evemually being selc:aed for

development. subject to the findings of project-level EIAs. However. this framework

facilitates the consideration of potenba.l cumulative effects in programme pLanning and

design.

Through the: application of. for example. the CEA methodology developed and

used in this swdy. projectS could be selected on tbe basis of potential project-specific

and cumulative effects (in addition to technical and economic considerations). A5

discussed earlier. the technique allows for the assessment of potential project-specific
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impacts; accordin&ly. individual projects which are initially identified as baving tbc

pocmria.l for unacceptable levels of enviroomema.l impact could subsequem1y be

removed from further consideration. Those specific projects that will comprise the

programme could be selected 50 as to minimiu: the oven1J cumulative effect of the

set of projects. or at least, preferred configurations of projects selected on the basis of

teehnicaI or economic feasibility could be screeoed to ensure that the programme does

not result in significant or unacceptable levels of cumuJative effect. As such, the

consideration of potential cumulative effects could be integrated into the selection of

those specific projects that would constinue the prognmme, thereby facilitating a

planning approacb. to CEA.

As illustrated in SectiOD 5.5.2. the proposed technique allows for the

a.ssessmeoJ: of I:be pcxenriaI cumulative effects of various temponl configurations of

projects, a.rxl thus. the degree lO which these effects change in significmc.e with the

adding of funber developments. If additional developmeots were required in the

future. me data could subsequenl1y be used to inI:roduce CEA inlO the selection of

these projects by considering DOt only their potential impacts, but also the degree to

which they wouJd coocribute to the cumulative effects of those developed previously.

In sbon, the proposed eRA tClthnique results in the compilation of a CumuJarive

Eff~crs &se/iM with regard to the particular sector under consideration, and this can

subsequently be used 00 plan for further developments on the basis of potential

cumulative effects. Also. in the comc:xt of this study. it is anticipated that additional
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projects over and above those being consideted in this assessmeol: will be proposed in

the fuwre. lbcse projects cou&d be assessed in the same awmer. and information

regarding them added to the existing data set. (It should be DCKOd, however, that

impact scores compiled for eacb project represented existing environmental conditions

at a specific point in time. Also. in calculating projcct·spc:cific impact indices.

VECImpl scores reflected the relative imponao::e of the VEe as compared to the

same VEe in only those project areas init:ially being considered. As a result, some of

me data for several of the initial projc:cts may also bave to be recoUectedladjusled

when adding additional projects to the cumuJative effects baseline).

iill PROJECfS (EWCEA): Select£d developments should then be subject to

individual CDVitoomeotal assessments at the project-leveL These £lAs should address,

not only lbe potential impacts of the individual project (including those on other VECs

DOt considered in the sectoral CEA), but also explicitly consider potential cumulative

effects on a regiooaJ scale. This sbould include any potential indirect. secoDdary and

spatially and temporally extensive impacts. as weU as poftDtial. cwnulative effects

~ting from the incremental or interactive accumulation of the effects of the project

with those of Other past. prescot or reasonably ro~ble activities (including related

and unrelatod developments). POlential impact accumulations at the regional scale

were, to a certain degree, considered through the CEA technique developed and used

in this assessrDem (i.e. by baving paoellists tate the CumDllPre-project State of the
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VEC). However, in some cases there was considerable uocenady~ the type

and exteIIf. of past aDd existing d.isw.rtlrallce in an area. and DO direct consideration

could be given to the porearial imerxtive accumulation of their impacts. Also, ratings

for this eva1uaJion critEria coosideml only past aod existio& sou.n::es of streSS, without

tegard to reasooably foreseeable developments. This was, of course, unavoidable

because most paocllisls would obviously not be aware of, or able to confidenLly

predict. an area's future developmeDt. Tbc impacts of past. present and po~ntial

developmenLS in an area should, however. be identified aDd explicitly considered in

subsequent project-specific EIAs.

At the project level. CEA tedmiques which are designed for use at the

regiooal scale and. if oecessary. can assess interactive impact accumuJatioo sbouId be

used. A beoefit of SEA is lhat in some cases it may reduce or el.iminate the Deed for

ErA at the project: level, limit me scope of projeC:Hpc:culC EIAs to those issues DOt

previously addressed at the strategic level, or at very least, bigblight speciilC areas

which require consideration aDd further swdy in these assessments. Indoed. as

previously suggested. the: CEA teebniquc: used here allowed for the ideDlification of

particular areas requiring further study (i.e. baseline conditions or impact processes).

as weU as areas where interactive impact accumulation is possible. In shon. the

consideration of cumulative effecu at higber-order stages of the decision-making

hierarchy also serves as a preliminary scoping exercise for project-specific BAs. aDd

thus, ensures that tbeir focus is more clearly defined.
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i'f') IMPLEMENTATION: Peod.in& lbeir release from the ElA process. selected

projects could be impIemeoted as required. In cases wbett a projor:t(s) is DOt

pem:UttM to proceed on the basis of me findings of its ElA•• tq)lac::emeI:f: project

sbouJd be selected by considering its por.entia.I comribution to the cumuJa.tive effects of

the set of remaining projects. The selected project sbou1d lben subject to a project.

level EIA.

In summary. the framework discussed above. allhougb relatively simple.

allows for the incorporation of eEA into various stages of the decision-making

process. It facilitates the COOSidentiOD of potential cumulative effects from both a

sectoral and a regional perspective. and therefore eosures that all potential sources and

types of cumulative effects are addzessed in the decision-making process. As a result.

the proposed framework faciliwes an anticipatory and comprebeDsive planning

approach to cumulative effects analysis and .managemelll.

6.5 REMAINING ISSUES AND RECOMMENDATIONS

As indicated throughout. tItis SWdy is. in the conteJ;t of small hydro

development in insular Newfouodland, an attempt: to overcome two of the most

prevalent and significant analytical and administrative impediments to CEA. Various

other issues must also be resolved. however, in order for eEAs and SEAs to be

carried out effectively. This section p~l1tS an overview of these additional analytical
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aDd administtative coosttainls (some of which are cvXleor. in the cooteXt of litis study).

md wbere possible. provides recommendations wbich will assist in resolving them.

6.5.1 ............ aad Mandai<

The lack of a legislative requiremem for CEA bas. as discussed in Chapter

ThIee. also COIlIributed to the apparent failure of most existing BA processes (0

i.ocorporate the coasideration of cumulative enviroomentaJ change. As indicated. the

Newfoundland EA Act contains DO reqWremeOl for CEA. and although the process is

cum:mly under review, even rec;ently proposed reforms (NDOE. 1995) do DOt include

any consideration of cumulative effects. Conscquemly. comprehensive attempts at

CEA in this province have been limited. WhiJe this study could obviously do little to

rectify this siwatiOD. it is recommended that the requimne:Dl: for CEA be explicitly

included in flA legislation.

Partidario (1996a: 39) COOleDds that -iDsufficielX POliricaJ will md

commianem" are also among the most common burien to the implemenwion of

SEA. With very few exceptions (e.g. New ZeaImd. me NetberlaDds and the United

States) most jurisdictions do not yet have a legislated SEA process (Partidario.

1996b). In Canada. a cabinet directive issucd in June 1990 requires mat aU fedenJ.

departments and ageocies apply a mandatory. yet non-legislative. environmenr.a.l

process to policy and programme proposals submitted for cabinet consideration lbat

may have environmental impacts (Doyle and Sadler. 1996; Partidario. 1996b). At me
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provincial level. only NewfoundJaod and Nova Scotia have provisions for policy-level

ElAs (Doyle m;l Sadler, 1996). In Newfouodland. policies. plms and progrmunes

an: included in the definition of tbc term ~undertakiDg•• and thus, require registration

UDder me province's EA Act. For example. five-year management plans for each of

the province's 24 Forest Management Districts requm: registration. although tllese

plans are rarely subject to formal BAs (Cleary. 1995 pers comm). The recently

proposed reforms [Q the province's ElA process (NDOE. 1995) take a profound -step

backward- in the co[Uxt of SEA. however. It is proposed that poUc:ics. plans and

programmes 00 longer be subject to the EA Act bel:au.se -It is neither reasonable nor

practical to apply tile enviroamenr.al assessmem. process to such maaen.· (p. 18).

However. given the fact that effective and timely eEA very often requires

assessments at the strategic leyel, there is an overwhelming need for the introduction

of formalized provisions and requirements for SEA within existing aDd proposed EtA

legislation in all jurisdictioas.

Even in cases where eEA and SEA an: required by law, there is often

consKlerabIe UIJCC:ttaioJy regarding when these assessmems are required. and if so.

often coosiderable disa.g:reeme:at regarding woo is responsible for carrying them OUt.

In tbc case of the CEA for the Alberta Express Pipeline project discussed earlier. for

example. the propoocnt argued that under the CEAA it was not oompeUed [0 conduct

a separate cumulative effects ass~smell/, but merely to consider cumulative effects

within the project's EIA (Dupuis and Hegmann. 1997). It was also argued that eEA



-is not the respoDSibilliy of a single propooent and requires input from regioDal

resource planoers and managers. otbcr incctested srakebolden and laIXIowners

(Priddle et al.• 1996: 97).

Conacber (1994: 349) come:nds that *CEA means tlW, pragmatical.ly, EIA

cannot be UDdertaken by project propooems. They lack me uecessary information and

it is not meir problem. - Indeed. an assessmcm such as that descn1lcd in this thesis

would clearly be beyond the responsibility of iDdividual project proponents. and

would presumably be coDducttd by a higber·level authority (Le. Hydro). Accordingly.

ElA legislation should DOt only include requirements for CEA and SEA. but also

explicitlyoutliDc: the situations wbcre tbese types of assessments are required (or, at

least., whose mandate it is to order such assessments) and woo is responsible for

coaducting tbem.. In Newfouodland. for example. a CEA Committee consisting of

sc)entis(s. managers. planners and stakeholders should be establisbed by the

Environmental Assessment Division to idemify tbose particular regioos or sectors

wbere significant cumuJalive effects are likely. and thus. which require the

consideration of potential cumulative effects within SEAs or projecHpecific

wessmenL<.

6.5.2 IIouDdaries

Cumulative effects and their sources are often characterised by extensive

spatial and temporal dimeosions. and CEAs must therefore consider the spatial and
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fm1pOn.1 aunbutes of bodl the messor(s) ao:1 their effects (Sboemakcr, 1994).

From an analytical perspective. the aecessity of exp&IK1ing the spatial am

temporal bounds of CEA poses difficulties with qard to the ideutificatioo of die

bouD:1aries appropriale to the assessment. and the challettges of woritiDg at such

extensive scales. Defining the boundaries appropriate to a CEA bas proven to be quite

a difficull practice. due in part to an incomplete UDdeI"5Wlding of the str\lCtll.rt: and

dynamics of enviroomcmal systems. and their responses to multiple pertUrbations. Il

is also often difficult to discern the spatial extent of the potential sources of impact

whicb may contribute to cumulative effects, and thus, which requ~ consideration in

the eEA. In geoera.l. attempts at eRA have been more successful. with clearly

bounded systems (such as Lakes or waleJSbeds) than with more open systems (e.g.

estUaries. terrCSlria1 sysr.ems. etc.) (CEARC. 1988b). There is also often considerable

uncertainl:y regarding bow, or to wbat extent. past and prescot projects (e.g. McCold

aDd Saulsbury. 1996) and funue actions (e.g. Rumrill and Canter. 1997) and tbc:ir

impactS should be considered in CEAs. The perceived significaoce of cumulative

effects is also influeDCCd by the scales at wlticb they an: evaluated (Kalff. 1995).

No universally accepted guidelines for me delineation of CEA boundaries have

been proposed in the literature. This is due:. in pan. to the fact that the spatial and

temporal boundaries appropriate to eEA are quite variable, as they are determined by

the nature of the assessment, the [)"pc: and extent of the source{s) of cumulative effects

in question. the nature of the affected environmemal system, and consequently. the
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Iypes of cumulative effects likely to~L Bedford and Preslon (1988: 767).

tberefore. speak of the need to let -tbc problem. derIDe the spatia.I and temporaJ scales

and the variables [0 be studied·. lodeed. most researclaers agree: that CEA requires the

extension of spatial and temporal boundaries to entittly contain the environmental

components of coocem and the human actions Wt in11uence them (Shoemaker. 1994).

In the case of this study. the spatial bounds appropriate to the assessmem were

quite evideltt. It rook a -top-dOWD approach-. assessing the potenria.I cumulative

effects of proposed small hydro devclopmems on a provincial. scale. However. as

indicated. it was extmnely difficult to idcDrify Ibc rcmpora.l dimensioas of the

a.s.sessmeDI: betause of considerable UDCerta.ins:y regudiog which specific small hydro

projects which would be developed in the fuwre. aDd lhw. required consideration in

the assessment. Assigning appropriate spatial and temporal boundaries is likely an

even more diffICUlt exercise when adopting a -bonom.-up· approach to CEA (i.e.

focusing upon a panicular VEe or environmemal system), especially where

inleracrive impact accumulation is likely.

The issue of bowKIaries is also a conmainiDg factor in CEA and SEA from an

administrative perspective. Even if the boundaries appropriate to a particu.Jar CEA

could be easily and accurately defined. the lendeDcy for -administrative

fragmentation- bas traditionally impeded the effective assessment and management of

cumulative effects. This concept is evident with regard to both the environmental

systemS or VECs under consideration, and the sources of impact as well. A landscape
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unit is typically subdivided into a myriad of administrative units; the Island of

Newfoundland (111.590 kID::>. for example, is divided into 19 Economic ZOnes, 18

Forest Management Districts. 47 Moose Management Areas, 17 Canbou Management

Zones, 23 Black Bear Areas. 14 Salmon-Angling Zones, three Trout-Angling Zones

and numerous other often overlapping administrative divisions. The result is a

spatially segregatM management framework, in which ownerow agencies can usually

claim direct or indirect responsibility for any panicuIar resource or area.

In most cases these jurisdictional boundaries artificially transect environmental

systems, and thus, seldom have any pertinence to the spatial characteristics of

environmental effects. 'These discrepancies can therefore impede the assessment, and

particularly the management, of cumulative effects. ~Many times there is a mismatch

between the scales at which enviromnental impacts occur and the scales at which

decisions are made- (Clark. 1994: 321). However, by their very nature it is at

extended spatial and temporal scales that cumulative effects originate and become

evident. Accordingly. the assessment and management of cumulative environmental

change requires a management framework which is more integrative and spatially and

temporally extensive than that which has traditionally been achieved through existing

administrative systems.

More in keeping with this assessment. however. such fragmentation is also

evidem with regard to potential sources of cumulative effectS. As indicated, small·

scale hydro developments in Newfoundland are being proposed by numerous private-
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sector propoDCDlS. and this bas lead to a rather fngmetIed management framework.

This assessmem attmtpted to overcome the limitations of the province's

predominantly project-driven ElA process by cooductiog a CEA at the programme

level. 1be oature of the province's hydroelectric m.anagemem system, however. is

such that the selection of individual sites for development is DOt within the mandate of

a single regulatory authority. As iadicated previously, Newfoundland Power. although

primarily a distributor of electricity. genemes approximately IS percem of the power

it sells, and indeed, is lbe propooem for the proposed Rose Blanche Brook: project

considered in this study. As a result, the consideration of pocential cumulative effects

in programme planning by Hydro would DOt oeccssarily include the potential impacts

of all such projects becaU5C Newfoundland Power is able to proceed with the

developmem of hydro sites for which it holds water rigbls. indepeDdent.1y of Hydro's

review and selection process. This issue is even further compounded by the fact tbat.

as a result of the ameod.meDlS made to the Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro Act

(1975) and other relevam legislation in early 1996. Hydro DO longer bas the exc.lwive

right to undeveloped sites on the Island. Thus. with regard to the approximately 180

MW requim1 for the proposed Voisey's Bay smelter and refmery, for example.

although a decision has yet to be made regarding which specific sites will be

developed, tbe Voisey's Bay Nickel Company Ltd. may chose to purchase its power

from Hydro. construct its own generator at the site, or even select a proposal directly

from the private sector. In sholt. while conducting an assessment at the programme
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level can theoretically serve to alleviate the Limilations of the projcct·spec:ific nawre of

the ElA process in the context of cumulative effects, the effectiveoes.s of such an

assessment (and subsequent planning) is clearly dependent upon the eltisteocc: of a

single. comprehensive and integrated management system and planning process.

6.5.3 Thresholds and Goals

While each of the concepts discussed above have inhibited the effective

assessment and management of cumulative effects. several factors have also

constrained their evaluation. The necessity of determining the significance of

environmental impacts has also long been recognized in EIA. Two related concepts

are relevant to, and pose difficulties in. the evaluation of cumulative effects· from a

scientific perspective. the concept of carrying capacity or system thresholds. and from

a socielal perspective. me concept of values or goals.

A thresbold is defined as:

[A] maximum or minimum number. or some other value. for an
environmental impact or resource use whicb. if exceeded, causes that
impact or use to take on ocw importance (Haug et aI., 1984: 18).

In theory. cumulative effects become evidenJ: only when the accumulation of

individually insignificant effects cross some threshold (Dicken and Tuttle, 1985). In

short, although the impact of a single action may be considered oegligible (due [()

ability of the environmental system in question to assimilate it>, it is when cumulative

effects resulting from multiple sources of penurbation exceed some lhreshold that they
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become evident or significant.

Tbe overall resilience or sensitivity of a resource or eovi.romDeJJta1 system is

the product of its DatUn..I Slate, its cooditioo. as a result of the impaas of past or

prescot aDlhropogenic d.isnubaJxes. or a combination of these factors. For example. a

Black Bear population may be in an unbcalthy state despite a lack of adjacent

anthropogenic activity due to a particularly barsb winter and subsequent lack of spring

forage. Similarly. a Caribou herd may be very near a threshold siwation at a

particular point in time as a result of the overall impact of multiple human

developments within its range. In both cases, even a slight increase in the amount of

stress (due to the addition of aootber anthropogenic disturbance) may cause a

ttuubold to be exceeded. and thus. bring about poteDtiaUy significanJ: cumulative

effects.

Thresholds. therefore. provide the ·yardstick~ against which the significance:

of cumulative effects can be detenniDed. Accordingly, an understanding of tbem. is

vital to the evaluation and managemem of azmulative effects. When threshold levels

are known in advance. measumi caD be taken to ensure that the carrying capacity of a

system is DO( exceeded lhrougb the proactive managemem: of cumulative effects.

Predicting and defining system. Ulresholds in CEA bas. bowever. proven to be an

extremely difficult exercise (USNRC, 1986; Mains, 1987; Peterson ct aI., 1987;

Preston and Bedford. 1988; Damman ct aI., 1995; Keith. 1995). This is due, at least

in part, to an iocomplete knowledge regarding the ability of cnvironmemal systems lO
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assimilaJe multiple perturbations. As such. there is often widesp[t:l(l debate and

controversy amoog members of the sciemific COIDIIltlnity wben an attempt is made to

set a caunerical thresbold limit (DK:kert aDd TunJe, 1985). Set values for some

enviromnenW parameterS do exist (e.g. lie or water quality standards). but the more

intangI'blc thresbolds for most other enviroometlb1 compoDeD15 (such as wildlife

resources or fish populations) have thus far eluded quantification. Witbout an

uoderstanding of these thresholds, however. it is difficult to sciemifically evaluate the

significance of cumulative effects.

While the carrying capacities of environmental systems provide the basis for

the scientific evaluation of cumulative effects. it is also oecessary to appraise them in

relation to social values and subsequent: managemem objectives. For example. to what

extent can a forest ecosystem be degraded by timber harvesting, road coDSttUCtion.

silvicultunl. activities. tIC. before the cumulative effects of these actions is deemed

socially unaccepcable? Numerous authors have DOted the imponancc of goals in the:

evaluation of aunulative effects (e.g. Salwasser and Samson. 1985; Munroe, 1986:

~tt. 1987; Preston and Bedford. 1988). For example, Horak et aI. (1983: IS) stale

that -the ultimate: significaDce and meaning of cumulative impacts rests against some

'ideal' environment or state...• Lee aod Gosselink (1988: 592) contend that lhe

"identification and developmenl of commonly beld social and political landscape

management values or goals is central to the problem of cumulative impact

assessmem.• Similarly. Gosseliok et aL (1990: 590) state that "If cumulative impacts
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an: to be managed. the decision aJ: an individual site will have to be governed by

earlier decisions made about the allowable exteDl: of modiflCatioD of the wOOk

IaDdsc:ape unit- _In short. effective CEA~ explicitly defined goals and

objectives; an indication of the -limits of acccpuble chaDgc- apiDsr: which the

aceepubili[y of poccntial cumlllative effects can be judged., and upon which

subsequent planni.og can be based.

However. the developmenr: and articulation of explicit goals and objectives for

regional resource planning is rate. Funber compounding this problem is the fact that

societal goals an: often somewhat ambiguous, and are often quite variable among and

between groups, as well as over time and space. Roots (1986: 158) warm against the

-teodeDcy to homogenize society-. and maiDlaini llw effective CEA must be capable

of ac:counting for these variariODS. Several authors have commeurod upon the

difficulty of determining and defining goals in the: conreXl of CEA (e.g. Munroe.

1986; Roots. 1986; 8ardecki. (990), and as argued by Gosselink and Lee (1987). the

c:stablishmeot of goals may be the IDOSl: difficult process in the evaluation and

management of aunulative effects.

In summary. in order for the consideration of poleOtial cumulative

environmcmaI change to become integrated into the planning process. tbere is an

overwbelming need for explicit environmental thresholds, societal goals. and

subsequent management objectives. While this is adminedly a difficult wk. without a

set of criteria against which potential cumulative effects can be evaluated. the results
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of asscssme:ms such as this ooe are of limited prac:ticaI utility.

6.5.4W.......... Il<q...........

Fmally. most of the factors discussed above are either the result of. or are

fwtber enhaoced by. a Lack: of information regarding complex envirom:oenr.a1 systems

and their respoDSCS to single and multiple pertUrbations. existing environmental

COoditiODS. and poteDtia.l soun:es of cumulative environmental change.

The sheer complexicy of environmental systems and the processes by which

impacts accumulale bas lead to a high degree of uncertain[y in the field of eEA. In

many cases the information required to predetermine system thresholds, to set

appropriate spatial and temporal bouDdaries. and to effectively predict cumulative

effects is simply DOl: available. While the amQUDl and type: of infonnation required is

obviously determined by the IWUre of the particular assessment (i.e. specifIc projects

and VECs being coosiden:d. types of impact accumuJ..a.tion aod cumulative effects.

etC.), then: is a general need for further research cooceming the: SlI'UCtUn1 and

fuDctiooal aspects of complex enviroameD1al systems and tbeir responses to

perturbatioD(s) (particu.I.a.rly the DOlt-linear accumulation of the impacts of multiple

sources of stress on a regional scale). This, in turD, brings about the need for the

development and refinement of eEA methodologies which are able to accurately

predict such impacts. while at lhe same time are practical and useable. and yield

information which is understandable and useful in the decision-making process.
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There is also often a need for more and higber quality baseliDe data and better

iDter.-ageocy cooperation and information-slwing. In the case of this study. for

example. several areas, VECs and projec:tIVEC combinatiom which require a more

thorough understanding of die baseline were identified (e.g. waterfowl habitat in

insular Newfoundland). Also, there was often coDSiderable wx:ertainry regarding the

preseoceJabseoce, l)'pe and extent of past and existing anthropogenic: activities in

several of the project areas. T'bere is thus also a need for more comprehensive

inventories of past and existing projects and activities in order [0 ensure that the

impacts of these developmentS are given adequate consideration in the assessment and

managelDem of cumulative effects.

With regard to poteatial impact soun:cs, it was 00fed earlier that it proved

very difficult to determine whicb particu.lar small hydro projects were likely to be

developed in insular Newfouodland in the funu'e. ODe reason why programmatic E1As

are DOt conducted more frequently is that programme decisions and policy directions

are often variable over time. making it quite difficult to identify what constionts the

programme (Ortolano and Shepherd. 1995). At the time that this study was initiated.

small-scale hydro appeared to be the preferred energy alternative in insular

Newfoundland. However, even before this CEA was completed. and indeed. even

before projects selected for the 1992 RFP were commissiooed, Hydro appareDtly

revised this policy direction to include other geoeration alternatives as weU (e.g.

tbennal and wind power, etc.).
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Also, because project summaries could be obWDcd for only those projects

which bad previously been registered WKIer the EA Aa. projects that had yet to be

registered at the time that this study was initiated could oat be considr:mf. Projects

lhu were exempl: from~Q could also DOl: be included. despite the fact that

they may be developed in me fwu.re. am thus, may coottibute lO polemially

significant cumulative effects. Indeed. these factors resulted in four projects having to

be dropped from consideration in the assessment. The inability to obtain information

regarding individual projects until such time as they I.R subject 10 project·level ElAs

severely compromises the utility of the proposed CEA technique and tbe resulting dara

to a comprehensive planning approach to eEA. More specifically. CEA thaI can

cocsider only those projec:ts lIlat bave been subject to project-level EIAs is neither

~all-inclusive· nor ·proactive-. Accordingly, specific proposals must be made

available fOT review and assessmeot prior to the selection of lbose particular projects

lhal will be developed. Only then can poteotia.l cumulative effects be dealt with in an

anticipatory manner, and thus, more effectively considered in dccision-mahng.

6.' CONCLUSIONS

Recent years have indeed seen a growing awareness of. and interest in, the

potential cumulative effects of multiple human developmcats on a regiooal scale.

Comprehensive attempts at the assessment, evaluation and managemem of cumulative

enviroomental change have. however. been limited due to various analytical and
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administrative factors. This study represents an attempt 10 overcome twO of the: most

significant of these factors in the conrext of small-scale bydroelectric deveJopmem in

insular Newfoundland. As iDdicaJcd in the preceding section. however. a series of

further issues need to be addressed (Q emure that cumulative environmental change is

given adequa1e COnsideratiOD in the impact assc:ssmem: and overall dc:c:isioo-making

pnx=cs.

Various COmmenl$ received by expen. panellists throughout the course of lhis

study indicate that scientists, managers and stakeholders alike recognize the necessity

of assessing and managing cumulative effects in Newfoundland despite lhe apparent

lack of a means, mandate aDd legislative requ.iremenl to do so. Consider, for

CltlI11P1e, the following statetneots:

Each individual development: will geocrally have a relatively sm.all
impact on a localized aRa. However. there is a rut danger that we will
be nicUlkd and dimed to the poiDl where cumulative effects become
signiilCaIJl. An oW! erovip:w Iand-use plan is very accessary.

The greateSt issue thai: goes unaddressed is tbat of cu.muWive
effects. __ Furthermore. the broad policy issue of eoergy alternatives (i.e.
ODe mega project VI. rumerous nm-of-rivers) was never subject: to an
enviroDIDental or public review.

The slow accumulation of buman impact over the long-term is
cumulative and grearer than lhe sum of the effects of small projects or
clisIUptions taken in isolation. In lbe past 25 yean the La PoUe Caribou
Herd has been affected by the Burgeo Road. the Hope Brook: Gold
Mine. and increased cabin development and soowmobile traffic. These
have all collectively m;fuced habitat availability and influenced
migration patterns.
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FurbearerslSma.ll Mammals are DOt likely to be significanr.l.y affected by
a relatively small project such as this. Tbe effect of !111m. bowever. is
another issue.

With logging activity. traosmission tiDes. logging roads. etc. preseotly
affecting the Bucbans Plateau Caribou Herd. even a relatively small
developmenl such as Star Lake may be the straw mat~ lbe
camel's back.

As indicated in these comme:ws, paneUists recognized that small hydro developme1llS

in insular Newfoundland may potentially result in signiflcam cumulative effects on a

provincial scale, as well as on a regional scale through the accumulation of the

impacts of individual projects with those of unrelated activities. Participanls also

recognized that the consideration of cumulative effecu is best achieved through

comprehensive and anticipatory resource managemem and planning.

Given the current degr= of ime~ in aunuJative effects. and the recognition

of the need to assess and manage such impacts in NewfouodlaDd, the incorporation of

CEA inlo the proviDce's impact assessment and resource managemem and pI.umi.ng

processes is dearly justified and oecessary. Tbe methodology developed in this stUdy.

and its utilization in the COOleXt of small·scale bydro development on the Island.

represenlS a tim step in the assessment of me poremial cumulative effectS of multiple

buman developments in Newfoundland.
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De..--;

My oame is Steve: 8om::IcU. aDd I am a Graduate SOJdeut (Maslen) with me
Departmem of Geography. Memorial University of N"ewfoundlaod. My reseucb
focuses on the pcxenIia.I enviroameDra1 effeas of proposed small-scaJe hydroelectric
developmems in NewfoundlaDd. More specifically. I am aaanpting to gather opinions
on !he potemi.a.I enviroo:mental impacts of these projects through lbc use of an expert
panol.

There bas been increased inrerest in the: development of sma.I.I-scale hydro facilities in
Ncwfouodland since 1990. In 1992. Newfound1&Dd and Labrador Hydro called for
proposals for the supply of up to SO Mega Watts (MW) of electricity to be supplied
by the private sector. While most proposed hydro facilities in NewfoundlaDd are
subject to environmetUa1 assessmen1S. in eacb case projeclS are assessed on an
individual basis, with no consideration given to the overall cumulad.,1! effccts of the
group of projects on the environmeot of die province as a whole. Accordingly. my
research considers the degree to which a ownber of proposed small hydro projccLS in
Newfoundland will pcxemially affect a set of Valued EIIl'irotun~1UIJJ OJmp(}ftents
(VEe,).

To achieve lhis, I am. attempting to assemble an expert. panel to commeD! upon the
potential environmental impacts of these projects. (See aaacbed docuIncm - Figure I
shows lbe locations of the 12 projects wbich will be coasK1em:l. Table 1 shows me set
of VECs which will be consKJercd). Given your expertise regarding ODe or more of
the target VECs. I am writing to ask: for your participatioo. in the study as an expert.
paoeUist.

If you agree to participate, you are asked to indicate those ·projectIVEC
combinations" for wbich you feel capable of commentiDg on with respect [0 potential
environmental impacts, and [0 mum the enclosed PruJdlist III/orJlUllUm Fonn in the
enclosed stamped, addressed envelope. Upon receipt of this information. [ will
forward a structured qucstioooaire in which you will be asked [0 rate the potential
impact of those projects and VECs indicated on the basis of a set of specified. criteria.

Once completed. the respoases of the panel as a whole will be compiled. and a second
round questionnaire will be formulated and distributed to you. In this round, you will
be provided with a statistical summary of the group respoose, and in light of lhis.
given the opportunity to reevaluate your .:esponse. You will be asked to once again
return the completed questionnaire. The purpose of this procedure is to aatmpt [0

reach a consensus by panellists on the significance of potential impacts.
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The procedure will require \/tty Little of your time. Please be assured that SIIt.iIIDdill
p( ap =rI!f:I' agel M rt1Jr'=rI will • all tjmrs. bs; W ip ths 5b1sIgt of
~ aDd only tile group respoose will be presented in my thesis. Your
coopention and participation in this exercise wouJd be very much apprttiated.
Indeed. your expertise is essem::ia.I to the successful completion of lhis study.

I would appreciate it if you would complete aDd return the attached materials within
ODC week of receiving them. (PLEASE RETURN ALL MATERlALS EVEN IF
YOU DO NOT AGREE TO PARTICIPATE IN THE STUDY). If you have any
questions or commems concerning the study. please feel free to contact me. or my
supervisor. Dr. Keith Storey. Thank you in advance for your cooperation. and I look:
forward to bearing from. you soon.

S~lyYoun;

S'teve-'&nnell .
M.A. Candidate
Department of Geography
Memorial University of NewfOUDdlaod
St. John's. NF. Canada AlB JX9
Tel. (709) 737-8998/7417
Fax. (109) 137-3119
Email~.rj~ul)JPJl.cs.nwn_ca

//-
Dr. Keith Storey Ii
Tel (709) 731-8981
Email.Jc.uony@morgan.ucs.nwn.ca



SMALL HYDRO CUMULATIVE EFFECTS STUDY

PaneUist rnjomuztion Form

Name:

Fax:

Email:

Please iDdicate below wbdbtr yoo would be williD& to participate ill this
study as aD expa1 paDdlist:

_ YES I would be inuruted in panicipaling in this study.

NO I am unabk/urrwilling co pamdpau in this study.

m
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Please take a moment DOW to iDd.icare any other individuals who. in youe opinion,
may be qualified to participate in this study.

NAME AFFILIATION ADDRESS
TELEPHONE' / EMAIL

• If you have agreed to participate in the study, thank you
Cor your cooperation, and please continue.

• If you are unable or unwilling to participate, thank you for
your time. Please return this Corm. in the enclosed envelope.
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TbaDk you lor 8p'f.CiDc to tab part ill this study! Please refer to Table 1. Each
cell of lht matrix c:onapoods to a particular VEe. for a specific small hydro project.
To participate in this study it is DO( cssentia.I lbat you be familiar with all or any of
the proposed projects. but rather that if provided with project summaries, your
knowledge of partic:ulu VECs in Wl area would allow you to comment on potenriaJ
environ.mental impacls.

• For those VECs for wbidl you baTe expertise:

o Pkas~ mtut an X in rhos#! celis corrBpOfJding to projects wilh which
you aTe familiar and feel oble to comment on regarding pou1llia1
impacts.

o Figure 1 shows tM locations of ear:h of1M /2 projeers. Of the

proji!ets with which you art! unfamiliar. please m4rlc an 0 in those cells
for which you havt a lawwkdge of tIlL VEe in the area and thus.
would bI! copablt! Of commenting upon impacts ifprovidLd with project
summaries.

o Pkosl! mart N/A in those ulls when youful that ehL YEe is 1IDl
preselU in the project area.

For example. if your area of expertise is caribou in NewfouodlaDd. and you are
familiar widl the Gari.a Bay project. please place an X in the cell located at column 1.
row 7. Also. if you are unfamiliar with !:be Lady Pood project. but have some
knowledge of caribou in the project area, pLease place an 0 in the cell located at
column 3, row 1. Finally, if you feellhat canbou are DO( pfe$eDI in the Northwest
River project area, please mart NIA at column S. row 7. Please fill in any cells
whicb correspood to projectIVEC combinations which you feel capable of
commeatiDg on with respect to potential impacts.

Thank you for agreeing to panicipate in this study. Please retUrn the completed form
in the enclosed envelope wilhin one week.

S~rely~urs;

Steve'"HonneU
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Dear-;

Tba.nk. you for agreeing [Q participate in my s..Jl B]dro 0utuUIIt:iH EJrYirrHurtmlDl
E./ftcJs SbuI1 as an expert panellist. Your cooperation will help to ensure the success
of this research.

As indicated in my earlier correspondence. you are asked to rate the potenlial
cnviromneDtal impactS of those small hydro projectlValued Environmental Component
(VEe) combinations for which you have indicated an ability to do so. Please flDd
enclosed the foUowing documen1s;

• Doaameot A: Briqproject summaries for stka~ smail hydro projtet(s).

• Doc:umeot B: Criltria upon which you art QS/wl to rau poltnriaJ impacts.

• Documeat C: The~n. cOlllDining a quntion shut for each of
thoSl! proj«tIVEC combinariOfl$ which yOll idnr1ified prmowly.

Please DOte that most of the enclosed material is simply background information on
project(s) identified and impact evaluation ailCria to aid you in commenting upon
polential impacts; the questionnaire itself (I)ocument C) is quite short, and will
require little time to complete. Please oote also that the number of projects and VECs
being considered have been reduced; eight projects (See Document A) and eight
VECs (See Document C) remain under conside~tioo. Thus, the number of
projectIVEC combinations which you are asked to comment upon may be
considerably less than that which you initially identified.

PaoeUisls are remioded that it is the objective of this stUdy to gaJ:ber the~
~cses of a group of expens 00 the potemial impacts of these projects.
Accordingly. I would ask that. your responses be your own, and that you do DOl
discuss your respoDSCS with anyone. Also, the projects being coosidel'ed are at various
stages of the envirom:nema.t as.sessmenl: process; thus, to keep -aJllhillgs ~-.
please live youc impact ratings without regard tQ proposed or possible impact
mitigatiQn measures r.

Again. please be assured that the idmtity q{ aU Dewilde pd their ipdjyidua!
rgmgag will II aU times.. be kspt ip the srktpt or mpfldspq Please retain
Documents A and B for future refereo::e. Please return the completed questiQanaire
(Document C) in the eoclosed envelope at your earliest conven.ieoce.
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If you have any questioos or COmDIems CODCCming the swdy. please feel free to
toDlaC( QIC. Thank you COl" your cooperation and for your iDIerest in my srudy. and I
look: forward to be:ariD& &om you soon.

Sincerely Yows;

;
.SleYe BonDeD
Department of GeogIapby
Memorial University of Newfoundland
Tel. (709) 737-8998n417
Fax. (109) 737-3119
Email.sjb@europa.cs.nwn.ca
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DOCUMENT A: Small Hydro Projrct Summaries

Please find euclosed brief project .summaries aod maps roc project(s) which you
have indicated an ability to COIllJOCU on. 1be following are terms used in relatioo
to small hydro project compooents:

o Dam: A stnu::t'Jln buill across a river to cnar~ an impoundmoU aua
for storing waur.

o Diftr'Sioa Weir: If weir creatal for diwrring jluw from 1M warer
cour:s~ into a power conduit or canal.

o Headpood/ReserToir: An anificiJZ1laJce in/a which warer flows and is
stored for future use.

o Intake Structure: A device used to CO~ flows from the ~ral
c!lanNl to the pmstodclpawET canal.

o IDten:oIlDeCtioa: The means I:1y which~r geMraud by IN facility is
conn«red to the Ulilily grid system.

o Peostock: A p~liM conwying waur from the MUter iruak4 101M
~rlwust! turbiMs.

o Power- Caa.aI: An ~n CtJJUJ1 which carries water 10 1M ~rlrou.u.

o Potftl'houtt: A st'rJICfUn Iwusing the generarillg unirs and ehL
~l1aininginslalJoriOftS.

o ilwM)f-ri't'tr' plant: A ~lop1fWlJ with link or no pondage regldatiotl.
such that 1M fJtJWr OUlpUl varies with the jhlJ:twJtions in stnamflow.

o Spillway: A strvenlTe tUsign«l to pa.u flows largeT chon can be used for
hydroekctric gt!MTOJion.

o Tailrace: A canal which carnes warer from the powerhouse txu:k to the
watercourse.



1) Garia Bay (NW Brook)

2) NW Arm Brook (Connoire Bay)

3) NW River

4) RattIe Brook

5) Rose Blanche Brook

6) SW River

7) Star Lake

8) Torrent River
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GARlA BAYINORl'HWEST BROOK (15 MW)

• LOCATION: South coast of Newfound1aId; on the Northwest Brook:· Garia Bay,
approximately 13 bn northeast of Rose Blanche.

• PHYSICAL FEATURES.

o Access: Access for both construction and operation of the development would be
via water from Rose Blanche [() a wharf to be located near the bead of Garia Bay. A
10 kIn long site road would exteod from the wharf [Q access the powerhouse.
coosuuction camp and tbe beadpood ~. with a bridge spanning Northwest Brook
downstream from Ihe powerhouse.

o Dam: Northwest Brook: would be dammed by a roUer compacted concrete
structure, to be located approximately 3 kIn upstream. from Garia Bay. The proposed
damlspillway would be approximately 500 m in leDgtb. (dam: 400 m, spillway: 100 m)
with a maximum height of approximately 30 m. The uncootrolled overflow spillway
would discharge excess river flows directly into the existing riverbed.

o Headpond: The proposed dam/spillway would form a beadpood extending about
1.51an upstream and providing approximately 14.7 million rri of water storage. The
beadpood would have a surface area of 18 ha at low supply level and 115 ba at full
supply level.

o Intake Structure & Power 1'unDd: Water for power geDCration would be drawn
from the beadpood through a concrete intake strUCture extending lO the power tunnel's
vertical shaft through a buried 3.8 m diameter steel pipe. This pipe would also be
used as a temporary river diversion during construction of the damlspillway. The
intake structure would be incorporated within the darofspillway structUre, and would
be equipped with an inclined 0'llShrac1t, fishscrcen, bu1kbead and service gates. A
2430 m long power tunnel (3 m wide by 3 m high) would extend along the east side
of lhe valley, from the powerhouse to a 3.35 m diameter vertical shaft raising 140 m
up to the intake structure.

o Powerhouse: A coocrete powerhouse structure (approximately 20 m long by 10 m
wide and 15 m high) would be siwated on the left bank of the river, approximately
700 m upstream from Garia Bay. It would incorporate one 14 MW turbine-generator
unit and one 1 MW unit. A fenced substation would be located on the roof of the
powerhouse to convert the generated voltage to 66 ltV.
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o Inten:onnection: Power from the development would be delivered to the existing
Long Lake Terminal Station via a 32 ran long, double wood pole transmission line.

• CONSTRUCTION & OPERATION: Construction of the planl would be staged
over three constIuCtiOD seasons. A construction camp to accommodate up to 50-75
persota would be erected near the shore of Garia Bay. Coocrete aggregates required
to CODSttUCt the damlspillway would be derived from a quarry to be located within the
proposed headpood area. The facility would operate as a ron-of·river plant during
periods of low flow. with limited regulation of discharge. Energy production would
be curtailed once the beadpond reaches the low supply level (about 4 m below the full
supply level). until the pond has recharged sufficiently.

SOURCES.: (;energy lDl:. (1991).~ Parmaat to SectilID 6ottbl! ~,IIItIJ..u-mt
Ao:t fartbe ProposrdGaria Bar Powa' o.e.~ la tbeDlltrktofLa PolIe,
N.,wfOUDdlaDd. Revised De<:ember 2. 1991.; GePefI)' Inc. (1996). Gariro Bay Power
DorrdoplMJd: UpdMed Project Ib:ripdoa (luly Uf, 1996).
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DOCUMENT B: Criteria for the Evaluatioo of Impacts

• For each projectJVEC combination, you are asked to rate the
potential impact on the basis of the foDowing evaluation criteria:

Impact Probability: AD -... of ... probabmty (In percent> that ...
VEe in question will be affected by tile proposed small hydro deTeIopmeut.

Impact Magnitude: AD -... 01 ... decree 01 impact.

Sc:on: ......... DdInItioo

Neglig:ible A change to the VEe that is iodistinguishable from
natural variation.

A reversible change to the VEe's oorma.l or baseline
Minor condition, usually restricted to a panicular facet of the

environment. The fundamental integrity of the VEe is
not threatened.

A reversible change to the VEe's normal or baseline
Moderate condition. wilh a medium. probability of second order

effects on other environmental components. The
fundamental integrity of the VEC(s) is oot tllrearened.

An irreversible change to the VEe's normal or baseline
MiUor condition, with a high probability of .second order

effects on other environmental components. Tbe
fundamental integrity of the affected VEC(s) is
<breatened.
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Spatial Extent: An-.of the .............,. _ to _ the VEC
wiD be affected.

Site Effect will be confiDed to tbc project development area.

Local Effect will be coDfiDed to the project area and
immediate envirooment.

Regiooal Effect will occuc within and beyond. the developmem
area and immediate enviroDJDent. affcctiDg a defined
territory surrounding tbc: proposed development.

ProYilldal Effect will occur across the province.

Temporal Duration: An-.of the time period for "bleb the VEC
will be affetUd.

Short-term Effect may penist less thaD two years from the onset
of disturbaDce.

Medium-term Effect may persist from two to less than five years
fnxn die 0DSd: of diso1rbaDcc.

l.oD&-tenD Effect may penist from five to less than len years
from the onset of disnubance.

ProIoDced Effect may persist ten yean: or more from the onset
ofd.i.snubaDce.

VEe Importance: The aIIIi!s Un........ of the VEC (coosiderinl bo<b
its dina llIId iNJinct import.aDce):

o Its importance compared wid!~ in the same project area"
il) Its importance compared with the~ in other project mas.



Curreut State of VEC: no _ coadltioo 01 the VEC. or its coadltioo
d_ to the impacts 01 otba" past or pnsmt bumaD actiYities.

ResiIlaJt VEe is quite resilient to impact, due to its natural
coDdition and/or the lack of other adjacent human
activities.

Low VEe bas a low susceptibility to impact, due to its
SeasitiYity Il&tW'a1 condition and/or the impacts of other adjacent

bumanaetivities.

Medium VEe is moderately suscepllble to impact, due to its
SeosiI:mt:)' Il&tW'a1 coDdition and/or die impacts of Olber adjac:cu

human activities.

IIfeb VEe is highly susceptible to impact. due to its OlturaI
Seasitirity coodition and/or the impacts of other adjaceor. human

activities.

Rationale/Comments: For each rating (or series 01 ratings), you are
invited to live a brief SUIIlJDIrY or the ratioDaIe for your respoose(s).



DOCUMENT c: QuestiooDaire

Please flnd enclosed question sheets for each of those projectIVEC
combinations which you indicated an ability to comment upon with
regard to potential environmental impacts. For each question sheet.
please circle the number which correspoDds to your best estimate
for each of the impact evaluation criteria.

A project may affect a VEe to varying degrees over space (eg. an
impact may be mtJjor in one part of the affected area. but only
mincr in another). over time (eg. an impact may be trIOtkrate in the
project constrUCtion period, but MgligibJe in the operation period),
and/or. where applicable. within a YEe cautory (ego oae species
of taptors may be more se~ly affected than another). Please
assign impact BUngs wbich reflect the~ level of impact
likely.

If, in your opinion, the VEe in question is oot present in the
project. area and thus. will DOt be affected. please circle 0% under
'Impact ProbtJbiliry' aDd disregard the remaining questions on that.......

Please complete and return om tbh doqupmt
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VECs UNDER CONSIDERATION

The rollowla& eIabt VECs ....- arrecled by smaIJ bydro
denIopmeats ill Newf'ouacllaDd IIl'e beiDa~ in tbis-,

• Wtller Resources

• Fish Resources

• BlJpton

• WoJe!fowVMigraJory Birds

• Caribou

• Moose

• FurlJeann/Sma/l MammtJIs

• Hisrori.c Resources
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Thank you for participating in Rouod 1 of this study_The following will allow me to
learn more abou1 the prior kDowledge of expert paoellists regard.iDa the small hydro
projects under cousidcnJ:ion. Again, please be assured daat the idsgti!y gf ell 2'Rd'id'
aed their lpdhid.... MPf"Y'!riII at II tIgp. be Ipsid ip 'hcs strIst'l' gtmpftdIiIIFs

1) Please Indicate your 1e't't1 of kDowledae of each of t:bose projects you ban
COIDIDeDttd upon prior to rudYinc this questioDDaire: (circle oaly ODe

respoase ror each):

A: Acriwly inlJOMd in Environmmrai Assa.rment ofproject
B: Familiar with project
C: Unfamiliar with project

Gorla BayINW _
A B C -- A B C....

NWAmI_ A B C -- A B C
Coaaalr< Bay
N.......... _

A B C SWLake A B C1t2llIe_
A B C TorrmtRlTfJ" A B C

%) Any additional COIIlIDeIIts wbkb. you may ban are welcome:

Again, thank you ror your cooperatioD. I will rorward a summary or
the results to you (in whicb you will be given the opportunity to
reevaluate your respCloses in Iigbt or the group respooses) ooce aU
Round 1 questionnaires bave been received.



Appendix C

SAMPLE ROUND TWO QUESTIONNAIRE PACKAGE
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Dear-;

Thank you for your participation in Round 1 of my SmtIJl H]dro CIurwlDtiH
EtarirolUllDltlJl Effects SIIId1. Paoellist response thus far bas been cxceptiooaJ.. and
the results are most eocouragiDg. Your com:imJcd paIticipatioo would be very much
appreciau:d. and indeed. is esKn1ial to me succ:essfuJ completion of this stUdy.

Please find em::loscd your Round 2 questionnaire. 10 litis round you are invited to
reevaluate your Round 1 respooses in ligbJ: of the commemsIruiooales given by lXhcr
expert panellists in relation to their respoDSCS. I bave also ioc:luded a brief set of
assumptions and furtber instructions which I would also like you to consider wben
formulating your Round 2 impact ratings.

Please oote. this rot1Dd will require much less of your time to complete lban did the
original questionnaire. Again. please be assured that the Idcptlty of all ren;'. pd
their indjyjdual mpopas will at au !imp. be bsld ip the strk:tcst of oontldmq.
If you have any questiocs or commeDtS concerning the swdy. please feel free to
contact me. Please complete and return the Round 2 questionnaire in the enclosed
envelope at your earliest convenieoce (preferably within ODe week: of receiving it).

In anticipation of your cooti.nlJed participation, thank. you. I look forward to bearing
from you SOOD.

Sincerely Yours;

Steve"uonneu
_ of Geography

Memorial University of NewfOWldland
Tel. (709) 737·8998n417
Fax. (709) 737-3119
Email. sjb@turopa.cs.ntIUI.CJl
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ASSUMPTIONS & INSTRUcnONS FOR ROUND 2

In formu.1aIiPg your Round 2 ratings, you are asked to comider the foUowing:

• Impact MitipIioD: In Round 1 you wete asked to disregard any proposed or
possible impact mitigation measures. It is assumed. however, that die propooeIl1

will adbete to any applicable laws 01" rqularioos: tberefore, impact ratings should
be based upon this assumption. Where impact mitigarion is • iooorpon.ted into
the iIWiI! project design. or falls outside of existing regulations, you are asked to
sIiI!::sIId such measures in rating potential impacts.

• Temporal DuratioD: This refers. DOt to the number of years over whicb the
disturbaDce itself will occur. but the time it will take for the VEe, once affected.
to return to its ·pre~project· state.

• VEe ImportaDce: Panellists are reminded that VEe lmponance should be
rated on the basis of~ direct and indirect impon~e.

• CUI'ftDf. State or the VEe: This refers to tbe Pre·projea stau of the VEe.
wtucb in pan determines its vu.1Derability to increased sttess. For example. a
VEe which is in a naturally healthy state and is located in a pristine environment
may be somewhat ruiliefll lO the effects of a small hydro project. Convenc:ly. a
VEe which is already in a naturally u.nbea1thy state and/or is being affected by
other human activities may be paIticularly vulnerable to further suess. aDd thus in
a sursitiw StlJu.

• As noted in Round 1. a project may affect a VEe to varying degrees over
space (eg. an impact may be major in ooe pan of the affected uea but minor in
another). over time (ea. an impact may be moderate in the col1Stl'UCtion period
but negligible during project operation). aDdIOt. where applicable, within a VEe
category (eg. one species of captors may be more severely affected thar anomer).
Panellisrs arc reminded thar impact ratings sbouJd renccr rile~ level of
impact likely.

• Finally. rhose paneUisrs commenting upon potenrial effecu on Watt,. ReSOUTCtS

sbould DOte thar~ water quaDtity and quality should be considered.
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ROUND Z QUESTIONNAIRE

Please fiDeI eoclosed your Round 2 questionnaire.

• CoIUIDD 1 gives your Round 1 respooses;

• CoIuam. J gives a brief summary of commDrlS1rotiONJks given by paoc:llists in
relation to their impact ratings (wbete such COIIUDCDlS were provided). These are
imeDded only to give you an indication of the factors being COQS~ by other
experts in evaluating poteDlial impacts; you me choose to consider them in
formulating your Round 2 responses. It is n:cognized that:

o The comments may DOl be a comprehensive list of all factors
which sbould be considered in rating potential impacts;

o Where several commeOlS are given. they may in fact conflict;

o You may agree or disagree with some or aU of the comments
given. If you question (or are unsure of) the validity and/or
applicability of a panicu1ar comment, please disregard i[ wben
formulating your R.ound 2 response. (Please feel free to commenr.
further on any of the commmuJrarionaJu provided).

• Please formulate your Round 2 response based upon the assumptioas aDd
further insauctioos given earlier. and the comments given in column 3. Record
your Round 2 respome in column 4 Si'f'P if "W'g"" from Rgupd J

Please complde aDd rdurD !HIb: this document.



VECs UNDER CONSIDERATION

• WattT Resources

• Fish Rtsources

• RDptors

• WtJterjowllMigrrJlOry Birds

• Caribou

• Moose

• FurlJearers/SmDIJ Mammals

• Historic Resources
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AppeocIb: D

SAMPLE ROUND THREE QUESrlONNAIRE PACKAGE



Dea<-;

Thank you (or your participation in Rouuds 1 and 2 of my SIIttIIl H,dro~e
EJlrirtmMnrJIJl EJ1uts SbIdJ. Your participation in this, the third round of the study,
would be very much appreciated. aDd indeed. is essential. to the successfu.I completion
of this research.

Please find enclosed your Round 3 qucstiolll1aire. In this round you are provided with
an indication of bow your Round 2 impact ratings compared to the ~dian responses
of all panellisls. Based on this feedbacl:. you are invited to reevaluate your ratings in
ligbl: of the Round 2 re5pODSeS of the panel as a wbole.

Please DOle. this round will require Jess of your time to comp~ than did the Round
1 and Round 2 qucstiotmaires. Again. please be assured that "" kIpatfty or ..
P'nrI"'U pi _ ipdMdMtl meer= will at ap tjgp. he bsId ip tips srisIgt
~. If you bave any questioos or c:ommen1S regardiDg the swdy. please
feel free to cooract me. Please complete and tttum the Round 3 questioomire in the
en:losed envelope at your ea.rI.iest f;OOvcoieoce (preferably within Oot week: of
receiving it),

In anticipation of your continued participation in my study. lhank you. I look forward
to bearing from you soon.

S~relyYo~;

)
Steve~u
_ orGeop>phy

Memorial University of NewfouodJaod
Tel. (709) 737-899817417
Fax. (709) 737-3119
Email.sj~IlTOpO.CS_nuur.C(J



ROUND 3 QUESTIONNAIRE

Please fmd attached your RoUJUI 3 qucstio~. For each question sheet:

• Column 1 gives the m«fian Round 2 response of all paneUists
for each of the seveD impact evaluation criteria;

• Column 3 shows your Round 2 responses;

• Please recoosider (if oecessuy) your Round 2 respoDSe in light
of the median iI'OUp response given in Column 2. and record your
Round 3 response in Column 4 scyrp if It rsmetm "ndt,pusl
f!ll!!!..I!2lIl;

• If your Round 3 response differs from the Round 2 group
response, you are invited to give a brief expWlatioo of why you
feel the ·correct- respoose should be bigher or lower than the
Round 2 group respoose. Comments can be placed in Column s.



VECs Under Consideration

• Water Resources

• Fuh Resources

• RIlptors

• Wote"owl/Migratory Birds

• Caribou

• Moose

• FurlJeonrs/Small MfJItIJ1UJis

• Historic Resources
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